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LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER
Ten years ago, As You Sow started Proxy Preview because many foundations did not vote their proxies
or voted against their mission and values. We wanted to help these institutional investors align mission
and investing. To do this, we put into one publication the hundreds of resolutions shareholders filed
each year and closely examined what was being asked of companies. This has allowed us to understand
the extent of support from the broader investment community and how it relates to society as a whole,
revealing the growing movement for change.
In the intervening years, scores of foundations have supported the environmental and socially responsible
business practices requested in shareholder resolutions. By both voting their proxies and changing investment priorities they
have reflected their values and prompted material corporate change. This has manifested in breaking down the walls separating
grantmaking and investing—activating the power of their portfolios.
Proxy Preview quickly reached a broader audience of other investors beyond the foundation world. The Chicago Tribune hailed
it as the, “Bible for socially progressive foundations, religious groups, pension funds, and tax-exempt organizations.” Our
readership now extends further to include corporations, pensions, unions, and all institutional investors who recognize the
financial impact of environmental and social issues and the critical importance of good governance. All want to meet the
expectations of a broad set of stakeholders—customers, employees, shareholders, and civil society at large. The financial
media now track these issues more closely and a growing number of individual investors are discovering how they can “own
what they own.”
The Preview documents how shareholders continue to form coalitions on issues like climate change, human rights, health and
safety, sexual orientation and gender identity bias, and political spending. In addition, shareholders today are looking not just
at these issues in isolation. Instead, they articulate a systemic critique, pointing out the connections between excessive political
spending, inadequate energy policy, the dangers of our changing climate and its damaging impact on water and agriculture,
toxic hazards, and how these are related to human rights.
In this way, Proxy Preview continues to spotlight how corporations affect our planet and everyday lives, and how shareholder
resolve can lead to change. A key demand from investors was voting on CEO pay, expressed in hundreds of resolutions over
many years; Congress included this requirement as part of the 2010 Dodd-Frank financial reform law and investors now vote
on it at every public company. More recently, citizens have submitted more than 700,000 comments to the Securities and
Exchange Commission supporting more corporate political spending disclosure, pressing for change on another front.
This year we have broken every record on the number of resolutions filed, and over the past decade the average vote, in support
of social and environmental resolutions, has nearly doubled. This is just the beginning, as shareholders large and small activate
their portfolios and use the power of their proxies to continue to advocate for change. Proxy Preview is proud to have been a
central part of this movement and we look forward to continuing to serve the community of shareholder proponents in the next
decade and beyond.

Andrew Behar
CEO, As You Sow
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SPECIAL THANKS TO THE
PROXY PREVIEW FOUNDERS
Proxy Preview was originally conceived by Michael Passoff, then a Program Director at As You Sow and now CEO of Proxy
Impact. At As You Sow, a foundation that successfully used shareholder advocacy to increase corporate responsibility on
environmental and social issues, Michael recognized the untapped power that foundations and endowments could yield as active
shareowners, with billions of dollars invested in the stock market. The Preview was initially launched to educate foundations to
vote their proxies and align the power of their portfolios in support of their mission and grantmaking. Michael wrote the publication
for the first seven years and continues to collaborate on the project.
The Preview would not have been started without the encouragement and support of Doug Bauer, then at Rockefeller
Philanthropic Advisors and now Executive Director of the Clark Foundation. Earlier, Doug had collaborated with As You Sow
on the publication, “Unlocking the Power of the Proxy.” He was the key initial supporter for the Preview and provided major moral
and financial support for years.
The Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation (JSN) also has supported the Preview from its inception, providing sponsorship for all ten
editions. Executive Director Vic DeLuca had successfully used shareholder advocacy to support his grantees and is a national
leader in encouraging foundations to align their investments and mission through proxy voting, screened stocks, and missionrelated investing. A few years later, Singing Field Foundation became a major and long-term supporter. Jonathan Scott,
Executive Director of the foundation, has become one of more vocal supporters of proxy voting and shareholder democracy
and even has produced a “How To Vote your Proxy” video to help people understand the process and get engaged.
The Foundation Partnership on Corporate Responsibility (FPCR) is another long-term supporter. FPCR is led by Steve
Viederman, Finance Committee Chair at the Christopher Reynolds Foundation, and one the earliest and strongest advocates
for the benefits of proxy voting to foundations; Tim Smith, Director of ESG Shareowner Engagement at Walden Asset
Management, and a pioneer and leading practitioner of shareholder advocacy; and Tim Little, Executive Director at Rose
Foundation for Communities and the Environment, and author of The Environmental Fiduciary series of publications related to
fiduciary responsibility and corporate environmental performance.
From the start, Proxy Preview has been designed to be as accessible as possible and it stands unique as the most
comprehensive free source of information on hundreds of social and environmental shareholder resolutions. It has only been
possible to produce it with the support of major funders listed above, and dozens of other foundations, SRI investor groups,
media partners, non-profit advocacy groups, and individuals. With their support, we continue to educate investors on key
environmental, social, sustainable governance, and economic issues, to promote responsible corporate practices.
On our tenth anniversary we just wanted to say “Thank You” to the founders and to all of the contributors, writers, designers,
supporters, cheerleaders, sponsors, and advocates who make this publication possible. All keep pressing corporations to be
better global citizens and help shareholders unlock the power of their portfolios, as they become active owners of America’s
biggest companies. To all, a thank you and keep up the amazing work—we are making positive change in the world!
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 2014 proxy season already has broken all previous
records for the number of shareholder proposals filed, with
Si2 identifying 417 shareholder resolutions on environmental
and social issues so far this year—at least 50 more than at
this time in 2013, and 20 percent more than in February
2012. While corporate political activity remains a central
focus, accounting for 30 percent of the total, there are more
resolutions than ever on the environment given a new push
for action to battle climate change. Resolutions concerning
climate and energy, other environmental issues, and
sustainable governance (including reporting) combined
make up 39 percent of the total.

2014 Proposals Filed
Animals
3%

Other
8%

Political
Activity
30%

Human Rights/
Decent Work
9%

Diversity
11%

There are more proposals about board diversity and
somewhat fewer about workplace diversity as the country
moves towards greater acceptance of equal rights for
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people.

Environment –
Other
8%

Human rights and decent work proposals make up about
9 percent of the total, up slightly from last year, while even
more of the sustainability reporting requests this year
incorporate these concerns than previously, given an
expanded supply chain reporting push.

Sustainability
12%

Environment –
Climate & Energy
19%
n=417

The number of animal welfare resolutions is about the same
as last year but proportionately less given the overall volume
increase (3 percent of the total).
The final 8 percent cover everything from government surveillance to health care, gun control, and equitable lending.

Fully 324 resolutions are now pending, up from 284 at this time in 2013 and 279 in mid-February 2012. Companies have
lodged 87 challenges to these proposals at the Securities and Exchange Commission, which so far has rejected five (down from
nine last year at the same time), accepted just 14 (half of the 30 it had sustained in mid-February 2013), and still must decide
upon another 49 (eight more than were pending in 2013). Proponents have withdrawn 19 of the challenged resolutions,
sometimes after agreements with the companies and at other times for tactical reasons because they wanted to avoid setting
an unwanted precedent.

Overview and New Issues in 2014
This section provides a brief overview of the upcoming proxy season, paying particular attention to new issues and how ongoing
campaigns are evolving. The main body of the report, starting on p. 21, gives a detailed analysis for each category listed here.
In an effort to mirror the broader discussion about “ESG”—environmental, social, and governance issues—the report is divided
into these categories. We use the term “sustainable governance” to describe resolutions about how companies address a wide
variety of sustainability concerns at the board level (through membership as well as committee structures and responsibilities)
and in their overall reporting to investors. A handful of proposals relating to equity in finance also appear together. Finally, the
report describes together a dozen proposals from investors worried about what they think are excessively liberal corporate
tendencies; these propose solutions that clash with all the other proposals.

Environment
Climate change and energy: The biggest change for 2014 is simply volume—more than 90 compared with fewer than
60 last year about these subjects. Disclosure remains the common theme, but 22 proposals demand greenhouse gas emissions
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(GHG) reduction targets. The recent explosion of domestic U.S. shale energy development, extracting more gas and oil, has
caused investors to ask 12 companies specifically about how they are accounting for methane and limiting its release into
the atmosphere given its potent contribution to global warming. Proponents are placing new or expanded emphasis on
climate-related risks, asking 12 companies to explain how they will grapple with lower fossil energy demand scenarios for the
future, and what they will do if fossil fuel reserves become stranded assets. The impact of this winter’s intense storms featured
in a decision in February by Dominion Resources to sell its retail electric business, for instance, while shareholders at Travelers
are asking how climate risk will change its underwriting and investing practice. PNC Financial Group is again faced with
a query about how it is taking GHG emissions into account in its financing decisions, and Bank of America has the same
proposal on tap.
Proponents remain skeptical about the safety of shale energy extraction using hydraulic fracturing and concerned about the
quality and comparability of energy company disclosures; they are back with half a dozen proposals at companies that all
considered the issue previously. But a new proposal from Green Century is asking PepsiCo to study how it might avoid the
use of fuel for its trucking fleet that comes from refineries buying crude oil from Canada’s bitumen deposits (the “oil sands”). Three
proposals about nuclear energy, another possible but controversial piece of the solution to curb carbon emissions, are unlikely
to go to votes. It is also not clear that any of the energy management proposals from the California State Teachers’ Retirement
System (CalSTRS) will be voted on since companies have been willing to explain what they are doing. Just as this report went
to press, Green Century announced what it said was a major new agreement with Kellogg on palm oil, prompting a withdrawal.

Environmental management: A triumvirate of 13 resolutions about packaging and recycling, deforestation concerns,
and water rounds out the environmental agenda for proxy season 2014, about the same number as last year. Five to food or
grocery stores from As You Sow press for more corporate action to reduce product packaging and to make it more recyclable.
Three from Domini Social Investments combine inter-related issues of environmental concerns and social justice connected to
deforestation in the long supply chains of food conglomerates. Among these is a new one to PepsiCo, which asks about largescale land acquisitions and their impact on traditional peoples. As in the past, three of the five resolutions about water are at
coal companies that have considered the issue previously. A new proposal looks at water pollution from a fiber mill owned by
Rayonier on the Altamaha River in Georgia.
Toxics: Two new proposals raise concerns from the past and the future. Calvert Investments is seeking a report on the legacy

of the Bhopal gas disaster from Dow Chemical, while As You Sow would like Dunkin’ Brands to report on its use of
nanomaterials in food, in what could be the first shareholder vote on the subject. SRI firms are continuing to ask for reports on
safer product chemistry at four companies, emphasizing potential perils for children.

Industrial agriculture: The total number of proposals about industrial agriculture is down from 2013, since animal welfare
proponents have filed fewer resolutions. Still front and center are half a dozen proposals about genetically modified food and
its immediate potentially negative impact on human health and its more long-term impacts on the increased use of agricultural
chemicals in farming. A dominant theme concerns labeling and consumers’ right to know what is in their food, which proponents
also raise in related proposals asking food companies to curtail their spending on politics—inspired by large infusions of cash
into state ballot initiatives about GMO food labeling that have failed recently in California and Washington State.
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) withdrew a proposal to Tyson Foods in January, although it appeared in
the proxy statement; the company agreed to end the use of pig gestation crates. But the group has another one of its requests
for using hornless cattle pending at Kraft Foods Group. One more proposal about animal welfare from a different proponent
has been filed but is not yet public, as well.

Social Issues
Animals in testing and entertainment: Far fewer animal testing proposals are on tap in 2014 than in 2013.
Nonetheless, PETA has a new proposal to tobacco companies, asking them to restrict animal use in tobacco product safety
testing. Its plan to air concerns about orcas at newly public SeaWorld Entertainment was foiled by SEC filing requirements
this year, but investors are likely to see the issue in 2015. No other laboratory animal testing proposals have been made public
to date.
Corporate political activity: Investors and companies will have to wrestle with another slew of corporate political activity

resolutions in 2014; the flood of these proposals is continuing unabated. The resolutions are being considered while proponents
of more disclosure remain frustrated in their attempt to start a rulemaking process that would compel disclosure in securities
filings, since the SEC decided in December to postpone its consideration even though more than 700,000 public comments
have been submitted in its favor. Intermediary groups that use contributions from undisclosed sources—including wealthy
individuals as well as companies—remain a central focus of all the proposals.
7
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CORPORATE EXECUTIVES
SHOULD TELL INVESTORS
WHETHER THEY
ARE SPENDING
COMPANY RESOURCES
FOR POLITICAL PURPOSES
U.S. SENATOR ROBERT MENENDEZ
(D-NJ)
The Supreme Court’s 2010 Citizens United decision fundamentally
rewrote our nation’s campaign finance laws, effectively enabling
corporate executives to make unlimited expenditures from company
treasuries to influence election campaigns. Even before Citizens United,
shareholders of many companies sought greater transparency into how
executives were using company resources for political purposes. Since
Citizens United, investor demand has greatly—and justifiably—
intensified, as the magnitude of the problem and the potential for abuse
has skyrocketed.
The ability of executives to spend company resources for political
purposes without shareholders’ knowledge raises significant investor
protection and corporate governance concerns. Without transparency,
executives are free to spend funds invested by shareholders without
accountability or monitoring. They might use corporate resources to
support political candidates whose positions are directly adverse to
shareholder interests, such as a candidate who supports repealing
corporate disclosure and shareholder voting protections. An executive
might also spend money invested by shareholders to further his or her
own personal ambitions unconnected to the best interests of the
company—for example, by supporting the campaign of a candidate
who the executive hopes will appoint him or her to political office.
Whether executives want to use their personal funds for these purposes
is up to them, but they should not be able to use shareholders’ money,
especially without shareholders’ knowledge.
Even in cases where amounts spent for political purposes are small
relative to a company’s overall size, shareholders may still find the
information material to their investment or voting decisions. Small
amounts relative to company size might have a large impact on an
election, for example. Moreover, without disclosure, shareholders have
very limited ability to identify problems and determine materiality.
I have introduced the Shareholder Protection Act in the U.S. Senate
to require disclosure of public companies’ political spending and give
shareholders a vote on companies’ political spending budgets. In
addition, the Securities and Exchange Commission already has
regulatory authority to require disclosure, and I have urged them to use
it. But until the SEC acts or my bill becomes law, disclosure will only
happen when a company chooses to do it or its shareholders require it.
Transparency and disclosure are fundamental cornerstones of
investor protection under our federal securities laws. As the owners of
a corporation, shareholders should have a say in whether their money
is spent for political purposes—and at the very least, they should know
how their money is being spent.
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The number of resolutions asking for more
comprehensive disclosure of what companies
spend both directly and indirectly on lobbying
has continued to increase and again outstrips
the still not inconsiderable array of resolutions
that promote the oversight and disclosure model
championed by the Center for Political
Accountability. Eight companies are getting
both campaign spending and lobbying
proposals. New in 2014 is a proposal to six
energy companies about the nature of their
support for public policies that could mitigate
climate change. Both the American Legislative
Exchange Council (ALEC) and the Heartland
Institute, non-profit charities that promote model
legislation, continue to attract the disclosure
advocates’ ire in many of the proposals. Further,
as noted above, heavy spending from food
companies opposed to ballot initiatives about
GMO food labeling in California and Washington
State inspired proposals for electoral spending
moratoria at eight firms, in a new development.
Also new is a recent SEC decision that the
values congruency proposal at Johnson &
Johnson from NorthStar Asset Management
relates to ordinary business, which may quash
further such proposals, although two are still
pending this year.

Diversity in the workplace: There are

half as many resolutions about LGBT equality in
the workplace as there were just two years ago.
These proposals continue to prompt corporate
policy changes, making the companies that do
not agree stand out—including perennial target
ExxonMobil.
A new resolution about
appropriate accommodation for pregnant
workers was filed at Walmart Stores but it is
not clear it will go to a vote given a recent
company policy change. In addition, the New
York City pension funds are promoting greater
disclosure of employee diversity at financial
services firms, with three proposals.

Gun control: Investor Voice has a new

resolution promoting a set of gun control
measures called the Sandy Hook Principles, filed
at Amazon.com, although the company is
contending at the SEC that it concerns ordinary
business and failed to meet technical filing
requirements. A decision has yet to be issued.

Health: Religious investors affiliated with the

Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility
(ICCR) this year have a new proposal asking
tobacco companies to better communicate the
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negative health consequences of tobacco use to the poor and uneducated, while another new proposal to casino owner Wynn
Resorts seeks an anti-smoking policy. Facebook has gotten a resolution about childhood obesity from another ICCR member,
focused on food advertising to children. Rounding out this category is a new proposal to Gilead Sciences from the president
of the AIDS Healthcare Foundation suggesting that the company tie rates of access to medicines to the CEO’s pay; the
foundation is critical of the company’s drug prices.

Human rights: ICCR members and trade unions are working together on an expanded campaign that asks 14 companies—
purveyors of food and clothing—to report on human rights risk assessments; most of the recipients of the proposal are new.
ICCR members also are pressing five companies to take stronger action to combat human trafficking. A repeat proposal about
the Sudanese genocide will go to a vote at Franklin Resources and NorthStar Asset Management’s human right to water
proposal is pending again at two companies.
Two new resolutions address the rights of indigenous peoples. The Needmor Fund withdrew a resolution at Goldman Sachs
after the company explained it had pulled out of a project to build a coal export terminal that is opposed by Northwest tribes
given its potential impact on their traditional fishing grounds. But Oxfam has another proposal to PepsiCo about land rights
and agricultural production—raising issues similar to those noted in Domini’s deforestation resolution.
Prison rights activist Alex Friedman, who earned nearly 30 percent support for a 2012 proposal about sexual abuse and rape
at Corrections Corporation of America, is asking another prison company—GEO Group—to adopt a policy that would give
prisoners better access to telephone service, but an SEC challenge is pending, and it is not certain it will go to a vote.
Media and privacy: Following the revelations about extensive government surveillance programs in summer 2013, New York
State Common Retirement Fund (NYSCRF), Trillium Asset Management, and Harrington Investments filed two new proposals
about the subject at AT&T and Verizon Communications. These helped prompt a commitment from Verizon, just announced,
to release semi-annual reports on government requests for information. Meanwhile, protecting medical records privacy and
security are the focus of concerns in a new proposal from Arjuna Capital at Cerner and UnitedHealth Group. Finally, Verizon
once again will consider a net neutrality proposal.

Sustainable Governance
Board diversity: Investors have already withdrawn six of the 15 proposals filed seeking greater board diversity in the campaign
being coordinated by the Thirty Percent Coalition, and more are likely as the season progresses.
Board oversight: Proposals for companies to create board committees specifically tasked to overseeing human rights are
pending at six companies, while requests for oversight of sustainability more generally have been fielded at three. In a new
formulation, there is a request for board oversight of renewable energy at Dominion Resources. One of the proposals, at
Target, notes concerns about garment workers in Bangladesh and Jordan, while another at Yahoo! mentions problems
connected to government surveillance. NYSCRF is also back with its proposal that Chevron and Freeport-McMoRan add
environmental experts to their boards.

Sustainability oversight and reporting: Last year at this time 32 resolutions sought sustainability reports on company

operations and/or supply chains and another two more asked companies to link sustainability metrics to executive
compensation. The pay link proposals are absent this year, but the total number of proposals has ticked up to 43. What is
different this year is a more equal distribution of environmental and social issues, in what has become a continuing theme. Just
seven of the reporting resolutions are resubmissions, as proponents seek out performance metrics from relatively smaller
companies. An early vote, one of the first of the season, already occurred at Emerson Electric, where a long-running proposal
received just over 38 percent support. To date there have been six withdrawals, all reached after disclosure agreements. A focus
on supply chain continues, with a dozen proposals (not all of which have been made public) that request companies to require
their significant vendors to produce reports themselves.
New angles include a detailed proposal covering a wide range of topics at Home Depot, from an individual investor, and two
about sustainable agricultural practices from ICCR members at Archer-Daniels-Midland and Dean Foods. Outside the
reporting proposals, the push to get stock exchanges to bake sustainability into the listing standards cake continues; it received
a boost when NASDAQ OMX reached an accord with Calvert Investments. A new proposal about integrating sustainability
concerns into proxy voting guidelines will not go to a vote at Franklin Resources given an SEC challenge, however; nor will
another new formulation about incorporating environmental, social and governance metrics into credit ratings methodologies,
at Moody’s. The SEC agreed that proposal was too imprecise, as the company contended.
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Economic (Equitable Finance)
Companies have challenged all but one of the proposals raising questions about fairness in the financial system, and few are
likely to go to votes. An ICCR proposal on reporting about ethics and oversight of financial dealings at two banks is unlikely to
go to a vote given the SEC challenges, and the outcome is uncertain for two more resolutions of similar ilk. The ordinary
business exclusion may fell a proposal about tax fairness from Domini Social Investments at Google, although a challenge has
yet to surface. But Christian Brothers Investment Services notched up a win when it withdrew a payday lending resolution at
Wells Fargo; the bank said it would end its direct deposit advance program.

Conservatives
A dozen proposals have been filed by investors who believe companies have the right to spend what they want in elections,
that there is too much environmental regulation, and that health care provision should be governed by free market principles,
among other issues. Most of these proposals have been filed by the National Center for Public Policy Research, and, given past
experience and a slew of current SEC challenges, it is not clear how many will go to votes.

INTRODUCTION
Types of Proposals
Investors vote on shareholder proposals, or resolutions, from both management and shareholders about issues that raise
governance and social policy issues.

Governance proposals focus on the management of the corporation. Proxy items submitted by management include the

election of directors, appointment of auditors, and approval of company stock plans, among others. Proposals raised by
shareholders commonly include board structure, such as calls for more independent board members or for the separation of
the Board Chair and CEO position; compensation concerns, such as linking executive compensation to performance, or shortand long-term incentive plans and golden parachute arrangements; improved voter access via cumulative or supermajority
voting; and anti-takeover measures such as poison pill provisions. Several hundred governance proposals are filed every year
and numerous sources of information on these are publically available. The Proxy Preview only includes a small subset of
governance proposals that overlap with social and environmental issues, including board diversity, linking executive
compensation to social criteria or setting up specialized board committees or designated experts to oversee sustainability
concerns. We include in the report a section on “Sustainable Governance” that encompasses sustainability reporting and board
oversight issues, since these issues relate to fundamental strategy and company accountability to investors.

Social proposals focus on a wide variety of social and environmental issues. These proposals generally call for reports or
policy changes on key issues that can have an impact a company’s bottom line, often through posing reputational risks.
Managements in nearly all cases voices opposition to these proposals, with some rare exceptions, yet these proposals have
been steadily gaining much greater support among large, mainstream institutional investors. Social proposals often serve a
“canary in the coal mine” role, as they historically have identified many areas of financial risks—including climate change and
the sub-prime mortgage crisis—years before companies begin to address (or in some cases, even acknowledge) these issues.
Proposals listed in this publication are up to date as of February 14, 2014. At that time proponents had filed, or had

firm plans to file, 417 shareholder proposals; all are discussed in the Proxy Preview. Some proposals described here will not
appear on your proxy statement because they will be withdrawn by the filers in exchange for company dialogues or because
companies changed their policies; more than 12 percent are likely to be omitted from proxy statements by the company in
accordance with SEC rules. The number of proposals filed indicates how broad a shareholder campaign is and/or a growing
or waning shareholder interest in the different issue areas. Pending proposals are those that appear in the proxy statement and
will go to a vote unless they are withdrawn or omitted.
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Understanding Shareholder Votes
Most proxy votes are dominated by company management and a few dozen large financial institutions, which often automatically
vote with management and hold the majority of a company’s shares. Consequently, it is difficult and extremely rare to see a
majority vote on a shareholder-initiated proposal, although votes have been rising steady and a majority vote is not as unusual
as it once was. Recognizing this, the SEC requirement for a proposal to receive enough votes to be re-filed for the following year
is 3 percent for the first year, 6 percent the second year, and 10 percent the third year and each subsequent year. While these
votes would be negligible in the political arena, even relatively modest shareholder votes can serve as the impetus for significant
corporate policy changes. In most cases, an investor with 3 percent ownership in a company would be one of the top
shareholders, and thus even single digit votes may gain considerable attention from company management. Social proposal
votes above 10 percent are virtually impossible to ignore and often—but not always—result in some action by the company to
address the shareholder’s concerns.

Major Players

Primary Filers in 2014

Proposals often have many co-filers with one lead or primary
filer. The following is based on the primary filers for this year’s
social and environmental resolutions.

Special Interest
6%

Socially responsible investors (SRIs) make
investment decisions based on a company’s social,
environmental, and governance performance, as well as its
financial returns. Over the last few years SRIs have gradually
become the largest filers of shareholder resolutions. This year
they are the primary filers of 131 resolutions representing
31 percent of filings, up from 29 percent in 2013. Leading this
year’s effort are Calvert Investments (primary filer on 20
proposals), Trillium Asset Management (19), Walden Asset
Management (18), Harrington Investments (12), Domini Social
Investments (nine), Green Century Capital (eight), NorthStar
Asset Management (seven), and Arjuna Capital (seven). Many
SRI firms, like other types of proponents, work in concert with
others and have co-filed proposals, too—often working on
behalf of foundation clients.

Individual/Other
6%
SRI Group
31%

Foundation
7%

Union
9%

Religious
17%

Pension Fund
24%

Pension funds hold a unique role as active shareholders. On the one hand, they are among the largest filers of social and

governance resolutions, yet, simultaneously, they often work behind the scenes to develop initiatives and benchmarks that help
set standards for corporate behavior. Pension funds account for 24 percent of resolutions covered in Proxy Preview, down from
26 percent in 2013. The New York State Common Retirement Fund and the New York City pension funds between them have
filed the most, with dozens of proposals each; the California State Teachers Retirements System is also an important player.

Faith-based institutions set up the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility (ICCR) in 1971 and pioneered the
shareholder advocacy movement for social change. For four decades, faith-based investors were the most prolific resolution
filers; they continue to play a crucial role both as innovators and coordinators of shareholder networks today but now are involved
in more dialogues than shareholder resolutions. They are the primary filers of 17 percent of 2014 resolutions and co-file many
more, down from 18 percent in 2013. The most active institutions are Mercy Investment Services (16 proposals), the Unitarian
Universalists (seven), the Sisters of St. Francis of Philadelphia (six), the Midwest Capuchins (Capuchin Franciscans, St. Joseph
Province) (six), the Presbyterian Church (USA) (six), and the Episcopal Church (five). ICCR publishes an annual book detailing
the proxy season activity of its members and making recommendations on how to vote; the January 2014 edition is available
on its website.
Labor unions have played a key role in the development of the shareholder advocacy movement, particularly with regard to

corporate governance issues such as executive compensation and shareholder access to the proxy statement. Union concerns
on labor rights, worker safety and political spending account for 9 percent of the social and environmental resolutions filed this
year, up from 8 percent in 2013. The AFL-CIO is the most active, the primary filer on 17, followed by the American Federation
of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) (primary filer of eight).
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Foundations have discovered that shareholder advocacy can support their missions and strengthen financial management
of their investments. As You Sow has been a leader among foundations in using proxy voting and shareholder advocacy, filing
some 180 resolutions since 1998, many in conjunction with the Educational Foundation of America. Foundations as primary
filers account for 7 percent of resolutions in 2014, as in 2013, again led by As You Sow (primary filer of 17 of the proposals in
Proxy Preview), the Needmor Fund (five), Nathan Cummings Foundation (four), and the Christopher Reynolds Foundation (four).
Additional foundations serve as co-filers on many proposals.
Special interest groups have used shareholder resolutions to promote their own specific issues. Their resolutions often
get low votes but in some cases—such as animal welfare—they still can be part of effective corporate reform initiatives. Special
interest groups account for 6 percent of this year’s resolutions, dominated by People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (11
proposals). The conservative National Center for Public Policy Research has stepped up its sponsorship activity this year, filing
nine resolutions covered in Proxy Preview.
Individual proponents account for 6 percent of the total number of filings this year, as in 2013. While a small number of
very active individual investors mostly have been filing corporate governance resolutions for years, nearly two dozen individual
proponents of social and environmental resolutions are sponsoring in 2014, with just one resolution each.
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The number of shareholder proposals on social and
environmental issues continues to increase, in sync
with growing investor support. This year is queued
up to surpass previous volume records. The
number of proposals voted on has not increased as
much as overall filings, though, since proponents
are withdrawing an increasing number of their
proposals, usually after reaching accords with
management. From 2004 to 2013, the proportion
of proposals that were omitted because they did not
conform to the Shareholder Proposal Rule stayed
about the same overall, despite important changes
in the SEC’s interpretation of the rule, before
dropping to just above 12 percent in 2013. The
biggest change in shareholder proposal results has
been the doubling of average support, which
reached 21.3 percent in 2013.
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Universities: While institutions of higher education—notably Loyola University of Chicago, Swarthmore College, and
Wesleyan University—have filed proposals in the last few years, they are not primary filers on any resolutions this year. Some
of the biggest endowed schools vote their proxies, although the proportion of directly held stock has shrunk dramatically given
changes in endowment management practice, prompting a reexamination of options for engagement at some institutions.
This is coming even as many grapple with
increasingly insistent student demands for selling
U.S. Social and Environmental Shareholder
fossil fuel stock. Some school endowments will
Proposals Filed, 2004-2014
meet for discussions in April 2014 at a conference
450
sponsored by Hampshire College and Second
400
Nature, which coordinates the American College
and University Presidents’ Climate Commitment.
350
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taking up some aspect of climate change and
energy production; these proposals have increased
to more than 100 this year for the first time.
Sustainable governance concerns, including board
oversight of environmental and social issues and
reporting on a wide range of often cross-cutting
sustainability concerns, remain constant—with an
interesting new mix in 2014 described further in this
report. Proposals about human rights and decent
working conditions, combined with a mix of diversity
topics (for board representation as well as among
employees) picked up in 2013 and seem set to
keep up the pace in 2014, although their overall
total is still below 2010. This year’s mix includes
resolutions focused on human rights risk
assessments, in an expansion of a 2013 initiative.

Proposals Filed, Major Categories – 2010-2014
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A group of additional concerns, with a smaller
number of resolutions, rounds out the agenda for investors at upcoming annual meetings in 2014. Proposals about animal
welfare in industrial agriculture production as well as in medical laboratories have dropped considerably over the last several years;
while they garner little investor support proponents nonetheless have successfully achieved some reforms. Similarly, faith-based
groups continue to file a relatively small number of proposals at financial services companies about lending practices and the
impact of the recent financial crisis. In addition, there is a small but persistent set of resolutions from political groups on the right.
Outside these categories, the total number of other resolutions in 2014 is limited, making up just eight more filings so far—down
from a recent high of two dozen back in 2011.

Withdrawals and omissions—About four in 10 of all filed proposals end up getting withdrawn each year, a
proportion that has stayed about the same for the last five years.
Proposals on issues that receive high levels of support are the least likely to be
struck from proxy statements after company challenges at the SEC and generally
they are the most amenable to negotiated withdrawals. As the table here shows,
in the last three years proposals on diversity, corporate political activity, and
sustainable governance have averaged more than 20 percent support, while
climate and energy resolutions also have crossed this threshold. These issues
have low rates of omission and—except for political activity—have high withdrawal
rates. These withdrawals have come in most cases after proponents and
companies agreed to either discuss the issues further or take specific actions.

MORE ON THE WEB:
More information on what happens
when companies challenge proposals
at the Securities and Exchange
Commission using the Shareholder
Proposal Rule provisions is available
at www.proxypreview.org.

A distinct second tier of three issues areas—financial equity, human and labor rights, and environmental proposals—get
somewhat lower levels of support, and among these the environmental resolutions prompt many withdrawals and have low
omission rates, even if they do not garner as
much support as those on climate change.
The final mix of proposals includes a broad
Aggregate Topic Trends, 2011-2013
miscellany
often filed by individuals, as well
Topic Area
# of
3-Year Average
Omitted
Withdrawn
Votes
Support (%) (% of all filed) (% of all filed)
as those on animal welfare, and some from
right-wing groups; these get negligible
4%
67%
39
29.0%
Diversity
support
and have higher omission rates than
9%
25%
23.7%
Political Activity
219
top-scorers.
Almost none of the
8%
54%
23.5%
Sustainable Governance
53
conservative
groups’
proposals get
14%
44%
Climate & Energy
87
20.3%
withdrawn
or
negotiated
away.
46%
24%
11
17.6%
Financial Equity
Human/Labor Rights

62

15.6%

18%

28%

Other Environment

29

11.9%

7%

43%

Animals

29

4.1%

17%

33%

All Others

13

3.9%

47%

26%

Conservative

15

3.3%

60%

Total

557

19.9%

5%

15%

38%
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CORPORATE SECRETARIES APPROACH
TO CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
THOUGHTS FROM A PANEL WITH JOHN BULEY
AND RANDALL CLARK
DARLA STUCKEY
Senior Vice President – Policy and Advocacy,
Society of Corporate Secretaries & Governance Professionals
At a January Society of Corporate Secretaries and Governance Professionals Essential Seminar in Orlando, Florida, John M.
Buley Jr., Professor of the Practice of Finance at Duke University, Fuqua School of Business and Randall L. Clark, Vice
President, Compliance and Governance, Corporate Secretary and Chief Governance Officer, Sempra Energy, participated on
a panel on how the field of corporate social responsibility (CSR) is evolving and how corporate secretaries can help their
companies effectively respond.
Evolving corporate approach: Identifying and managing risk is a key motivator for companies to take action on
corporate responsibility issues, the panelists pointed out. John Buley noted that grappling with these concerns has become
“increasingly critical” for companies strategically in the last two to three years, and that it can either significantly enhance or
detract from a company’s stature. Randall Clark said that while companies must maximize shareholder value for their investors,
they also always must be aware that missteps can create harm and hurt their reputation. Buley added that until about five
years ago CSR was often just about enhancing the brand, but boards and executives now realize it is much more. To avoid
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) risks, Buley said that consideration of CSR is “embedded in the life of a public
company.”
Stakeholders: Panelists agreed that while investors want good performance, they also must respond to a wide
array of stakeholders, and they discussed a careful, structured process for identifying different groups and what they want.
Buley noted that while “there are some people you can’t please,” being proactive about corporate commitments can change
how a company is perceived by its critics. Clark said Sempra has learned about many non-investor stakeholders, and
coordinates its work on CSR with its risk management department to address concerns they may uncover. The panelists
noted that a good sustainability report could help to both attract and retain the most talented employees, as well. Clark
pointed out that Sempra began reporting because investors demanded it, but has found its own employees are keenly
interested in the company’s CSR report, as its “most loyal stakeholders.”
Frameworks for reporting: Issues raised in proxy season often prompt keen attention from boards and top executives,
the panelists noted, since shareholder proposals are “a precursor to possible legislation” down the road.
The panelists stressed the need for best practice frameworks so that companies can respond to controversy, even in the
absence of regulation that could be more effective but sometimes is simply not there. Buley said that “just following the law
won’t get you a gold star” on some issues, such as payday lending or hydraulic fracturing, and that sustainable business issues
“are everywhere and are not stopping.” Panelists agreed the Global Reporting Initiative’s disclosure framework is
a useful, common reference.
Strategic risk management: The panelists also agreed that check-box solutions such as “putting a woman on the
board and it’s over” are no longer sufficient, and that robust corporate programs carefully consider a company’s business,
determine how to perform better and decide about appropriate disclosure. This takes into account what competitors
are doing and what boards want to know; CEO buy-in that creates the right “tone at the top” can be augmented by
performance standards for employees that include CSR components, they pointed out.
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SOUTH AFRICA’S LESSONS FOR RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT
DONNA KATZIN
Executive Director, Shared Interest
As Shared Interest celebrates its 20th anniversary of work to build an equitable South Africa, we recall
the seeds the anti-apartheid movement planted, and its lessons for the future. Many at Shared Interest—
and a third of our investors—pressed companies to cut their ties to apartheid. After South Africa achieved
democracy and elected Nelson Mandela president in 1994, Archbishop Tutu told us,
“The end of apartheid was Part 1 of the struggle. Part 2 is more difficult: To make the miracle endure…We asked you to
disinvest. Now we say to you, Invest. Make South Africa succeed…for the sake of the world.”
We took him literally, and turned from divestment and shareholder activism to investing proactively in South Africa’s
impoverished communities of color—and moving the country’s banks to lend to them. To date our loan guarantees have
benefitted more than 2.2 million low-income black South Africans. Knowing that their country’s transformation will take many
years more, we are growing and have launched our “Next Generation Campaign.”
But the lessons South Africa teaches the sustainable and responsible investment community are more relevant than ever.
They include these:
1. Making change takes many hands. While the world celebrates Nelson Mandela and mourns his passing,
South Africa’s struggle was not a one-man movement—but one directed by thousands and waged by millions.
2. Multi-strategy movements are not neat, but they are powerful. “Perfect” strategies matter less than the
coordination of effective complementary strategies for a common goal. Dutch shareholders and oil embargoists
were strengthened by New Jersey activists who campaigned to “get the Shell off the Turnpike”—and vice versa.
3. Consult people on the front lines; campaign with them if possible. South African union leaders and their
shareholder meeting statements helped refute corporate claims that black workers supported international
investments during apartheid.
4. International support and solidarity matter. During South Africa’s 1986 State of Emergency, when many
domestic protesters were silenced, overseas shareholders and sanctions advocates effectively pressed major banks
in five countries to tighten financial screws on apartheid in the process of restructuring South Africa’s
cross-border debt.
5. Profound, enduring transformation may take more than our lifetimes. Many staunch apartheid opponents
did not live to see democracy in South Africa. Those who were that fortunate are only beginning to build the campaign
for economic democracy. We must stay the course, invest in it—and bring the next generation with us.

2013 Proxy Season Results
The 2013 proxy season set new records, with 192 votes—up from 180 in 2012. They collectively earned the highest level of
support ever—21.3 percent. Further, the SEC allowed companies to exclude far fewer proposals from proxy statements—just
over 12 percent of filings, down from 16 percent in 2012.
In all, shareholders concerns about how companies address contentious public policy matters and “extra-financial” issues filed
403 resolutions in 2013, up from 393 in 2012. Investor proponents continued well-ploughed themes, with the overwhelming
focus again on politics and energy. According to Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, a leading law firm specializing in proxy season
advice, investors filed a total of 820 shareholder proposals; about 420 (not covered in this analysis) concerned corporate
governance matters—most prominently board declassification, independent board chairs, the elimination of supermajority vote
requirements, and limitations on accelerated vesting of equity awards.
Four of the 2013 environmental and social policy resolutions—three at fertilizer company CF Industries Holdings—earned
majority votes, concerning sustainability reporting (67.0 percent, the highest vote ever for a social proposal opposed by
management), political spending (66.0 percent), and board diversity (50.7 percent), and at Alliant Techsystems, on lobbying
disclosure (64.8 percent). In 2012, there had been just one majority vote, on political spending disclosure at WellCare Health
Plans. Eleven environmental and social proposals have earned more than 50 percent since the turn of this decade, illustrating
ever more traction for proponents.
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Disclosure requests about environmental risks and sustainability reporting dominated, as they have for years; there were 99 about
the environment and 48 about sustainability. The environmental slate included new questions about methane emissions from
shale gas development and climate change risk consideration in lending decisions—issues that again will be considered in
2014. Proponents withdrew about two-thirds of the sustainability proposals once companies agreed to provide more
information, but proponents reached fewer accords and withdrew only about four in ten of their proposals.
Investor interest in the disclosure of all corporate political disbursements remained strong. Just under one-third of all the
environmental and social proposals filed pushed for stronger governance and disclosure of political campaign contributions
and lobbying—with a big emphasis on the disclosure of spending via intermediaries such as trade associations that legally can
remain secret in most cases. Half of the 19 proposals earning more than 40 percent dealt with these concerns, while proponents
racked up 28 withdrawals after reaching accords with management in nearly every instance. But when compared to other highscoring subjects, withdrawals in this area in fact were relatively scarce: More than two-thirds went to votes, the highest proportion
for any of the topics covered in this report. Simmering in the background is a continuing push for a new SEC rule that would
require all public companies to disclose what they
spend, although in fall 2013 the SEC pushed off
consideration of the rule.
2013 Proposals
Diversity in the corporate world—on boards of
directors and among employees in the workplace—
is a hardy perennial in proxy season, and these
resolutions also produce high votes and many
agreements. There were 50 filings (half about
boards and half about the workplace) but just 14
votes that among them garnered about 30 percent
average support.
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Human and labor rights resolutions ticked up after
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falling for three years in a row, as proponents
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pressed companies to operationalize human rights
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commitments defined in the new UN Principles for
Business and Human Rights. Votes on these
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proposals were being cast when the worst factory
disaster in Bangladesh history claimed 1,100 lives
after a garment factory collapsed in Dhaka. Subsequently, many global retailers and brand name manufacturers involved
announced a reform plan in July; many retailers have yet to join, though, which has impelled shareholder proposals at some of
these firms. These developments, and other recent problems in the industry, set the stage for a modest new push on human
rights that is occurring in 2014, with more than a dozen filings asking for human rights risk assessments. Investors ended up
voting on 20 of the 30 filings in 2013, making this one of the least likely for withdrawal agreements. Critics are looking for action
not just at companies’ directly owned operations,
but also in their far-flung supply chains where
2013 Voting Results
executives tend to have less control and face more
uncertain risks.
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On the animal testing front, a new but limited push
in 2013 concerned dehorned cows in the dairy
products supply chain, along with a mix of other
farm and lab animal welfare proposals; in all these
prompted 15 filings but only seven votes—with
none of those opposed by management
surpassing 5 percent. (One to Cracker Barrel Old
Country Store from the Humane Society of the
United States in the fall commended the company’s
plan to phase out pig gestation crates among its
suppliers and with management’s support earned
96 percent, however; this outlier is not included in
this report’s total tallies.)
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Otherwise, resubmitted concerns about child obesity at McDonald’s, net neutrality and privacy at media firms, along with
questions about probity and fairness in the provision of financial services, produced the final half dozen votes for the season,
and a mix of omissions and withdrawals.

Overall support: As noted above, support from investors for environmental and social resolutions increased to an all-time

high in 2013 of 21.3 percent for all resolutions that went to votes (excluding in this average the management-supported vote
at Cracker Barrel). Support has been on an inexorable climb for the last 10 years, as noted above (See bar chart, p. 12.)
Fully 55 percent of all the 192 votes in 2013—105 resolutions—exceeded 20 percent, up from 44 percent of the total in 2012;
19 earned more than 40 percent. (See table for a list).

2013 Resolutions Opposed by Management With More than 40% Support
Company

Proposal

Proponent

Vote (%)*

CF Industries Holdings

Publish sustainability report

Presbyterian Church (USA)

67.0

CF Industries Holdings

Review/report on political spending

NYSCRF

66.0

Alliant Techsystems

Report on lobbying

Midwest Capuchins

64.8

CF Industries Holdings

Adopt board diversity policy

NYC pension funds

50.7

Universal Forest Products

Adopt sexual orientation/gender ID policy

NYSCRF

49.1

McKesson

Review/report on political spending

Miami Firefighters

46.8

Equity Lifestyle Properties

Report on political spending and lobbying

Reinvestment Partners

46.3

Hess

Review/report on political spending

Trillium Asset Mgt.

46.0

Cleco

Publish sustainability report

Calvert Investment Mgt.

45.6

Lorillard

Report on lobbying

Midwest Capuchins

44.2

Leggett & Platt

Adopt sexual orientation/gender ID policy

NYC pension funds

43.9

Valero Energy

Adopt policy on indirect political spending

Nathan Cummings Fndn.

42.9

Peabody Energy

Report on lobbying

AFL-CIO

42.7

Marathon Oil

Report on lobbying

NYSCRF

42.2

Equity Residential

Publish sustainability report

NYC pension funds

42.0

Pioneer Natural Resources

Report on hydraulic fracturing/shale gas risks

Calvert Investment Mgt.

41.7

BB&T

Report on political spending and lobbying

Mass. Laborers’ Pension

41.7

AGL Resources

Adopt gender identity anti-bias policy

Clean Yield Asset Mgt.

41.0

Cardinal Health

Review/report on political spending

Teamsters

40.1

* Percentages presented as shares cast for divided by shares cast for and against. All proposals listed are advisory and majority votes do not legally require
management action. Official passage can require other vote calculations including the consideration of shares cast as abstentions or total shares outstanding.
Results above exclude one management-supported proposal at Cracker Barrel Old Country Store about pig gestation crates that earned 96.2 percent support.

Season Highlights
This section provides a brief synopsis of the topics raised in proxy season, highlighting what was new, the big campaigns and
the most significant votes.

Environment
Environmental concerns fell into the categories of climate change, energy resources, industrial agriculture (covering animals
used for food and apparel, and genetically engineered crops), and toxics. A separate group on sustainability, discussed below,
invoked these as well as social issues.

Climate change: A total of 46 resolutions took up different aspects of climate change risks that face companies and their
investors, producing 14 votes:
•

The emphasis on energy efficiency continued with 18 filings, but only two votes under 15 percent and quite a few
proposals that failed to get past SEC arbiters.

•

In the group of nine proposals asking for targets of one sort or another there was significant support for a new resolution
asking unconventional shale energy developers to report on methane emissions and set targets for their reduction—with
the highest votes for the season on climate change at two of the three targets, ONEOK (38.2 percent) and Spectra
Energy (35.4 percent). Mercy Investment ended up withdrawing a new gas flaring disclosure proposal at Continental
Resources when the company agreed to expand its discussion in securities filings. Support for investors’ perennial
requests for greenhouse gas reduction targets at ConocoPhilips and ExxonMobil also earned close to 30 percent.
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•

In the set of 10 resolutions on risk reporting, proponents stressed a new line of argument, questioning companies about
the impact of “unburnable carbon” on their balance sheets in the form of fossil fuel reserves that if combusted will push
global temperatures up more than 2 degrees Celsius, what many scientists see as a point of no return. The As You Sow
resolution pioneering this theme at CONSOL Energy earned 22.4 percent. A significant withdrawal occurred at
Amazon.com, where the proponents had been asking it to respond to the Carbon Disclosure Project for years; it stood
out as one of the largest companies in the world not to have done so but finally agreed to address the issue. It remains
unclear if an SEC decision allowing a proposal about financial sector consideration of climate risk has set a precedent,
but proponents were pleased to overcome arguments from PNC Financial Services that the resolution related to
ordinary business; they earned nearly 23 percent support.

•

Proponents withdrew seven of the eight proposals promoting a new set of sustainable palm oil standards after reaching
agreements. The food and consumer product purveyors that received the resolution agreed to sign on to the standards
set out by the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil, which in response to critics recently made its code more stringent.

Energy: A total of 19 resolutions asked about coal mining, natural gas development with hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”) and
nuclear power—all energy matters in contention that relate to climate change. There were only eight votes, though, with the
highest on fracking and limited support for proposals about nuclear power. The highest—41.7 percent about fracking disclosure
at Pioneer Natural Resources—was to a new recipient but votes were 30 percent at Chevron and ExxonMobil, the
industry’s two biggest players that have considered variants of these resolutions for three and four years in a row. The three
fracking withdrawals all came at companies that received resolutions previously, and prompted further disclosure accords.
On coal, a resubmission to Alpha Natural Resources, earned almost 27 percent, seeking a report on the impacts of
mountaintop removal mining, with a particular focus on water contamination.
NYSCRF used a new approach for its second year’s set of nuclear power safety resolutions, proposing reports on dry cask
storage, a new way to store spent fuel that experts suggest is safer than the pools of water now employed, but votes were
modest and did not exceed 6 percent.

Other environmental management issues: Votes were modest on 2013 resolutions filed by As You Sow at food

and beverage firms and electronics sellers about recycling and the concept of “extended producer responsibility”—the highest
vote was 12.5 percent at Kroger—but As You Sow nonetheless was pleased with an agreement it reached with McDonald’s
about phasing out hot foam beverage cups, prompted in part by a 29 percent vote on a related resolution in 2011.

The highest vote on the nine resolutions about toxics was 27.1 percent at AT&T for a new request about accountability for lead
poisoning caused by battery recycling; three other telecommunications firms agreed to tell more about how they are handling
the issue, prompting withdrawals. Just one more vote occurred, about safer product chemistry at Avon Products—that
earned 18.1 percent.
Four proposals took up different issues about water management, with the highest vote of 29 percent coming in for
a resubmission at Fossil about supply chain risks from Calvert Investments.

Industrial agriculture: A management supported resolution that commended Cracker Barrel Old Country Store for

its decision to end the use of pig gestation crates in its supply chain garnered 96 percent support. Other votes were much lower.
A new campaign from People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals asking restaurants to insist on naturally hornless cows for
their milk and cheese supply chain for humane reasons was singularly unsuccessful and none of the three votes exceeded
2 percent. Elsewhere, a vote about selling fur products at Kohl’s was 3 percent.
Investors did see a somewhat expanded slate of resolutions asking companies to label, report on, or remove genetically
engineered crops from their food products, but the proponents failed to gain much traction. The highest vote was for reporting—
7.6 percent at Monsanto.

Social
As it has for the last several years, corporate political activity occupied most of the social issues agenda during proxy season.
But resolutions promoting board diversity and equal employment opportunity held their own, and human rights resolutions won
substantial support as well, although they produced few accords.

Corporate political activity: More proposals sought lobbying disclosure from companies in 2013, the Center for Political

Accountability entered the ninth year of its campaign for oversight and disclosure of political spending, and NYSCRF used a novel
legal tactic to press for spending disclosure. All this occurred while competing factions jockeyed for position—often behind the
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scenes—trying to either kill or promote a potential new SEC spending disclosure rule. There were more proposals than ever—
a total of 128 filings and 87 votes (including two of the majority votes), 28 withdrawals and 11 omissions; two more also did not
go to votes.
More than half of the political activity resolutions—60 filings—asked for clearer disclosure of companies’ lobbying expenditures,
particularly those funneled through trade associations and other non-profit entities that can keep their donors secret. The bulk
were from a campaign coordinated by AFSCME and Walden Asset Management that focused just on lobbying, but there were
also about half a dozen more combined inquiries about both lobbying and campaign spending. The highest lobbying votes
occurred at Alliant Techsystems (64.8 percent, as already noted), followed by Equity Lifestyle Properties (46.3 percent for
another combination resolution), Lorillard (44.2 percent), Valero Energy (42.9 percent for one focused on indirect spending),
Peabody Energy (42.7 percent), Marathon Oil (42.2 percent), and BB&T (41.7 percent for a proposal also including campaign
spending).
The Center for Political Accountability’s template proposal seeking board oversight and reporting on direct and indirect campaign
spending went to 52 companies, with several variations. This produced 29 votes that averaged 30.8 percent support,
plus 17 withdrawals (most with negotiated agreements), two technical omissions, and one that did not go to a vote given
a merger. The highest CPA votes were at CF Industries, (68 percent as noted above), McKesson (46.8 percent), Hess
(46 percent) and Cardinal Health (40.1 percent).
The proponents for the lobbying and campaign spending resolutions were a mix of religious investors, unions, social investment
firms, a few individuals, and public pension funds including NYSCRF and the NYC pension funds. Social investors also filed 16
additional resolutions. One set was a new approach emphasizing congruency between expressed corporate values and political
expenditures; this produced seven votes, all with 6 percent or less, one withdrawal and one omission. The other main grouping
asked companies to consider an outright ban on campaign spending (though not lobbying) or to just ban such spending
outright; the highest of the six resulting votes was 6.2 percent.

Decent work: Only three resolutions focused just on decent working conditions, looking for a commitment to International

Labor Organization standards at Family Dollar Stores and questioning pay disparity at DuPont and McDonald’s. Votes were
between 5 percent and 8 percent. Quite a few of the sustainability proposals, and some of the human rights resolutions,
included these concerns however.

Diversity in the workplace: Two dozen resolutions dealt with establishing non-discriminatory workplaces. Most—17
of them—sought sexual orientation and gender identity policies and eight firms agreed to take this action. The highest of those
seven votes—which averaged 32.8 percent—were 49.1 percent at Universal Forest Products and 43.9 percent at Leggett
& Platt. The lowest level of support was 15.6 percent at Crosstex. None of those resolutions raised new angles but the high
vote at Universal Forest prompted the company to expand its non-discrimination policy late in 2013; both Crosstex and Leggett
& Platt investors will again consider the issue in 2014. The remaining seven proposals came mainly from the New York City
pension funds and sought disclosure of race and gender breakdowns by job categories, mostly at banks and advertising
companies. The highest of three votes were for a long-running religious group resolution at Home Depot (26.0 percent) and
at Omnicom (26.4 percent); the city persuaded three other targets—all financial services companies—to provide the information.
Health care: Just one vote occurred on health, a second-year report request to McDonald’s asking about links between

childhood obesity and fast food; it earned 8.2 percent. The Midwest Capuchins withdrew three anti-smoking proposals at
media companies after SEC challenges that seemed likely to succeed.

Human rights: Shrinkage in the human rights category that was evident for a few years reversed as faith-based investors

filed resolutions invoking the new UN Principles on Business and Human Rights and other groups concerned with operations
in global conflict zones and the Sudanese genocide filed a total of 22 resolutions. There were a dozen votes, averaging 20.8
percent, in addition to four omissions and six withdrawals. Of note was a challenge at Deere that succeeded when the SEC
agreed the requested report was moot given the company’s current disclosures. But proponents got Expedia to discuss how
it will work against sexual exploitation of children—a resolution that arose out of an ICCR anti-trafficking initiative highlighted at
the organization’s annual meeting in fall 2013. The highest vote of 39.5 percent came at Halliburton for a resubmission from
AFSCME asking for a more specific global policy, and proposals to General Dynamics, McDonald’s and Yahoo! all garnered
more than 30 percent, as well; the three proposals about cutting ties to Sudan all earned less than 10 percent.

Media: Just two of six media proposals filed went to votes. One at Verizon Communications asked for reporting on net

neutrality and open access to the Internet received 24.1 percent. But a new resolution about privacy and data security to eBay
fared poorly, with just 6.1 percent. Three others were withdrawn and Sprint Nextel did not go to a vote because of the
company’s sale.
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Sustainable Governance
Investors sought to influence the ways in which company boards oversee their companies’ strategic approach to environmental
and social matters, through board composition and oversight, as well as through disclosure on matters critical to the long-term
sustainability of the corporation. Most received quite a bit of investor support. Those that did go to votes earned high votes
and companies and proponents were apt to find common ground and produced withdrawals.

Board diversity and oversight: Investors filed 26 resolutions promoting board diversity but just three went to votes—

including the majority vote at CF Industries. Twenty-one companies saw proposals withdrawn following agreements, while
two more resolutions didn’t go to votes for other reasons. A resubmitted resolution to Urban Outfitters got 27.9 percent, where
the sole female board nominee was the CEO’s spouse, while a first-time proposal earned 28.9 percent at Freeport-McMoRan
Copper & Gold, which at the time had an all-male board. At the end of December, Freeport added two women to its board
and said, “These women will bring valuable insights to our Board that will be an asset to the Company.”

Eleven more board-related resolutions were filed, producing seven votes. The highest vote was for NYSCRF’s repeat request
that Freeport-McMoRan add an environmental expert to the board (29.6 percent); the giant mining company continues to
grapple with serious worker safety problems and political and labor unrest. A similar proposal to Chevron, also a resubmission,
earned 21.7 percent as investors contemplated the tough legacy of environmental harm in Ecuador. All the other votes were
5 percent or less.
One resolution that sought board comment on the unusual move by Chevron to investigate its investors critical of its operations
was thrown out on ordinary business grounds.

Sustainability: Fifteen of the 48 resolutions concerning sustainability reporting and oversight went to votes; proponents

withdrew nearly two-thirds of the filings, generally after reaching agreements about more disclosure. Noteworthy was the
continued push for more accountability in the supply chain, with 15 resolutions seeking better information on a more granular
level from suppliers. The average vote for sustainability resolutions was 29.7 percent, with a high at CF Industries (67 percent,
as noted above) and additional high scores at Cleco (45.6 percent for a resubmission) and Equity Residential (42 percent).
The lowest score was 28 percent at Cincinnati Financial. Two resolutions seeking ties between executive pay and sustainability
didn’t fare too well, earning just 7 percent.

Economic
This analysis of the proxy season covers economic issues raised at companies when they incorporate a clear social policy
element. In 2013, nine resolutions were filed about mortgage equity, rent, payday lending and—in a new twist—student debt.
The banking resolutions, from a fair housing group in New York City, earned about 25 percent at both Bank of America and
Wells Fargo, which each previously considered NYC pension fund resolutions on this subject. The new student debt resolution
produced a low vote at Career Education and was omitted at Devry, which successfully argued at the SEC that it concerned
ordinary business.

Conservatives
As in the past, there were a few proposals from activists on the right side of the political spectrum, challenging what proponents
felt were overly liberal public policies from large companies on gay rights, health care reform, and abortion. Just two went to
votes, both at Merck, and neither earned more than 5 percent. Resolutions came from individual investors or the National Center
for Public Policy Research, a Washington, D.C. based advocacy group that in 2014 hopes investors will be able to consider a
new set of free market health care principles.
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THE 2014 PROXY SEASON
This section of the report presents information on all the social and environmental proposals that activists have filed for the 2014
proxy season according to Si2 research—a total of 417 resolutions as of February 14, up from only 365 at this point last year.
Additional proposals that will be voted on in the spring will surface as the season progresses, and a handful more are likely to
be filed for meetings that occur in the second half of the year. Proposals are up 13 percent over last year and 20 percent over
2012.
Some of the proposals included in the aggregate totals at the beginning of this report have yet to be made public. Si2 is aware
of 39 resolutions that are not described in detail in this report, because proponents are still waiting to announce these filings.

Structure of the report: Information is presented in four main areas, as noted above—Environment, Social, Sustainable

Governance and Economic—plus Conservative Groups. Discussions of the proposals note how many have been filed in all,
which of these remain pending, how many have been withdrawn for tactical or substantive reasons after negotiated agreements
with companies, and the disposition of challenges to the proposals at the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), which
issues opinions on the admissibility of resolutions under the Shareholder Proposal Rule (14a-8). The analysis focuses on the
resolved clause requests and how these are different or the same compared with previous proposals. The report notes the levels
of support that can be expected based on previous trends, and how much support resubmitted proposals received in the past.
New proposals and campaigns also are highlighted clearly.

Key information—Within each section, at-a-glance information is presented in tables that provide the name of each
company, a short description of each resolution, the primary sponsor of the proposal, and the month of the expected annual
meeting. Investors should check their proxy statements, issued four to six weeks in advance of their annual meetings, for the
confirmed dates.
Voting eligibility—To vote on proposals, investors must own the stock as of the “record date” set by the company,
usually about eight weeks before the meeting. This date is noted in each proxy statement.

Environment
A big leap in proposals asking companies to take more aggressive action to combat climate change is a key driver for overall
increase in 2014 shareholder proposal volume. The climate conversation is still all about carbon accounting and risk
management disclosure—with 66 resolutions on these topics (up from 41 last year), while another 25 bring up additional energy
matters (up from 17 in 2013). Other environmental topics account for another 28 resolutions. These cover packaging,
deforestation and water, as well as industrial agricultural matters, and potentially toxic materials used in products. New proposals
look both to the past and the future, asking about the long-armed legacy of the 1984 Bhopal tragedy, and about a potential
new risk frontier with the use of nanomaterials in food.
(The section on Sustainable Governance, p. 56, examines 43 more related proposals, most of which also request more
transparency from companies about environmental management at their own operations and in their supply chains,
in conjunction with reporting on social and other issues.)

CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENERGY
The most significant development for 2014 on climate is a big increase in proposal volume, but it is coupled with the expansion
of several key themes. The flood of new proposals is coupled with intensified investor interest in emissions of methane, a far
more potent greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide, with 12 proposals. Last year’s successful introduction of a resolution to banks
about considering GHG emissions in financing decisions is back, too, at two companies. Further, while many firms have signed
on to a sustainable palm oil initiative, there are still four resolutions this year at food and grocery companies. The ongoing effort
from the California State Teachers’ Retirement System (CalSTRS) to focus corporate attention on energy efficiency continues,
as well, but most companies have been willing to provide the requested information, and only one proposal is still pending.
Among other energy and climate proposals are eight shale energy resolutions, alongside a novel new proposal that asks
PepsiCo about trying to avoid fuel made from crude oil that comes from Canada’s tar sands. Finally, three resolutions have
popped up about nuclear energy, but it’s not clear any will go to a vote.
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RISK AND OPPORTUNITIES OF
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION
(GHG) REDUCTIONS
AARON ZIULKOWSKI
Senior ESG Analyst, Walden Asset
Management
In September 2013, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), the world’s leading scientific authority on climate
change, released an updated report on the scientific basis for understanding
climate change. The report concluded that warming is unequivocal, changes
are unprecedented, and that human influence is extremely likely to be the main
cause of climate change. The IPCC went on to emphasize the imperative
to reduce emissions sooner rather than later, noting the likely exponential
increase in costs due to inaction. In response, investors and climate activists
are redoubling their efforts to address climate change.
Shareowners are looking for companies to articulate policies and positions
on climate change that eschew ideology and partisan politics, are grounded
in scientific understanding, and enable effective risk management. Specifically,
investors are seeking (as they have in the past) specific public commitments
to reduce GHG emissions and energy use. Going further this year,
shareowners are pressing companies to develop these commitments in the
context of the commitment of the global community to limit warming to
2 degrees centigrade as noted in the Copenhagen Accord, which translates
to a global reduction of GHG emissions of 50 percent by 2050.
While GHG reduction is often framed in terms of risk and costs,
the opportunities are becoming better understood.
• Analysis by McKinsey & Co., Deloitte Consulting and Point380 found
that U.S. companies could reduce emissions 3 percent annually
between now and 2020 and realize savings up to $780 billion.
• A study of 386 U.S. companies in the S&P 500 by CDP found that:
•

79 percent of companies “earn a higher return on their carbon
reduction investments than on their overall corporate capital
investments.”

•

Energy efficiency improvements earned an average return on
investment of 196 percent, with an average payback period
between two and three years.

Understanding the risks and opportunities associated with climate
change, over half of S&P 500 companies have set GHG emission reduction
targets which can drive innovation and enhance shareholder value. And
businesses, including General Motors, Microsoft, and Nike, signed the
Climate Declaration that states, “Tackling climate change is one of America’s
greatest economic opportunities of the 21st century.”
Early results from engagement this year have been promising.
A number of companies have agreed to strengthen policy statements, develop
and strengthen public goals and targets, and provide investors
and other stakeholders more detailed disclosure. Yet there is still much work
to be done. Many companies have yet to develop a strategy to address
climate change, and we are looking for new ways to expand and deepen
this absolutely necessary effort.
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A broad coalition including NYSCRF, the
Connecticut Retirement Plans, As You Sow,
Arjuna Capital, Calvert Investments, the
Unitarian Universalists, and other ICCR
members have come together working
under the Investor Network on Climate Risk
(INCR) umbrella to focus on climate change
financial risk. The shareholder proposals
are back-stopped by a Ceres-coordinated
effort supported by 70 investors with $3
trillion in assets under management asking
45 companies how they will respond to a
potential low-carbon future that could
strand carbon assets that account for a
large part of their market value. This
initiative and related conversations reinforce
the ongoing push from students and some
foundations and cities to divest from fossil
fuel companies and reinvest in renewable
energy that is more sustainable. In addition,
the multi-pronged campaign at Dominion
Resources by individuals who are Sierra
Club members is in its fourth year.
(Sections below on Environmental
Management, p. 30 and Sustainable
Governance, p. 56, contain information on
proposals about these related topics that
touch on both climate change and
additional environmental matters.)

GHG Emissions Reporting
and Targets
Setting GHG reduction targets:
Requests for companies to set GHG
reduction targets remain a fundamental part
of the equation for proponents—with a lot
more proposals this year on the subject
than in 2013.
Last year only four
companies got such a proposal, while this
year 34 companies face it, with a dozen
specifically concerned about methane.
Right now, as the table shows, there are
16 pending proposals asking companies to
set quantitative goals for GHG reduction—
either from their operations alone (eight
companies—Advance Auto, BorgWarner,
Cabot Oil & Gas, ConocoPhillips,
Denbury Resources, Lincoln Electric,
Mettler-Toledo and Phillips Petroleum),
from just their products (Valero Energy),
or both (nine companies including
Church & Dwight, DISH Network,
Dominion Resources, ExxonMobil,

TM

HollyFrontier, Lowe’s, Marathon Petroleum, PACCAR, and Polaris). All of the resolutions ask for reports about the goals
this year, with some of the proposals noting goals should be “based on current technologies.”
Variants of the basic resolution at SM Energy and WPX Energy, two oil and gas companies that specialize in unconventional
resource development, specify the goals also should include “methane emissions and flaring.” At Valero, a refiner, Mercy
Investment says a report about products should cover “those subject to low-carbon fuel standards.” At Oasis Petroleum,
another independent oil and gas exploration and production company operating in Montana and North Dakota, the request is
for goals that would cut “flaring from all operations and facilities under the company’s operational or financial control.”
A third-year resolution to Berkshire Hathaway that earned 8.8 percent in 2013 and 10.2 percent in 2011 is again focused on
GHG goals for the holding company’s utilities (Mid-American Energy), and also “other air emissions” and “plans to retrofit or retire
existing coal-burning plants at Berkshire-held companies.” The resolution must earn 10 percent support this year to be
resubmitted again.

Withdrawals and SEC challenge—Proponents have withdrawn six of the proposals (see table below) so far
after reaching accords. At Lincoln Electric, for instance, the company agreed to include more information about its energy
intensity, GHG emissions, and safety metrics in its forthcoming sustainability report. The SEC disagreed with Dominion
Resources’ contention it could omit the proposal because it already has implemented it.

Carbon Accounting & Risk Reporting Proposals
Company

Proponent

GHG Reduction Target Adoption
Advance Auto Parts

Walden Asset Mgt.

Berkshire Hathaway

Investor Voice

BorgWarner

Mercy Investment Services

Cabot Oil & Gas

Walden Asset Mgt.

May

Church & Dwight

Trillium Asset Mgt.

Withdrawn

ConocoPhillips

Presbyterian Ch. (USA)

May

Denbury Resources

Walden Asset Mgt.

DISH Network

Calvert Investment Mgt.

Dominion Resources

Company

Proponent

Methane Emissions Reporting and Reduction

Meeting
/Status

Concho Resources

Domini Social Inv.

Dominion Resources

Robert Vanderhye

May

Energen

Miller/Howard Inv.

April

EOG Resources

Trillium Asset Mgt.

May

Kinder Morgan

Miller/Howard Inv.

May

Marathon Oil

Nathan Cummings Fndn.

April

May

Occidental Petroleum

Arjuna Capital

May

May

ONEOK

Trillium Asset Mgt.

May

R. Scott McElroy

May

Range Resources

Arjuna Capital

May

ExxonMobil

Srs. St. Dominic-Caldwell

May

Southwestern Energy

Arjuna Capital

May

HollyFrontier

Mercy Investment Services

May

Spectra Energy

Trillium Asset Mgt.

April

Targa Resources

Arjuna Capital

May

Alpha Nat. Resources

Unitarian Universalists

May

Withdrawn
May
Withdrawn

June

Lincoln Electric Hldgs

Walden Asset Mgt.

Withdrawn

Lowe’s

Trillium Asset Mgt.

May

Marathon Petroleum

Mercy Investment Services

April

Mettler-Toledo Intl

Walden Asset Mgt.

Anadarko Petroleum

As You Sow

May

Oasis Petroleum#

Unitarian Universalists

May

California Water Service

Calvert Investment Mgt.

May

PACCAR

Calvert Investment Mgt.

April

Chevron

As You Sow

May

Phillips 66

Presbyterian Ch. (USA)

May

CONSOL Energy

As You Sow

May

Polaris Industries

Calvert Investment Mgt.

Withdrawn

Devon Energy

NYSCRF

June

SM Energy

Mercy Investment Services

May

Dominion Resources

Pamela Morgan

May

Valero Energy

Mercy Investment Services

May

ExxonMobil

Arjuna Capital

May

WPX Energy

Mercy Investment Services

May

GHG Reduction Target Reporting

#

Meeting
/Status

Climate Change Risk Reporting

Withdrawn

ExxonMobil

C. Reynolds Fndn.

Hess

CT Retirement Plans

&

Withdrawn
May

Ameren

NYSCRF

April

Kinder Morgan

FAFN

May

CMS Energy

NYSCRF

May

Peabody Energy

CT Retirement Plans

April

Entergy

As You Sow

May

Travelers

Calvert Investment Mgt.

May

FirstEnergy

NYSCRF

Withdrawn

SCANA

NYSCRF

April

Southern

As You Sow

May

Valmont Industries

Trillium Asset Mgt.

GHG Emissions and Finance
Bank of America#

Srs. of the Holy Names

May

PNC Financial Services#

Boston CAM

April

Withdrawn

Adopt goals for flaring reduction; other GHG goals proposals ask for general reduction targets.
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PREPARING FOR A LOW
CARBON ECONOMY
DANIELLE FUGERE
President & Chief Counsel,
As You Sow
Shareholders have filed carbon asset risk
resolutions with 10 oil, gas, coal, and utility
companies this year seeking information on whether these
companies are prepared to financially succeed in an
increasingly carbon constrained world.
In the 2012 World Energy Outlook, the International
Energy Agency and Carbon Tracker noted that no more
than one-third of proven fossil fuel reserves can be burned
prior to 2050 if the world is to achieve the 2 degree Celsius
goal beyond which global warming will have dire
ramifications. If laws are adjusted to recognize this limitation,
the vast majority of fossil fuel companies will be left with
“stranded assets” in the form of unburnable reserves and
underused infrastructure. The majority of such companies
will then be overvalued, presenting the risk of a worldwide
“carbon bubble.”
In addition to this risk, recent reports, including a March
2013 report by Citigroup, predict that demand for fossil fuels
may plateau within the decade due to factors such as
increasing worldwide fuel efficiency, fuel switching, increasing
competition from renewables, and environmental regulations.
Against this backdrop of lower demand and, thus, reduced
prices, Goldman Sachs and other analysts have raised
concerns about the rising costs and declining return on equity
among major oil producers, particularly for projects that
have long payback horizons or high costs, such as certain
non-conventional fuels.
These concerns have been noted by investors.
In September of 2013, in an effort coordinated by CERES,
shareholders with nearly $3 trillion in assets wrote to
45 of the world’s largest oil and gas, coal, and electric utility
companies asking the companies whether and how they were
planning for the risks associated with a low carbon future and
how these scenarios will impact capital expenditures and
current assets.
Last year, As You Sow’s resolution at CONSOL Energy
focused on the potential for an economy-wide carbon bubble
if global governments were to act to limit global warming to
2 degrees Celsius. This year, we are asking companies not
only how they would be equipped to deal with such a scenario,
but also how decreased demand for fossil fuels would affect
the companies and their investment decisions. This is a
moment in time when leading fossil fuel companies can make
a decision to end or reduce exploration and development of
high cost, high risk reserves and begin a shift to participate in
and profit from a clean energy future.
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Carbon reduction target reporting: Pressing
home a disclosure message, in a new resolution this year
NYSCRF and As You Sow are lead filers on resolutions
that ask six companies to report later this year on what
they can do “to take additional near-term actions to reduce
its greenhouse gas emissions consistent with the national
goal of 80 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
by 2050.” The resolution is pending at Ameren, CMS
Energy, Entergy, SCANA, and Southern.
Withdrawals—NYSCRF and its co-filers the
Connecticut Retirement Funds and As You Sow, withdrew
a target reporting proposal at FirstEnergy after the
company agreed to report on its plans to cut emissions, as
a press release from New York State Comptroller Thomas
Di Napoli noted on January 15. Likewise, Trillium Asset
Management withdrew a similar proposal at Valmont after
it agreed to disclose more data on its GHG reduction
efforts, establish and report an emissions baseline for one
of its divisions by 2015, and provide more information on
energy efficiency and emissions reductions in its
sustainability report.
SEC—Entergy says it need not include the
proposal in the proxy statement because it is moot, but
the SEC has yet to issue an opinion.
Methane accounting: The explosion of domestic
shale energy production, with its extraction of both gas
and liquids, last year prompted investors to begin asking
companies for a more granular accounting of methane
emissions. The 2013 resolutions earned support in the
30 percent range and this year more proposals are
pending—a dozen resolutions at this point. At six
companies—Concho Resources, Energen, Marathon
Oil, Occidental Petroleum, Southwestern Energy and
Targa Resources—the request is for a report by the fall
on company “policies, actions, and plans to measure,
mitigate, disclose, and set quantitative reduction targets
for methane emissions resulting from all operations under
the Company’s financial or operational control.”
Variations include the following:
•

Dominion—How is the company “measuring,
mitigating, setting reduction targets, and disclosing
methane emissions.”

•

EOG Resources—The report should include a
review of “policies, actions, and plans on a play by
play basis in order to enhance current
measurement, disclosure, mitigation, and
reduction targets.”

•

Kinder Morgan operates the Trans Mountain
pipeline, the only one currently running from the oil
sands in Alberta, Canada, to Vancouver, British
Columbia on the Pacific coast. The company
wants to expand the pipeline’s capacity and
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transport more crude oil for export, but faces opposition from environmentalists, as a December Reuters article noted.
The resolution expands the standard methane proposal, asking for a review of the company’s “policies on pipeline
maintenance and construction, including integrity and leak testing, spill prevention, reporting and control of incidents, and
emergency response plans.”
• ONEOK—The report “should consider steps beyond legal compliance and be prepared in light of studies on this issue.”
• Range Resources—Report on “policies and plans to set quantitative reduction targets for methane emissions resulting
from all operations under the Company’s financial or operational control, and measure progress toward achieving those
targets.”
• Spectra Energy—Simply “set reduction targets.”

SEC—Spectra Energy mounted another unsuccessful challenge to the proposal at the SEC, arguing as it did last year
that it could be excluded on ordinary business grounds. The SEC disagreed again, stating the “the proposal focuses primarily
on the environmental impacts of Spectra Energy’s operations and does not seek to micromanage the company to such a
degree that exclusion of the proposal would be appropriate.” The vote last year at the company was 35.4 percent. The SEC
also disagreed with Dominion Resources’ contention the proposal is moot.

advocacyposition

Climate risk reporting: One set of proposals asks companies to report on climate-related risks, with resolutions to eight
companies. This focus on the risks presented by the changing climate is framing the issue in financial terms, with investors
insisting on lower-carbon scenario analysis and accounting for stranded assets at fossil fuel companies. Targets for the proposals
are familiar and include Alpha Natural Resources (a similar 2013 proposal earned 18 percent), Anadarko Petroleum,

METHANE EMISSIONS MAY DETERMINE FATE
OF NATURAL GAS INDUSTRY
LUAN STEINHILBER
Director of Operations and Shareholder Advocacy, Miller/Howard
Over the past year, the threats posed by methane emissions have been a flashpoint for investors.
U.S. institutions, including foundations and endowments, have grappled with the controversies
surrounding fossil fuels.
The need for timely, accurate information becomes particularly acute as the country shifts from coal to gas and moves
toward energy efficiency. Last year the U.S. became the world’s largest producer of natural gas, a remarkable achievement
that could reap enormous returns for investors over time. But the economic returns could be lost or come at a steep price.
Natural gas produces less carbon dioxide than coal or oil, but methane, the main component of natural gas, is more potent
than carbon dioxide, and its contribution to global warming could profoundly negate the environmental benefits.
At the crux of investor concerns is a lack of effective regulation. Without appropriate data, national and state greenhouse
gas reduction strategies may be difficult to develop. A recent report in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
calls into question the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s recent reduction of its methane emissions estimates.
The report, based on actual measurements of atmospheric methane, concluded that the EPA’s current inventories
underestimate total U.S. methane emissions by 1.5 times, and that greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuel extraction
and agriculture are “likely” two or more times greater than prevailing estimates.
Industry players such as Energen do recognize that climate change could have a significant impact on the bottom line.
It is among several companies that have invested in emissions-reduction technology measures as part of EPA’s Natural Gas
Star voluntary program.
As an Energen shareholder, Miller/Howard Investments welcomes these efforts so far. But we felt the company
and the industry overall can do more to raise the standards of operations and adopt best practices for emissions control.
The EPA requires reduced emission completions by 2015, and states such as New York are likely to impose tighter regulations.
All this would increase companies’ compliance or risk mitigation costs.
We recently asked Energen and Kinder Morgan to implement a comprehensive program of measurement, disclosure,
and target setting for emissions across operations. That our 2012 shareholder resolution with Energen garnered a near
majority 49.5 percent of the vote is a testament to the magnitude of shareholder concerns. By being proactive, Energen and
others would avoid the risks of litigation and stiff penalties, and ultimately improve their standing as leaders in corporate social
responsibility.
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Chevron (a 2013 proposal on climate change adaptation earned 7.6 percent), CONSOL Energy (22.4 percent in 2013 for a
similar proposal), Devon Energy, Hess, Kinder Morgan, and Peabody Energy. The proposal asks, “Given the growing public
concern over climate change,” for a report on company “goals and plans to address global concerns regarding fossil fuels and
their contribution to climate change, including analysis of long and short term financial and operational risks.”
Proponents have tailored additional variations to other companies, as follows:
•

California Water Service Group: How is the company “managing risks related to climate change, including physical
risks and supply risks.”

•

Dominion Resources: Describe “the financial risks” to the company posed by climate change and resulting impacts
on share value, specifically including the impact of more frequent and more intense storms, as well as any actions the
Board plans to address these risks. On February 2, Dominion announced plans to sell its retail electric supply business
to focus on its regulated utility business and utility-scale solar energy, in what EnergyWire opined was an illustration of
the risks in the market for providing electricity in general and the impact on the company’s business from the “polar
vortex” storms in early January in particular.

• ExxonMobil: Report on the company’s “strategy to address the risk of stranded assets presented by global climate
change, including analysis of long and short-term financial and operational risks to the company.” ExxonMobil challenged
a second climate risk proposal from the Christopher Reynolds Foundation, which asked for a detailed request for a
report on the company’s “strategic plan in the context of”:
•

Projections of global temperature increases over the next 35 years and resulting impacts of climate change that our company
is using in its strategic planning.

•

The engineering solutions to climate change our company is expecting.

•

Steps our company is taking to develop these solutions.

•

What the impact on our company could be if mitigation steps by companies and governments are not effective.

•

What is “Plan B”, as noted by CEO Rex Tillerson, for ExxonMobil?

•

Risk management steps our company is taking or planning to take to address climate change.

Despite the challenge, the company agreed to release a public letter confirming the importance with which ExxonMobil and its
board view the risks of climate change, and the proponents withdrew.
•

Travelers: Focusing on the costs imposed on the insurance industry giant, Calvert says, “Given the broader societal
implications and potentially far-reaching business impacts of climate change on Travelers, we request” a report on the
company’s “assessment of the risks and opportunities posed by climate change as well as policies and strategies to
address the risks, including possible changes needed to underwriting and investing practices.”

SEC—A challenge to the climate risk proposal is outstanding at Devon Energy, which says the proposal is too vague
and relates to ordinary business. Dominion Resources says the proposal mentioning intense storms can be omitted because
it is moot.
Financing GHG emissions: Boston Common Asset Management last year introduced a proposal at PNC Financial and
JPMorgan Chase asking them to report on how they consider GHG emissions in financing activities. The SEC rejected PNC’s
contention it dealt with ordinary business and the proponents said this marked an important policy shift at the SEC that would
allow consideration of climate risk deeper into the investment chain; earlier, the commission in 2010 had said a somewhat
similar proposal on mountain-top removal mining financing could be omitted for this reason. The proposal earned 22.8 percent
support in 2013, and proponents ended up withdrawing after discussions at JPMorgan. But an SEC spokesman later said the
2013 decision related specifically to PNC’s stated lending criteria and policies and “does not represent a view on the need for
the financial sector to consider the issue of climate change.” Boston Common has gone back to PNC this year with the same
proposal, which it expects will go to a vote. It says, “Given the broader societal implications of climate change, shareowners
request” a report with “PNC’s assessment of the greenhouse gas emissions resulting from its lending portfolio and its exposure
to climate change risk in its lending, investing, and financing activities.” In a move that may test out the premise of its more general
admissibility, the Sisters of the Holy Names have filed the proposal at Bank of America, as well.
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Other Climate And Energy Proposals
Company

Proposal

Proponent

Shale Energy and Other Fossil Fuel Production

Meeting/
Status

Chevron

Report on hydraulic fracturing/shale energy risks

Srs. of St. Francis of Phila.

May

Chevron

Report on offshore oil well risks

James and Marjorie Hoy

May

EOG Resources

Report on hydraulic fracturing/shale energy risks

Green Century

May

EQT

Report on hydraulic fracturing/shale energy risks

Green Century

Withdrawn

ExxonMobil

Report on hydraulic fracturing/shale energy risks

As You Sow

May

Occidental Petroleum

Report on hydraulic fracturing/shale energy risks

As You Sow

May

PepsiCo

Study oil sands fuel eliminatio

Green Century

May

Pioneer Nat’l Resources

Report on hydraulic fracturing/shale energy risksn

Calvert Investment Mgt.

May

Entergy

Report on nuclear plant safety & NRC findings

NYSCRF

General Electric

Facilitate safe storage of spent nuclear fuel

GE Stockholders Alliance

General Electric

Report on nuclear plant safety risks

Neal Renn

Nuclear Energy

Energy Management and Renewables

May
Omitted
Omitted
Energy Manage

CF Industries Hldgs

Report on energy management

CalSTRS

Dominion Resources

Report on biomass renewables program

Marion Edey

Dominion Resources

Report on wind energy renewables program

Bernice Schoenbaum

Dominion Resources

Review/report on solar program risks/benefits

Joy Loving

EOG Resources

Report on energy management

CalSTRS

HollyFrontier Corporation

Report on energy management

CalSTRS

May

Owens-Illinois

Report on energy management

CalSTRS

Withdrawn

Phillips 66

Report on energy management

CalSTRS

Withdrawn

Republic Services

Report on energy management

CalSTRS

Withdrawn

Valmont Industries

Report on energy management

CalSTRS

Withdrawn

Kellogg

Report on palm oil supply chain

Green Century

Withdrawn

Mead Johnson Nutrition

Adopt palm oil policy

Sinsinawa Dominicans

Panera Bread

Adopt palm oil policy

Srs. of Perpetual Adoration

Safeway

Adopt palm oil policy

NYSCRF

Palm Oil

Withdrawn
May
Omitted
May
Withdrawn

Palm Oil
April
May
Withdrawn

Other Climate and Energy Proposals
Shale energy and other fossil fuels: Resolutions about shale energy extraction using hydraulic fracturing have
consistently earned high levels of investor support since they were first introduced in 2010—and they have helped to encourage
greater corporate disclosure. Nonetheless, many investors and others remain skeptical that companies are doing enough to
ensure they do not harm the environment and communities in which they operate. In November 2013, for instance, the Investor
Environmental Health Network, As You Sow, Green Century, and Boston Common Asset Management released an analysis
of 24 companies. In Disclosing the Facts: Transparency and Risk in Hydraulic Fracturing Operations, they concluded,
“The shareholder proposals have led to
improved disclosures at many of the
Previous Resolutions at 2014 Shale Energy
companies, but…much of this disclosure is
Proposal Recipients
narrative and qualitative in form, while
Company
2010
2011
2012
2013
quantifiable data are lacking.” Against a
backdrop of a highly contested regulatory
Chevron
–
40.5%
27.9%
30.2%
environment that features very different
EOG Resources
31.0%
–
Withdrawn
Withdrawn
state-level requirements, investors in 2014
EQT*
Omitted
–
–
–
have filed proposals at six companies;
ExxonMobil
26.3%
28.5%
29.6%
30.2%
Chevron and ExxonMobil have received
Occidental
–
–
–
–
the most proposals to date, while this is the
Pioneer Natural Resources
–
–
–
41.7%
first year for Occidental (see table).
* Withdrawn in 2014; all others still pending
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The resolutions vary some. At EQT, ExxonMobil, and Occidental, the request is for annual reports “using quantitative
indicators” providing “the results of company policies and practices, above and beyond regulatory requirements, to minimize
the adverse environmental and community impacts from the company’s hydraulic fracturing operations associated with shale
formations.” In Occidental’s case this language is particularly focused on the acid matrix stimulation techniques used to revive
old oil wells adjacent to urban populations. At EOG, the proposal specifies “adverse impacts on ground and surface water,”
and proponents have reached withdrawal agreements twice in the past, suggesting another possible accord. At Chevron, it
says the company should “minimize the adverse water resource and community impacts.” At Pioneer Natural Resources,
Calvert Investments wants to know about “environmental and social challenges and opportunities associated with well stimulation
that employs hydraulic fracturing.”
Two more proposals take up fossil fuel production concerns. A new resolution from Green Century to PepsiCo asks it to
“undertake and publish a study of policy options for the company to reduce or eliminate the use of fuel from refineries that
process tar sands, whenever possible.” The resolution points out that Pepsi has the “single largest private fleet of trucking
carriers in the U.S. in 2013” and obtains its fuel “from a range of refineries, including those that obtain high-carbon fuel sourced
from the environmentally degrading Alberta oil sands.” The resolution notes the carbon-intensive extraction process for this fuel,
associated damage to the northern boreal forest and its function as a carbon sink, and U.S. government estimates that
the total lifecycle carbon footprint of this oil is “up to 22 percent more carbon-intensive than the average oil used in the
United States.” It also points out California’s 2009 Low Carbon Fuel Standard that discourages the use of fuel derived from the
oil sands and the company’s stated goal to cut its GHG emissions. Refineries must disclose if they buy oil from tar sands,
and Green Century says 19 large companies have already pledged to avoid such fuel. It argues the company can avoid
being targeted by activists if it establishes a new procurement policy that tells suppliers the company gives “preference for fuel
from tar sands-free refineries.” The supporting statement also recommends:
geographically based policies focusing specifically on strategies for regions where tar sands are utilized by refineries; public declarations
of corporate intent and preferences; and such other strategies as the board may identify. Such study should also attempt to quantify the
effectiveness at reducing the company’s impacts on atmospheric greenhouse gases associated with the adoption of such policies.

The remaining proposal on fossil fuel production is a repeat from James and Marjorie Hoy, who want Chevron to report on the
number of its offshore oil wells, of all types, its “Current and projected expenditures for remedial maintenance and inspection of
out-of-production wells” and the “Cost of research to find effective containment and reclamation following marine oil spills.”
The proposal has gone to a vote twice before, earning 8.6 percent in 2011 and 7.2 percent in 2013, but it may not go to a vote
this year as the company contends at the SEC that the Hoys did not provide sufficient proof of stock ownership.

Nuclear energy: Rounding out the energy proposal picture are three proposals on nuclear energy, but two already have
been omitted at General Electric, one from an individual and another from the GE Stockholder Alliance. The SEC agreed with
GE’s contention that each was similar to earlier proposals that did not earn enough to warrant resubmission. The Stockholder
Alliance wanted the company to “(1) offer to assist utilities with GE reactors to expedite the transfer of their irradiated fuel rods
to hardened on-site dry cask storage, and (2) expend research funding to seek technologies and procedures designed to
reduce damage from cooling water deficiencies and excesses due to climate change.” The other proposal asked for a report
“that outlines the current vulnerability and substantial risks of the interim storage of irradiated fuel rods at all GE-designed reactor
sites and that proposes measures to reduce those risks.”
The pending proposal, from NYSCRF, asks Entergy to issue semiannual reports “reviewing the major nuclear safety concerns
arising during the preceding period…updating investors regarding any near miss, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) special
investigation or NRC downgrading of a facility.” Entergy owns the Indian Point nuclear reactor, an aging facility situated 38 miles
north of New York City on the Hudson River. The company is contending at the SEC that it need not include the proposal
in the proxy statement since it is moot.

Energy management and renewables: The California State Teachers’ Retirement System (CalSTRS) has been
successfully persuading about half a dozen companies a year to take more action to aggressively manage energy use, winning
withdrawal agreements in nearly every case. This year it has asked a set of seven companies to “issue an energy efficiency report
describing the company’s short- and long-term strategies on energy use management….includ[ing] a company-wide review
of the policies, practices, and metrics related to [the company’s] energy management strategy.” CalSTRS has withdrawn the
proposal at all but HollyFrontier (see table, p. 27, for list of other companies).
A group of Sierra Club members who hold stock in Dominion Resources has entered the fourth year of an effort to press the
company to take a more aggressive stance promoting renewable energy. A proposal this year about wind energy was omitted
on the grounds that it dealt with ordinary business, even though a similar proposal about the impact of the company’s offshore
wind projects earned 6.9 percent in 2013 and 9.5 percent in 2012. The company is arguing for another ordinary business
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omission regarding a different proposal that asks for an evaluation of “the environmental and climate change impacts of the
company using biomass as a key renewable energy and climate mitigation strategy, including an assessment of risks to the
company’s finances and operations posed by emerging public policies on biomass energy and climate change.” A similar
proposal was withdrawn last year, precluding any SEC decision on the company’s challenges then. Dominion also told the SEC
this year it should be able to omit another resolution that proposes it “appoint a team to review the risks Dominion faces under
its current plan for developing solar generation, including a review of other US programs, and to develop a report on those risks
as well as benefits of increased solar generation.” Joy Loving, the proponent, believes the company is not acting quickly enough
to pursue distributed solar power generation, but the company says the resolution concerns ordinary business and is moot.

Palm oil: Only four proposals about palm oil have been filed in 2014, half the total from last year. NYSCRF has already
withdrawn one of them after Safeway agreed to address the proposal, but the resolution remains pending at Mead Johnson
Nutrition and Panera Bread, filed by the Sinsinawa Dominicans and the Franciscan Sisters of Perpetual Adoration. It asks
each to “implement and monitor a comprehensive sustainable palm oil sourcing policy.”

advocacyposition

Green Century is more specific, asking Kellogg to issue an annual report “providing metrics and key performance indicators
demonstrating the extent of progress on the Company’s stated commitment regarding ‘minimizing the carbon footprint of our
palm oil supply chain…and to respecting human rights including no forced or child labor, slavery or human trafficking.’” The
proponents are concerned about negative environmental impacts and contributions to global warming from palm oil production,
as well as connected labor and human rights violations. Green Century notes the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO)
“has never decertified a member grower for poor performance despite documented violations,” calling its effectiveness into
question. The proponents withdrew the proposal after discussions.

PALM OIL A MAJOR SOURCE OF GREENHOUSE GASES
ROB BERRIDGE
Senior Manager of Investor Programs, Ceres
Investors are working to slow the rate of tropical deforestation and promote sustainable agriculture
for three main reasons: 1) to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs); 2) to mitigate a host of
devastating environmental and social problems; 3) to help companies minimize reputational risk and
respond to mounting pressure from NGOs.
The problem: Worldwide, land use accounts for 31 percent of annual GHGs with about 17 percent of that from
deforestation. According to the EPA, this is more than the transportation sector’s 13 percent contribution! These emissions
threaten climate stability and the global economy.
A key driver of tropical deforestation is palm oil. Consider Indonesia, the world’s largest palm oil producer.
It has the 16th largest economy globally, but is the third largest emitter of GHGs. A major cause is the cutting and burning
of carbon-rich rainforests and peatlands to make way for palm oil plantations. Destruction of Indonesian peatlands
alone is currently responsible for 4 percent of annual global GHGs.
Palm oil is the most widely used oil on earth (in food, personal care products, and fuel), demand is growing rapidly, and
production is expanding worldwide. In addition to the climate impacts, palm plantations are a significant source of human rights
abuses (including slavery and child labor), land grabs, and threats to endangered species such as the orangutan.
The solution: Palm oil can be produced sustainably and without deforestation. Palm oil expansion is achievable using
previously degraded forestland rather than standing rainforests. In fact, while the volume of certified sustainable palm oil
(CSPO) has grown 5-fold since 2009, the supply of CSPO currently exceeds demand by more than 50 percent.
A commitment to sourcing certified sustainable and responsible palm oil was set recently by Unilever (the world’s largest
purchaser of palm oil) and, surprisingly, by Wilmar, which grows, trades or refines 45 percent of the world’s palm oil,
and was formerly accused of driving extensive deforestation.
These sourcing policies include purchasing 100 percent CSPO, no deforestation (broadly defined), no development on
peatlands, no exploitation / human right abuses (including grievance mechanisms and verification), and the establishment
of supply chains that are traceable to the plantation. Safeway just made a strong public commitment along these lines.
Hopefully, these new commitments on palm oil are a harbinger of companies adopting responsible sourcing policies for
all of the key commodities that lead to deforestation including, soy, beef / leather, and paper / wood. Nestle has a forestry
sourcing policy that can serve as a model to other companies.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Shareholder proponents are raising a modest triumvirate of additional environmental concerns outside the direct climate and
energy umbrella—although the 13 proposals about packaging and recycling, deforestation, and water also raise issues that affect
the changing global climate.

Packaging and Recycling
As You Sow continues to focus on consumer packaging and Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR). It has filed five proposals
and plans to file additional EPR resolutions for companies with meetings past the spring proxy season, at Proctor & Gamble,
General Mills, and possibly Clorox, as well as one at Costco on electronic waste recycling.

advocacyposition

Two are to grocery stores. At Kroger, the proposal asks for a report “addressing company responsibility for post-consumer
product packaging and a plan for developing and participating in a system that will greatly increase packaging recycling.” In a
similar vein at Safeway, the proposal asks for a report that will develop “a policy position on the company’s responsibility for
post-consumer product packaging of its private label brands, and assessing whether alternative approaches could lead to
substantially increased packaging recycling.” A similar EPR proposals at Kroger in 2013 earned 12.5 percent.

STRONG SHAREHOLDER VOTE LEADS MCDONALD’S
TO ABANDON FOAM CUPS
CONRAD MACKERRON
Senior Program Director, As You Sow
A shareholder resolution filed in 2011 by As You Sow at McDonald’s, the world’s largest chain of
hamburger fast food restaurants, set in motion a review of its use of polystyrene foam hot beverage cups
that led to a historic announcement in September 2013 that it would replace foam with more
environmentally friendly paper cups.
McDonald’s decision to phase out use of foam hot beverage cups will reduce the threat of plastic pollution to the world’s
oceans and provide a more recyclable, valuable alternative in paper fiber. Polystyrene is not widely recycled
and has become pervasive in the marine environment, carried through storm drains to the ocean. Polystyrene breaks down
into small indigestible pellets which animals perceive as food, resulting in the death of birds and marine mammals.
Scores of cities in California have banned or restricted the use of polystyrene food packaging and New York City recently
enacted a provisional ban.
The company worked with environmental groups to phase out foam-based clamshell food containers in the 1990s.
Curiously however, McDonald’s continued to use billions of polystyrene beverage cups. After the As You Sow resolution won
nearly 30 percent of the vote, the company agreed to a pilot program using paper cups at 2,000 West Coast restaurants. This
proved successful and it will replace foam cups with paper at 14,000 U.S. outlets and in several large international markets.
As You Sow has also been in dialogue with Dunkin’ Brands, which uses foam hot beverage cups. The company
recently announced plans to phase out foam cups but has not disclosed what materials it will use instead.
Using more recycled content and recyclable packaging is the first step, the next is getting companies to recycle it.
McDonald’s now needs to incorporate recycled fiber in paper cups and develop on-site systems to collect it. Starbucks aims
to recycle all cups left in its stores by 2015. McDonald’s needs to match Starbucks’ commitment and go beyond to recycle
all food service packaging. The Prêt-á-Mangér chain already has developed on-site recycling of packaging at scores of
U.S. locations.
Since 70 percent of packaging leaves fast food locations as takeout, companies are realizing that in addition to recycling
materials left on site, they need to work with municipal curbside recycling systems to accept paper cups and other food
packaging for recycling. Most of these materials are now sent to landfills, representing an enormous waste of recyclable
materials. In 2014, we will engage major brands like Kraft and Mondelez to phase out non-recyclable packaging like
Capri Sun plastic pouches and to take responsibility for recycling post-consumer packaging.
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At food purveyors Kraft Foods and Mondelez International, As You Sow focuses on phasing out non-recyclable packaging,
asking for a report “assessing the environmental impacts of continuing to use” non-recyclable packaging, noting new reports
that link degraded plastic packaging to toxicity in ocean gyres, which broadens the focus area to threats to marine animals and
human environmental health. An EPR proposal last year at Mondelez garnered 9.5 percent.
The final proposal is at Dr Pepper Snapple Group, a resubmission that earned 32.3 percent in 2013. It asks the company
to take action and “adopt a comprehensive recycling strategy for beverage containers sold by the company and prepare a
report by September 1 on the company’s efforts to implement the strategy. The strategy should include aggressive quantitative
recycled content goals, and container recovery goals for plastic, glass and metal containers.”

Deforestation
Domini Social Investments has been a long-time champion of more sustainable forestry, and this year it is trying to push the
conversation into corporate supply chains, in the process raising a constellation of interrelated environmental and social justice
issues. It is asking Kraft Foods Group, Mondelez International, and PepsiCo to each describe how they are “assessing
the company’s supply chain impact on deforestation and associated human rights issues, and the company’s plans to mitigate
these risks.”
The resolution seeks a closer corporate examination of problems connected to large-scale land acquisitions that are used to
produce crops such as sugar cane, palm oil and soy, and says that many of these purchases “involve evicting traditional land
holders, through coercion or fraud (‘land grabs’).” It quotes a finding from the Consumer Goods Forum, an industry network,
that concluded companies are driving deforestation because of their demand for crops and food packaging materials. Domini
reasons that deforestation, which negatively contributes to climate change, can be reduced if companies were to use more
recycled materials, certification schemes, and supply chain monitoring. But it points out that neither Kraft nor Mondelez has
responded to a survey about best forestry practices from CDP (formerly known as the Carbon Disclosure Project), and that while
Pepsi responded in 2013 its response is not public. It asserts that the companies do not provide much information about their
purchases of commodities, and suggests a list of key performance indicators that could help companies better manage risks
associated with deforestation, which is integrally tied to global procurement networks.

SEC—Mondelez has challenged the resolution at the SEC, contending that it is moot and duplicates a separate human
rights proposal, and that Domini failed to prove its stock ownership.

Environmental Management Proposals
Company
Packaging and Recycling

Proposal

Proponent

Meeting/
Status
May

Dr Pepper Snapple

Adopt recycling goals

As You Sow

Kraft Foods Group

Report on packaging

As You Sow

May

Kroger

Report on packaging

As You Sow

June

Mondelez International

Report on packaging

As You Sow

May

Safeway

Report on packaging

As You Sow

May

Kraft Foods Group

Report on supply chain deforestation impacts

Domini Social Investments

May

Mondelez International

Report on supply chain deforestation impacts

Domini Social Investments

May

PepsiCo

Report on supply chain deforestation impacts

Domini Social Investments

Deforestation

Water

Deforestation

May
Water

Alpha Natural Resources

Report on water use and policy

Srs. of St. Francis of Phila.

May

Arch Coal

Report on water use and policy

Srs. of St. J. of Carondelet

April

Peabody Energy

Report on water use and policy

School Srs. of N. Dame

Rayonier

Report on water pollution

Investor Voice

May

VF

Report on water use and policy

Boston CAM

Withdrawn
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Water
Religious shareowners and Investor Voice, an SRI investment group, have filed five proposals about water to coal companies,
clothing maker VF, and a paper mill operator.

Coal companies—Two of the three coal company proposals—at Alpha Natural Resources and Arch Coal—are
still pending. The Sisters of St. Francis of Philadelphia and the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet propose that each company
report on its “efforts to reduce environmental and health hazards associated with its mining operations, and how those efforts
may reduce legal, reputational and other risks to the company’s finances.” At Alpha Natural Resources, the proposal asks for
the following Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) indicators:
•

Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused.

•

Total water discharge by quality and destination.

•

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method.

•

Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies and related habitats affected by the reporting organization’s
discharges of water and runoff.

•

Percentage of operations with implemented local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs.

•

Operations with significant actual and potential negative impacts on local communities.

Previous Alpha proposals also have focused on the impacts of its coal mining, and in 2013 this proposal earned 26.5 percent
support. The Sisters of St. Francis withdrew a proposal to the company in 2012 that also related to water pollution, after the
company agreed to produce a sustainability report.
At Arch and Peabody, the request is for the following:
•

Total water withdrawal by source.

•

Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water.

•

Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused.

•

Total water discharged by quality and destination.

•

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method.

•

Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies and related habitats significantly affected by reporting
organization’s water discharge and runoff.

•

Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and materials used for the organization’s operations,
and transporting members of the workforce.

A 2012 proposal similar to the one this year at Arch Coal earned 44.6 percent support, while NYSCRF in 2013 withdrew a
request for a report on coal risks after the company agreed to further disclosure. At Peabody Energy this year, the proponents
also have persuaded the company to provide more information to the public and withdrew. Peabody agreed to begin reporting
using the GRI framework and set goals for water use reduction for 2014-15. The resolution addressed the impacts of the
company’s coal mining operations in the arid states of Wyoming and Arizona, water pollution in Illinois, and contamination from
rail traffic in Washington State.

VF—Boston Common Asset Management withdrew after an agreement with VF. It had asked for a report on the
company’s “impacts on water resources.” It said, “This report should describe the company’s supply chain impacts on water
quality and quantity, assess the company’s water resource management and water usage reduction strategies against the
backdrop of local water basins and communities in countries of operation, and mitigate the impacts of water scarcity on long
term shareholder value.”
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Rayonier—Investor Voice has teamed up with environmentalists in Georgia concerned about the impacts of a fiber
mill owned by Rayonier on the Altamaha River, which flows from the center of the state to the Atlantic Ocean. Critics include
the Altamaha Riverkeeper, which has filed suit against the company for allegedly violating the Clean Water Act. The shareholder
proposal, which the company has challenged at the SEC, asks for a report by January 2015 that describes how the company:
manages risks and costs related to effluent discharge at its Jesup, Georgia specialty fiber mill. The Report shall address such items as:
•

Physical risks to users of the Altamaha River;

•

Possible long-term liabilities of river cleanup;

•

Risk to operational license from community backlash over the effluent’s high coloration;

•

Risk of larger-scale consumer boycott or other brand/reputational harm as environmental awareness and concern grows;

•

The viability of using existing technologies to improve effluent discharge quality so that it reduces effluent color to be no longer visible
to river users or on Google Earth, and to be at least equal the quality of competitors’ discharges.

Rayonier is contending it can exclude the proposal because Investor Voice impermissibly filed two resolutions on behalf of
different proponents, including this one and another from the Altamaha Riverkeeper asking for an independent chair of the
board. Rayonier also says the proposal concerns a personal grievance of the proponent (given the stockholder’s ties to the
Riverkeeper organization).

TOXICS
Two new proposals illustrate both the long arm of the past, in a resolution to Dow Chemical about the legacy of the 1984 Bhopal
disaster, and potential current and future perils, in a resolution to Dunkin’ Brands about nanomaterials. Four other proposals
about reporting on safer product chemistry also have been filed, although information on one is not yet public.

Toxics Proposals
Company

Meeting/
Status

Proposal

Proponent

Avon Products

Report on safer product chemistry

Green Century

Jarden

Report on safer product chemistry

Trillium Asset Mgt.

Walt Disney

Report on safer product chemistry

Boston CAM

Dow Chemical

Report on Bhopal accident legacy

Calvert Investment Mgt.

May

Dunkin’ Brands

Report on nanomaterials

As You Sow

May

Product Safety*

Bhopal Legacy and Nanomaterials

May
May
Withdrawn

* One more product safety proposal has been filed but information on it is not yet public.

Product Safety
SRI firms are asking four companies to report on “safer product chemistry.” Green Century has refiled a proposal to Avon
Products that asks for a report on the company’s “policy, above and beyond regulatory requirements, on using safer substitutes
as they become available for chemicals that are known or suspected to cause cancer or mutations, harm the reproductive
system, affect the endocrine system, accumulate in the body, or persist in the environment.” The proponents note increased
scientific and public concern about the chemicals used in health and beauty products and contend that Avon has not responded
sufficiently to these worries, which they say may harm its business. The proposal earned 18.1 percent in 2013.
Using a similar approach, Trillium Asset Management is asking Jarden to “report to shareholders on Jarden’s options for
adopting voluntary programs and practices to implement a ‘safer alternatives policy’ to disclose, reduce, and eliminate chemical
hazards in Jarden’s products, especially those that may affect children. The company makes a wide array of consumer products.
Boston Common Asset Management has withdrawn a similar version of this proposal at Walt Disney, citing corporate
commitments, although Disney had challenged the resolution at the SEC on the grounds it related to ordinary business. The
fourth proposal that is not yet public also asks for a report on safer formulations of products for children, to protect their health.
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Bhopal

QUESTIONS ARISE IN
WIDESPREAD USE OF
NANOTECHNOLOGY
AUSTIN WILSON
Environmental Health Program, As You Sow

SUSAN WILLIAMS
Analyst, Sustainable Investments Institute
(Si2)
Nanotechnology is the science of manipulating
matter at the molecular scale to create structures,
tools, or products. Few scientific studies exists on
the effects nanomaterials have on human health and
the environment—or the risks of this emerging
technology. Similarly, there are no binding regulations
in the U.S. to guide industry or consumers.
The introduction of nanotechnology into food products therefore raises
significant issues for both consumers and shareholders concerned that
companies may use nanomaterials in their food products or packaging
before studies demonstrate that such materials are safe.
To minimize this risk, As You Sow has worked with food companies
since 2008 to increase understanding of how nano enters the supply chain
and to develop the first framework on sourcing nanomaterials for food and
food packaging. As You Sow has also surveyed the industry, and tested
products to gather information on the use of nanomaterials in foods. Some
of the products tested were Dunkin’ Brands donuts and results
conclusively show that nano TiO2 is present. The company’s failure to
acknowledge this led As You Sow to ask Dunkin’ Brands for a report on
its policies on public health concerns regarding nanomaterials. Unlike
previous nanofood resolutions, which were withdrawn due to productive
dialogues, this will be the first Nano in Food resolution to go to a vote.
Nanotechnology is already more prevalent in other industries.
A forthcoming report from Si2 looks at the risks and opportunities investors
and companies face regarding nanotechnologies. Hundreds of consumer
products containing nanomaterials already are in the marketplace, and
more advanced nanotechnologies hold tremendous promise in the fields
of healthcare, energy systems, and information technology. At the same
time, some nanomaterials carry unique risks stemming from characteristics
and properties that occur only at the nanoscale.
The Investor Responsibility Research Center Institute (IRRCi)
commissioned and funded the report, which will review the major
scientific and regulatory issues in play, and explain the contrasting
approaches taken by regulators in the United States and in the European
Union. The report also analyzes disclosures of nanotechnology products,
opportunity and risk by S&P 500 companies. Si2 reviewed Form 10-Ks
filed with the SEC and corporate responsibility and sustainability reports.
Si2 also identified products of S&P 500 companies included in a
Nanotechnology Consumer Products Inventory compiled by a project of
the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars’ Science &
Technology Innovation Program.
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Bringing up an issue that has not been raised
for a number of years, Calvert Investments is
asking Dow Chemical to report, “assessing
the short and long term financial, reputational
and operational impacts that the legacy of the
Bhopal disaster may, if left unresolved,
reasonably have on Dow’s Indian and global
business opportunities, and reporting on any
actions Dow intends to take to reduce such
impacts.” In the resolution, Calvert takes note
of the burgeoning Indian specialty chemicals
sector that is expected to become the fourth
largest global market in this decade. But it
cautions that Dow may not be able to capitalize
on significant business opportunities in India
because it is still dealing with legal action from
the 1984 tragedy in which a toxic gas leak from
a Union Carbide plant killed more than 20,000
people. Dow is the target of the cases
because it bought Union Carbide in 2001.
Ongoing criminal proceedings in India name
Dow as a defendant and toxic contamination
in both the soil and groundwater at the former
plant site remains a critical concern. Calvert
says the requested report could mitigate some
of the reputational damage the company has
experienced, such as the bad press the
company received after protests about its 2012
sponsorship of the London Olympics. The
company has challenged the proposal at the
SEC, arguing it is moot.

Nanomaterials
As You Sow has filed a new proposal
at Dunkin’ Brands, asking for
a report on the company’s policies regarding
public health concerns of nanomaterials in the
company’s products or packaging. This report
should identify products or packaging that
currently contains nanomaterials, and discuss
any actions, aside from regulatory compliance,
management is taking to reduce or eliminate risk
associated with human health and environmental
impacts, such as eliminating, or disclosing, the
use of nanomaterials until they are proven safe
through long-term testing.

The resolution acknowledges that while
nanomaterials “create opportunities for
innovation….the scientific community has
raised serious questions” about their safety.
Within the food industry, the resolution says,
nanomaterials can give stronger flavorings and
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colorings, but “may also result in greater toxicity for human health and the environment” since the tiny particles can more easily
“enter cells, tissues, and organs where they may interfere with normal cellular function and cause damage and cell death.”
Given a variety of studies about potential harms, As You Sow says that companies could face “significant liability and reputational
risk” by using nanomaterials in consumer products; it quotes the insurance firm Swiss Re about “unforeseeable risks.”
As You Sow concludes, “We are concerned about liability arising from use of nanotechnology in food products, particularly
foods such as donuts which are ingested by children, whose developing bodies are more vulnerable.” It says titanium-dioxide
nanomaterials are probably being used in the company’s products “without adequate testing to ensure safety, and without
notice or warning of their presence or potential hazard.” Further, it asserts that the company should avoid such use “until and
unless” the materials “have been subject to robust evaluation and demonstrated to be safe for human health and the
environment.” Finally, it says all products that do contain nanomaterials should be clearly labeled.

Industrial Agriculture Proposals
Company

Proposal

Proponent

Genetically Modified Food and Pesticides

Meeting/
Status

Abbott Laboratories

Label GMO products

As You Sow

Dean Foods

Report on GMO labeling

Sustainvest Asset Mgt.

Du Pont

Report on pesticide monitoring

Srs. of Charity of St. Eliz.

April

Monsanto

Report on GMO labeling

Adam Eidinger

4.2%

Monsanto

Report on GMO risks

Harrington Investments

6.5%

Safeway

Label GMO products

Green Century

May

Kraft Foods Group

Adopt policy on dehorning cattle

PETA

May

Tyson Foods

Report on pig gestation crates

HSUS

Withdrawn

Animal Welfare*

April
Omitted

* Proponents have filed two more animal welfare proposals that are not yet public, at a restaurant chain and a food company.

INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE
Investors have filed a small clutch of proposals about genetically modified food products again this year, along with a couple of
animal welfare resolutions, but the numbers are down from last year. An additional proposal asks DuPont about its monitoring
of pesticide use. In 2013, five of eight resolutions about GMOs went to votes, with results ranging from 3 percent to 7 percent,
while just four of eight animal welfare proposals went to votes, earning support that at its highest was just 3 percent.

Genetically Modified Food and Pesticides
Shareholder proponents have been concerned for many years about the impacts of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in
food products and the agricultural system—looking at both potentially immediate human health impacts from ingestion of GMO
food and more systemic environmental impacts on how food crops are grown and the impacts genetically modified seed has
on the use of pesticides. The safety debate continued throughout the past year, even as the proportion of the U.S. soybean
crop grown from genetically modified seed topped 93 percent. Some U.S. food companies have started to label or avoid GMO
ingredients, and some voluntary labeling is occurring, with the blessing of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
Continuing previous themes, proposals in 2014 ask for labeling of GMO foods or reporting on GMO ingredients, while at DuPont
a proposal asks about pesticide use monitoring. In addition, in a new development, investors concerned about this issue and
related corporate political spending have filed proposals asking companies to end all spending in elections—prompted by high
expenditures from members of the Grocery Manufacturers Association on recent ballot initiatives to label GMO food. Those
proposals are covered in the section on corporate political activity (see p. 38).
As You Sow has returned to Abbott Laboratories with a resolution that earned 3.2 percent in 2013, asking it to label GMO
products unless they are proven to be safe, saying that
unless long-term safety testing demonstrates that genetically engineered crops, organisms or products thereof are not harmful to humans,
animals and the environment, the company’s board of directors [should] adopt a policy to identify and label, where feasible, all food
products manufactured or sold under the company’s brand names or private labels that may contain genetically engineered ingredients
and report to shareholders…
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GMOS: WHY IS THIS STILL INVESTOR WORTHY NEWS?
MARGARET WEBER
Corporate Responsibility Director, Congregation of St. Basil of Toronto
The mantra from the seed and the food industries goes like this: “Genetically modified organisms (GMOs)
have been commercialized and in foods for nearly 20 years, there are no negative impacts and life is going
along smoothly, would everyone please stop yammering about GMOs?”
The full story is that GMOs are having a significant environmental impact and no agency is monitoring
for health effects. In fact, monitoring for health impacts is nearly impossible because in the US, where the vast majority of
GMOs are grown and consumed, there is no labeling.
Use of Roundup (glyphosate) has increased geometrically, resulting in “super weeds” that require more applications of
more powerful toxins. Glyphosate resistance has been confirmed in 24 weed species worldwide and verified in 29 U.S.
states. Recently, the Natural Resources Defense Council filed a legal petition with the EPA regarding the impact of glyphosate
on the monarch butterfly: widespread usage has decimated milkweed populations on which the monarch’s life depends.
Increased weed resistance has Dow Chemical seeking USDA approval for a GMO corn resistant to the more toxic 2,4D, a component of the infamous defoliant Agent Orange. This raises concerns over more toxics in soil and water runoff, and
the eventual creation of stronger super-weeds. Who is monitoring the impacts? At least five reports by the National Academies
of Sciences alerted that there are gaps in the regulatory system of GMOs between FDA, EPA, and USDA. Liability for impacts
of these products will not rest on government bodies but rather on the companies producing the seeds. This proxy season,
DuPont faces a new resolution on GMO herbicide impacts.
Also this proxy season, Abbott will face its second vote on labeling its GMO products including its Similac infant formula.
This is the age of growing consumer concern for what they are eating. Last year, the New York Times reported that 93% of
Americans favor GMO labeling. Maine and Connecticut passed GMO labeling laws, and ballot initiatives in California and
Washington nearly succeeded, despite food companies and the Grocery Manufacturers Association spending over $70 million
in opposition. Meanwhile, nearly half of all states introduced labeling bills in 2013, and four congressmen joined over 200
companies and NGOs to urge the President to enact strict federal labeling. Sixty-four countries, including the European
Union, require GMO labeling, and 26 have total or partial bans. Labeling appears inevitable in the U.S., ensuring that this issue
will be before shareholders for years to come.
Labeling resolutions in 2013 also were at companies making food products (ConAgra, Kraft Foods, Mondelez International,
and PepsiCo), but this year Green Century is also asking a food purveyor—Safeway—to add labels, using the same language
as the Abbott resolution.
At Dean Foods, a proposal from Sustainvest Asset Management that took a slightly different angle has been omitted because
it was submitted past the filing deadline. It had asked for a report “assessing any material financial risks or operational potential
impacts on the Company in order to work with the FDA or any other respective association to develop food labeling guidelines
for American consumers that disclose whether genetic engineering was used to produce the food.”
Two votes occurred already at Monsanto, where shareholders gathered on January 28; outside the meeting several protesters
were arrested, according to an article from the St. Louis Business Journal. Monsanto’s $10.3 billion Seed and Genomics
segment accounted for three-quarters of the company’s 2013 sales, and it strongly asserts GMO crops are safe and beneficial
for farmers. The company’s investors largely seem to support this view, as they gave fairly low levels of support to the proposals.
Adam Eidinger, a vociferous critic of the company and leader of Occupy Monsanto, earned 4.2 percent for a resolution that asked
the company to report
assessing any material financial risks or operational potential impacts on the Company in order to:
•

Work with the FDA to develop food labeling guidelines for American consumers that discloses whether genetic engineering was
used to produce the food;

•

Work with the FDA to develop standard threshold of 0.9 percent or higher for foods created with genetic engineering;

•

Analyze the inclusion of U.S. patent numbers on American food labels where patented biotechnology was used to produce
the food.
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Support for the other proposal, a resubmission from Harrington Investments that dropped from 7.6 percent support in 2013
to 6.5 percent this year, was a detailed request for a report on GMO risks
assessing actual and potential material financial risks or operational impacts on the Company related to these GMO issues, including:
•

Seed contamination of non-GMO crops, including costs of seed replacement, crop and production losses and clean up,
decontamination and continued testing of affected seeds;

•

Ongoing buffer zone control, including production acreage losses and on-going maintenance required to secure or maintain
access to contamination-sensitive markets;

•

Crop, production, and post-harvest losses and associated costs of market rejections, including temporary or permanent market
losses resulting from GMO contamination;

•

Loss of organic or other third-party certification due to GMO contamination and any costs associated with additional,
record-keeping, testing or surveillance required to regain certification or retain certification on impacted operations;

•

Removal and destruction of contaminated GMO plants;

•

Soil contamination and on-going related mitigation and remediation costs; and

•

Damage to farmers’ reputation, livelihood, and standing in the community.

The report shall also discuss the impact of related public policies on our customers and consumers

Pesticides: In a new formulation that ties increased pesticide use to GMO seed, the Sisters of Charity of St. Elizabeth want
DuPont to report within the next year “on how the company is monitoring herbicide utilization with its seed products: volumes,
toxicity equivalents, studies and analysis on the impact to health and environment.” A similar proposal also from the Sisters of
Charity about patent protection for Du Pont seeds earned 5.6 percent support in 2013, while earlier proposals from ICCR
members also inquired about protecting the “seed saving rights of traditional agricultural communities,” with about the same
level of support.

Animal Welfare
Animal welfare advocates have filed at least three proposals relating to animals in industrial agricultural operations;
information is not yet public on one of them. In January, the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) withdrew a proposal
to Tyson Foods about ending the use of pig gestation crates, after the proposal appeared in the company’s proxy statement.
The company agreed to ask its suppliers to use more humane euthanasia methods and larger cages, which HSUS said
was a victory. The action came after NBC News aired a video of abuse on a contract farm, as noted in a January 10 article.
One more proposal is pending at Kraft Foods Group. It reprises a concern PETA first raised last year, and asks the
company to “to set a policy requiring the company’s dairy suppliers to work diligently and with all due haste to phase out
the practice of dehorning by selecting for naturally polled, or hornless, cattle.” Resolutions on this subject in 2013 earned
very little investor support, earning at most 2 percent.
(Additional proposals on animal welfare in product testing and entertainment are covered directly below in the next section
of this report.)

Social Issues
ANIMALS IN PRODUCT TESTING AND ENTERTAINMENT
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) is the main sponsor of laboratory animal testing resolutions, which take issue
with the ways in which companies use animals for medical and product research, as well as one on orca welfare. A few SRI
firms also have filed proposals over the years. At this point in 2014, information on only four of 10 filed resolutions is public.

Tobacco Risk Testing Ban
A new proposal is pending at three tobacco companies, asking Philip Morris International, and Reynolds American to
“reduce animal suffering the Board should adopt and publish a policy restricting animal use to tests explicitly required by law.”
PETA notes in the proposal that the companies recently have published research about the use of animals in tests of tobacco
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product toxicity, even though “None of these deadly experiments were required by law.” It says a leading competitor, Imperial
Tobacco, has a policy that bars animal use “unless formally required to do so by governments or by recognized regulatory
authorities,” while another firm, Altadis, says, “We do not test anything on animals.” Further, it quotes British American Tobacco’s
stance, which is that in vitro testing provides more accurate human risk assessment results.
Additional resolutions about animal testing at a cosmetics leader and a few drug companies also have been filed but are not
yet public.

Orcas
A resolution from PETA went to SeaWorld
Animals In Testing and Entertainment Proposals 1
Entertainment about orcas, but it will not
go to a vote. The company held its initial
Meeting/
Status
Company
Proposal
public offering last spring, and while PETA
Animal
Testing
For
Tobacco
Products
purchased stock in the initial public offering
of stock (IPO) intending to file a resolution,
May
Philip Morris Intl
Adopt policy limiting animal testing
the deadline for filing this year meant it
May
Reynolds American
Adopt policy limiting animal testing
could not have held the stock long enough
Orcas
to qualify for doing so under SEC rules.
Omitted
Sea World Entertainment
Report on animal welfare issues
The resolution said “to advance the welfare
* All listed filed by PETA. Eight more proposals are not public.
of orcas kept at Sea World theme parks
and to create a safe environment for
trainers, shareholders urge the board to take steps toward developing coastal sanctuaries, where orcas can be rehabilitated and
retired and the public can have the opportunity to observe them in a natural environment.” Investors can expect a proposal for
consideration in 2015.
(Additional proposals on animal welfare in industrial agriculture settings are covered on p. 37.)

CORPORATE POLITICAL ACTIVITY
The flood of corporate political spending proposals continues unabated, coming from a broad coalition of investors who want
companies to tell stockholders and the public more about what they spend on political campaigns and lobbying, both directly
and most particularly through intermediary groups responsible for what some term “dark money” in the public influence game.
Proponents include social investment and religious organizations, leading pension funds such as the New York City pension funds
and NYSCRF, trade unions, and some individuals. Last year, 63 percent of the political activity resolutions filed went to votes,
with an overall average of just under 25 percent; 11 of the votes were above 40 percent and two received majority support.
Similar results seem likely in 2014.
In December 2013, a year after the SEC indicated it might formally consider a rulemaking to require all publicly traded companies
to report on political spending in their securities filings, the SEC removed the rule from its near-term agenda. The move has
frustrated supporters in the Corporate Reform
Coalition, which includes many investors who file
Political Activity Proposals Filed, 2010-2014
shareholder resolutions on the subject, since
members of the public have submitted more than
70
700,000 comments in favor of greater required
60
disclosure—even though proposed language has
yet to be written. The petition drive is opposed by
50
many business groups, though, including the U.S.
40
Chamber of Commerce and the National
Association of Manufacturers and others, as a
30
January 2013 letter showed. Nonetheless, a
20
growing number of large companies are issuing
reports that provide more details about how they
10
oversee spending and what they spend—as
0
documented by the Center for Political
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Accountability (CPA) in its CPA-Zicklin Index,
Spending Ban
Other
Lobbying
Campaigns (CPA)
updated in September 2013.
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The structure of campaign finance law and the many ways in which companies can spend to influence political outcomes make
it impossible to independently determine whether a company contributes to all groups active in the political arena. Investors
who want more clarity are continuing to focus on spending from intermediary groups that receive corporate money and disburse
it on both political campaigns and lobbying after elections are over—via trade associations, non-profit “social welfare”
organizations, and charities that promote model legislation, most prominently the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC)
but also The Heartland Institute. Intermediary groups in general, the sources of much of the additional cash that is flowing into
elections, continue to set new spending records and promise to spend still more leading up to the midterm elections next fall.
Comparative information on how companies oversee and disclose their spending was included in Si2’s 2011 benchmarking
research on the S&P 500, funded by the IRRC Institute, which found that just 66 S&P 500 companies voluntarily told how much
they give to non-profits.

Snapshot of this year’s proposals: The corporate political activity disclosure campaign since 2010 has broadened
with an array of suggested responses to the new spending landscape opened up by the 2010 Citizens United U.S. Supreme
Court decision.
In addition to the bedrock demand for more oversight and accountability at the board level and full disclosure of campaign
spending (highlighting the model promoted for more than a decade by the Center for Political Accountability), attention in the
last few years also is focusing on lobbying and public policy advocacy by some of the same groups that spend corporate
money on political candidates, shaping the public policy agenda. Walden Asset Management and the American Federation of
State, Municipal and County Employees (AFSCME) coordinate the lobbying push that is asking six energy companies about
support for policies that
could mitigate the growing
Summary of Corporate Political Activity Proposals in 2014
dangers of global warming.
Provide Disclosure*

Proposals that concern
48
Report on lobbying
Lobbying/Advocacy
matters
other
than
7
Review/report on climate change advocacy
Lobbying/Advocacy
disclosure of campaign
5
Report on indirect lobbying
Lobbying/Advocacy
112
spending and lobbying
Review/report on political spending
49
Political Campaigns
continue to be scant.
Report on indirect political spending
2
Political Campaigns
Back this year after a
Report on political spending and lobbying
1
Hybrid
hiatus is a request for
Manage Governance
shareholder approval of
1
Adopt board oversight of all political spending
Oversight
political spending at two
6
Require shareholder approval of political spending
2
Shareholder Input
companies. A handful of
3
Adopt policy on values, political spending
Values
proposals from NorthStar
Manage Governance
Asset Management also
End political spending
8
8
Moratorium
continue to ask companies
126
Total
about making company’s
values
and
political
* Disclosure proposals also promote model oversight and governance procedures.
In addition to these resolutions, there are at least four others from conservatives.
spending congruent, as
they did last year for the
first time. A new feature in the lineup this year is a new campaign spending moratorium proposal from investors critical of food
companies’ spending to defeat state ballot initiatives about labeling genetically modified food, but the dominant flavor of investor
requests still favors disclosing rather than banning spending.
In addition, this year groups on the right have new formulations of their proposals filed at four companies that functionally mirror
the requests of liberal groups, with different objectives. (Proposals from these groups are in the section on p. 68)

Lobbying
Proponents of greater lobbying disclosure see their effort as a natural extension of the campaign for more accountability in
corporate contributions to intermediaries, which spend in both elections and on lobbying. As noted above, a new resolution
this year looks at climate change advocacy; another new proposal zeroes in on indirect lobbying through intermediaries. A few
hybrid proposals also continue to address the full spectrum of corporate involvement in the political arena by covering both
campaign spending and lobbying.
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LOBBYING DISCLOSURE REQUEST HIGHLIGHTS ALEC
CONTROVERSY
JOHN KEENAN
Corporate Governance Analyst, AFSCME Capital Strategies
For 2014, the investor call for corporate lobbying disclosure remains a top shareholder topic, with 60
investors filing 50 proposals asking for lobbying disclosure reports that include federal and state spending
and any spending through third parties. Disclosure enables shareholders to evaluate whether a company’s
lobbying is consistent with expressed business goals and objectives and whether it may present risks to value. A major risk
for companies and investors comes from lobbying through trade associations and involvement in third party groups that
engage in lobby like behavior.
The proposal also focuses on the risks to companies from membership in the American Legislative Exchange Council
(ALEC). ALEC is a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) non-profit which convenes state lawmakers with the goal of having them adopt
model laws written by corporations. ALEC has attracted negative scrutiny for endorsed model legislation involved in the
shooting death of Trayvon Martin, and has continued to receive attention for its Voter ID laws, anti-immigration bills, and
climate change denial.
This year investors are asking 24 companies to disclose their membership in and contributions to ALEC. Tech companies
have joined ALEC, including eBay, Facebook, Google, and Yahoo! Investors are asking these companies to evaluate if
their support of green energy is in conflict with ALEC’s opposition to renewable energy. Communication companies are ALEC
members too, reportedly over net neutrality and to limit Internet regulation. And energy, oil and utility companies belong in
large numbers in ALEC in part to oppose renewable energy. Disclosure proponents are asking telecom giants AT&T,
Comcast, Time Warner, and Verizon, and Ameren, Chevron Devon Energy, Dominion Resources, ExxonMobil,
Marathon Oil, and Peabody Energy to disclose their ALEC involvement.
Because of the controversy around ALEC, more than 70 companies decided to leave ALEC after evaluating the benefits
of membership versus the reputational risks. The mass corporate exodus from ALEC underscores why investors need
disclosure and how political spending can be risky for companies.
Reflecting investors’ interest in disclosure, a rulemaking petition at the SEC to require public companies to disclose
their political spending to shareholders has attracted a record level of support for SEC rulemaking, with more than
700,000 comment letters submitted. Companies are improving their disclosure of political spending in response to investors’
demands, but investors and companies would be better served by a uniform disclosure rule that leveled the disclosure
playing field for all.

Primary resolution: The main resolution is essentially unchanged from 2013 and has been filed at 48 companies, with

40 still pending—compared with 50 filings last year, 40 in 2012 and just six in 2011. Investors at Emerson Electric already
supported it with just under 42 percent support. It asks for annual reports on policy, payments, memberships in groups that
write model legislation, information on how these payments occur, and how management and the board of directors monitor
them. (See table below for a list of companies with lobbying proposals; 11 more companies are not named because the
opponents have yet to make them public.) The proposal says the reports should include:
1. Company policy and procedures governing lobbying, both direct and indirect, and grassroots lobbying communications.
2. Payments by [the company] used for (a) direct or indirect lobbying or (b) grassroots lobbying communications, in each case including
the amount of the payment and the recipient.
3. [The company’s] membership in and payments to any tax-exempt organization that writes and endorses model legislation.
4. Description of the decision making process and oversight by management and the Board for making payments described in sections
2 and 3 above.
For purposes of this proposal, a “grassroots lobbying communication” is a communication directed to the general public that (a) refers to
specific legislation or regulation, (b) reflects a view on the legislation or regulation and (c) encourages the recipient of the communication
to take action with respect to the legislation or regulation. “Indirect lobbying” is lobbying engaged in by a trade association or other
organization of which [the company] is a member.
Both “direct and indirect lobbying” and “grassroots lobbying communications” include efforts at the local, state and federal levels.
The report shall be presented to the Audit Committee or other relevant oversight committees of the Board and posted on the company’s
website.
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SEC—At several companies, proponents have filed separate resolutions asking for disclosure of lobbying and for
adherence to the model oversight and disclosure standards promoted by the Center for Political Accountability. In most cases,
the paired resolutions note they exclude the other type of proposal. At Allstate, the resolution on lobbying does not and the
company says it therefore can omit the proposal. For its part, eBay said it should not have to include the proposal, either, since
the Benedictine Sisters failed to prove their stock ownership and also because the proposal was submitted but not properly
presented in 2013 (even though the company recorded a 29.3 percent vote); the Benedictines withdrew before any SEC
comment. Citigroup is arguing Change to Win did not prove its stock ownership, either, while Dominion Resources says it
already has complied with the request. Norfolk Southern told the SEC the resolution was moot and NYSCRF withdrew before
any SEC comment.

Lobbying Proposals
Meeting/
Status

Company

Proponent

April

Facebook

Benedictine Srs.

June

Withdrawn

FirstEnergy

Green Century

May

July

General Dynamics

NYSCRF

May

May

Google

Walden Asset Mgt.

June

Midwest Capuchins

May

Honeywell Intl.

AFSCME

April

United Church Funds

April

IBM

FAFN

April

Withdrawn

JPMorgan Chase

Srs. of St. Francis

May

Withdrawn

Lorillard

Midwest Capuchins

May

April

Marathon Oil

NYSCRF

April

May

Marathon Petroleum

Trillium Asset Mgt.

April

Missionary Oblates

May

Morgan Stanley

AFSCME

May

Boeing

NYSCRF

April

Norfolk Southern

NYSCRF

Withdrawn

Celgene

AFSCME

June

Occidental Petrol.#

Needmor Fund

May

Chevron

AFSCME

May

Peabody Energy

AFL-CIO

April

Chevron&

C. Reynolds Fndn.

Pfizer#

C. Reynolds Fndn.

April

Citigroup

Change to Win

April

Philip Morris Intl.

AFL-CIO

May

Comcast

Episcopal Church

May

Raytheon

Srs. of St. Agnes

May

ConocoPhillips

Walden

May

Reynolds American

AFL-CIO

May

ConocoPhillips&

Needmor Fund

SLM

AFL-CIO

CVS Caremark

Srs. of St. Francis

May

Southwestern Energy&

Episcopal Church

Withdrawn

Devon Energy

CT Retirement Plans

June

Time Warner Cable

Walden Asset Mgt.

Withdrawn

Devon Energy&

Pax World Funds

June

Time Warner Cable#

Unitarians

Withdrawn

Dominion Resources

NYSCRF

May

United Parcel Service

Walden Asset Mgt.

Dominion Resources

Seth Heald

Withdrawn

United Parcel Service

Zevin Asset Mgt

Withdrawn

Dominion Resources&

Ruth Amundsen

May

United Technologies

AFL-CIO

Withdrawn

Duke Energy%

Laborers

Omitted

UnitedHealth Group

AFL-CIO

June

eBay

Benedictine Srs.

Withdrawn

Verizon

Domini Soc. Inv.

Emerson Electric

Needmor Fund

41.7%

Visa

Boston CAM

ExxonMobil

Steel Workers

Walmart Stores

Zevin Asset Mgt.

June

ExxonMobil&

Midwest Capuchins

Yahoo!

NYSCRF

June

Company

Proponent

Abbott Laboratories

AFSCME

Accenture

Walden Asset Mgt.

Alliant Techsystems

Midwest Capuchins

Allstate

AFL-CIO

Altria
Ameren
Amer. Electric Power&

Unitarians

Amgen

Trillium Asset Mgt.

AT&T

AFSCME

Bank of America

AFSCME

BlackRock

#

# Report

on indirect lobbying

&

Withdrawn

Withdrawn

#

May
Withdrawn

Review/report on climate change advocacy

%

Meeting/
Status

May

May

May
Withdrawn

Hybrid campaign spending & lobbying

Withdrawals—Some companies are proving amenable to more disclosure of their lobbying activities. So far this year,
proponents have reached meaty agreements, including the following:
•

Walden Asset Management withdrew after Accenture said it had examined the disclosure practices of 60 other firms
and updated its own website, including identifying major trade association memberships, dues paid, and how much of
these are used for lobbying. Investors gave the proposal 31.2 percent support in 2013.
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•

Trillium Asset Management withdrew after Amgen agreed to annually disclose its membership in trade associations
and how much these groups spend from its fees on lobbying.

•

The AFL-CIO withdrew after United Technologies confirmed that it asks outside organizations that it supports—
including 527 political committees, 501(c)4 groups, and other non-profits—not to use its financial support for political
purposes, including lobbying. It agrees to identify “significant” outside groups that receive its support, listing those that
get more than $10,000 in support, including any special assessments outside of dues.

•

Boston Common Asset Management withdrew after Visa explained it has ended its support for ALEC, put in place
greater board oversight, and plans to conduct an annual review of its lobbying. It also will disclose memberships in any
trade associations that write model legislation, boosting its disclosure. The resolution was a resubmission that earned
37 percent in 2013.

Climate change advocacy: New this year is a proposal still pending at Devon Energy and Dominion Resources.
It asks the board to “commission a comprehensive review of [the company’s] positions, oversight and processes related to
public policy advocacy on energy policy and climate change” and to report this year. The resolution cites the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)’s view that by 2050 worldwide GHG emissions must fall by half and U.S. emissions by 80
percent to avoid catastrophe. The proponents conclude “urgent action is needed” in the U.S. Congress, states, and cities to
achieve these goals, and say energy companies must “review and update their public policy positions” to make this happen.
They also point out that energy sector lobbying hit $300 million in 2009 when Congress debated climate change legislation, and
say progress has been obstructed by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, even as some 125 S&P 500 companies are disclosing
their political spending and lobbying. The proposal is part of the effort by the Ceres coalition to gather corporate and public
support for its Climate Declaration, issued in April 2013, which says climate change presents companies with “one of America’s
greatest economic opportunities of the 21st Century.”
Specifically, the proposal asks that the review include:
•

Whether your current company positions on climate legislation and regulation are consistent with the reductions deemed necessary
by the IPCC;

•

Board oversight of your company’s public policy advocacy on climate;

•

Direct and indirect expenditures (including dues and special payments) for political contributions, lobbying, issue ads or other
expenditures designed to influence elections, ballot initiatives or legislation related to climate change;

•

Engagements with climate scientists and other stakeholders involved in climate policy discussions;

•

Proposed actions to be taken as a result of the review.

SEC and withdrawals—Company challenges from all but American Electric Power and Dominion Resources
have surfaced to date. Attorneys variously are contending the resolution concerns ordinary business, is moot, or (most
commonly) duplicates the standard lobbying disclosure proposal they already received. Withdrawals at American Electric Power
and Southwestern Energy came after the companies agreed to continue dialogue on the issue, but at ConocoPhillips and
ExxonMobil the proponents reached no agreement before taking the proposal off the agenda.
Indirect lobbying: Two of five new proposals filed about indirect lobbying expenditures remain pending. The one at
Dominion Resources took specific aim, asking for a review of the company’s “involvement with and support of” ALEC,
requested that the review do the following:
1. Examine ALEC’s philosophy, major objectives, and actions;
2. Assess the consistency of Dominion’s stated policies, principles, and code of conduct with those of ALEC;
3. Determine whether Dominion’s relationship with ALEC carries reputational risk that could have a negative impact on the company; and
4. Evaluate management’s rationale for its involvement in and financial support of ALEC, to determine whether Dominion’s support of
ALEC is in the long-term best interests of the company.

But the proponent withdrew before the SEC had time to issue an opinion on the company’s contention that it concerned ordinary
business.
A different resolution at Occidental and Pfizer seems likely to go to a vote. It says the board should review, assess, and report
on “organizations in which [the company] is a member or otherwise supports financially for involvement in lobbying on legislation
at federal, state, or local levels.” Proponents withdrew at Time Warner Cable and United Parcel Service after company
arguments at the SEC that it either duplicated other lobbying proposal or concerned ordinary business. Pfizer also had
challenged the resolution on these grounds, but agreed to let it go to a vote after discussions. The proposal also raises concerns
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CORPORATE POLITICAL
SPENDING DISCLOSURE
BRUCE FREED
President, Center for Political
Accountability
“Dark money” spending by third-party
political organizations poses an even more
serious risk to companies as they face growing pressures to
contribute. To address the threat, the Center for Political
Accountability (CPA) and its shareholder partners will be filing
resolutions at more than 50 companies in the 11th year of CPA’s
advocacy and engagement effort.
An increasing number of companies recognize the value of
political disclosure as demonstrated in the 2013 CPA-Zicklin Index
of Corporate Political Disclosure and Accountability. The Index
showed that, among the top 200 companies of the S&P 500, 78
percent improved their overall score, and the number of
companies receiving top scores almost tripled between 2012 and
2013. Overall, the average score for all companies in the Index
jumped from 38 in 2012 to 51 in 2013.
Mainstream shareholder support for corporate political
disclosure resolutions also increased in 2013. According to the
2013 Mutual Fund Voting Study by CPA and Fund Votes, which
studied 40 large U.S. mutual fund families’ voting records, support
for these resolutions reached a new high. The funds backed
corporate political disclosure resolutions about 39 percent of the
time, up from a previous high of 35 percent in 2011. In addition,
for the first time, a mutual fund’s proxy voting policy included a
general support for the disclosure of corporate political spending,
at MFS (formerly known as Massachusetts Financial
Services). MFS supported all of the political spending resolutions
it voted in the 2013 proxy season.
Last year, CPA and its shareholder partners, including public
and union pension funds, socially responsible investment firms,
religious institutions, and individual investors, filed almost 50
resolutions and reached agreements with 15 companies. Average
shareholder support reached 32 percent, with 15 resolutions
receiving over 30 percent support. At CF Industries, the
resolution filed by the New York State Common Retirement Fund
received 66 percent; the company recently reached an agreement
with the proponent and made the requested disclosure.
In addition to engaging companies, CPA recently introduced
the corporate political spending issue and the case for political
disclosure and accountability to international investors, in an article
in the International Corporate Governance Network’s (ICGN) 2013
Yearbook. It is also continuing its work with leading business
schools to create a corporate political accountability curriculum.
Lastly, CPA will expand the CPA-Zicklin Index, its annual
benchmarking study, to cover the top 300 of the S&P 500
companies in 2014. For the past two years, it reviewed the top
200 companies in the S&P 500.
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about ALEC and says a “high level of transparency
helps ensure lobbying activities are consistent with
stated corporate policies and values, thereby reducing
reputational and business risk that potentially could
alienate consumers, investors and other stakeholders.”
It points out various controversial public policy positions
the group takes, including on immigration, voting rights,
gun laws, and renewable energy. In each case, the
proponents highlight that the company is getting the
proposal because an executive sits on ALEC’s board
and funds it—in contrast to some 50 companies that
have ended their ties. As with the Dominion proposal,
the resolution requests that the proposed review do
the following:
1. Examine the philosophy, major objectives and actions
taken by the organization supported;
2. Assess the consistency between our company’s
stated policies, principles, and Code of Conduct with
those of the organization supported;
3. Determine if the relationship carries reputational or
business risk that could have a negative impact on
the company, its shareholders, or other stakeholders;
4. Evaluate management’s rationale for its direct
involvement in, or financial support of, the
organization to determine if the support is in the longterm best interests of the company and its
stakeholders;
5. Assess current and potential internal oversight and
controls governing the use of corporate assets for
political purposes.

Hybrid: A handful of proposals combine requests for

disclosure about lobbying with those about campaign
spending and other election-related expenditures. Just
two so far this year fall into this category and one has
not been made public. Duke Energy will omit the
proposal because the SEC agreed it was too similar to
a proposal using the CPA template that the company
received first, from the Nathan Cummings Foundation.
The other is at Valero Energy, where it earned 42.9
percent in 2013. Additional hybrid resolutions may be in
the pipeline.

The Center for Political
Accountability Campaign and
Indirect Spending
The Center for Political Accountability and its allies, a
wide range of institutional investors, continue to seek
more board oversight and disclosure of corporate
political campaign spending, as they have for the last 11
years. The standard CPA proposal template remains
unchanged and asks each company to produce a
report on its website, with semiannual updates, that
discloses:

TM

1. Policies and procedures for making, with corporate funds or assets, contributions and expenditures (direct and indirect) to (a) participate
or intervene in any political campaign on behalf of (or in opposition to) any candidate for public office, or (b) influence the general public,
or any segment thereof, with respect to an election or referendum.
2. Monetary and non-monetary contributions and expenditures (direct and indirect) used in the manner described in section 1 above,
including:
a. The identity of the recipient as well as the amount paid to each; and
b. The title(s) of the person(s) in the Company responsible for decision-making.

Campaign Spending Proposals
Company

Proponent

Aetna%

Unitarian Universalists

Allstate&

NYSCRF

Amazon.com

Meeting/
Status

Meeting/
Status

Company

Proponent

May

Fifth Third Bancorp

FAFN

April

May

Genworth Financial

NYSCRF

May

Investor Voice

May

Hess

Trillium Asset Mgt.

May

Ameriprise Financial

NYC pension funds

April

Humana

NYSCRF

April

Anadarko Petroleum

NYSCRF

May

JetBlue Airways

Domini Social Investments

May

AT&T#&

Domini Social Investments

April

Motorola Solutions

Trillium Asset Mgt.

May
April

AutoNation

NYSCRF

May

Newmont Mining

NYSCRF

Cablevision Systems

Phila. Employees Ret. System

May

NiSource

NYSCRF

May

Cabot Oil & Gas

NYC pension funds

May

Peabody Energy&

Phila. Employees Ret. System

April

CF Industries Hldgs.

NYSCRF

May

Pioneer Natural Resources

Phila. Employees Ret. System

May

Charles Schwab

NYC pension funds

May

PPL Corporation

NYC pension funds

May

Comcast&

NYSCRF

May

Raytheon&

NYSCRF

May

CONSOL Energy

NYSCRF

May

Regions Financial

NYC pension funds

May

Danaher

Mercy Investment Services

May

Republic Services

NYSCRF

May

Dean Foods

NYSCRF

May

Spectra Energy

Nathan Cummings Fndn.

April

DENTSPLY Intl.

Mercy Investment Services

May

TECO Energy

Phila. Employees Ret. System

May

DTE Energy

NYC pension funds

May

Travelers

NYSCRF

May

Duke Energy

Nathan Cummings Fndn.

May

Valero Energy#

NYSCRF

May

Emerson Electric&

Trillium Asset Mgt.

Waste Mgt.

NYSCRF

May

EQT

Clean Yield Asset Mgt.

Withdrawn

Western Union

NYSCRF

May

Expedia

NYSCRF

June

Wynn Resorts

NYSCRF

May

Express Scripts

Clean Yield Asset Mgt.

May

Yahoo!

Trillium Asset Mgt.

June

47.4%

&

# Report

& Lobbying resolution also filed.
% Adopt board oversight of all political spending
on indirect lobbying
Unless otherwise noted, these resolutions all use the template of the Center for Political Accountability. Information on eight more proposals at companies
with meetings later in the year is not yet public.

SEC action: Proponents established a precedent at the SEC last year that if a resolution using the CPA template specifically

notes it does not concern lobbying, and if a lobbying proposals specifically excludes electoral spending, a company must
include both on the proxy ballot. Eight companies are receiving both types of proposals this year.

Withdrawals and agreements: Little information has yet been made public about negotiated agreements between

companies and proponents of the CPA best practices model. Last year, investors and 16 companies reached agreements with
investor partners of the Center, bringing the total number of negotiated withdrawals to 118, the CPA said in a report it issued
this summer. Clean Yield Asset Management has withdrawn a proposal already at EQT after learning about additional political
spending disclosures from the company. More withdrawals are certain.

Variants: Two proposals that ask for more disclosure of electoral spending take a somewhat different approach. At Aetna,

the focus of a proposal from the Unitarian Universalists is on board oversight of all types of spending and intermediaries. The
resolution asks the company to amend its political contributions policy with the following provisions:
•

Assign to the Board responsibility for (a) formulating and revising the Policy and (b) establishing the parameters of Aetna’s commitment
to publicly disclose political expenditures (in addition to legal disclosure requirements);
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AETNA STONEWALLS
SHAREHOLDERS

•

Assign to the Audit Committee responsibility for
analyzing and reporting to the full Board annually
on (a) compliance with the Policy; and (b) the risks
associated with Aetna’s political activities,
including those undertaken through politically
active intermediaries such as trade associations
and social welfare organizations (“Intermediaries”);
and

•

Establish specific criteria tailored to analyzing
whether to make payments to Intermediaries for
political purposes, requiring articulation of the
business rationale for each payment and
consideration of the use(s) to which the funds will
be put by the Intermediary.

MELANIE SLOAN
Executive Director, Citizens for
Responsibility and Ethics in
Washington
For a while, Aetna’s tagline was, “We want you
to know.” Turns out that’s not exactly true. The company may pay
lip service to transparency, but Aetna hasn’t been honest with
shareholders about the extent of its spending to influence our
elections.
In 2012 and 2013, the health insurance giant convinced
shareholders to vote against proposals to encourage greater
disclosure of its political spending. The company argued it already
publishes an “easily accessible and understandable” political
contributions report on its website. In reality, these reports are hard
to find, riddled with inaccuracies, and excluded millions of dollars’
worth of controversial political spending.
For instance, Aetna understated its contributions to the
Republican and Democratic governors associations by hundreds of
thousands of dollars for years. In 2011, Aetna secretly donated
nearly $8 million to two groups—the Chamber of Commerce and the
American Action Network—that have spent millions on vituperative
political ads, but don’t identify their donors. Aetna’s donations were
revealed only because the company made a filing error.
Aetna’s misleading reports leave shareholders no reliable way to
evaluate the company’s political spending. That is why my
organization, Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington,
sued Aetna on behalf of a shareholder. The Securities Exchange
Act requires company proxy statements to honestly, openly, and
candidly state all material facts. By directing shareholders to
inaccurate political contribution reports to persuade them to oppose
the 2012 and 2013 shareholder resolutions, Aetna violated the law.
Ironically, Aetna made its secret contributions after it negotiated
an agreement to annually disclose political spending with the investor
arm of the Sisters of Mercy, a large Aetna shareholder. Yes, Aetna
broke a promise made to nuns.
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) had on its
docket a rule requiring corporations to disclose political spending,
but despite receiving a record breaking 700,000 comments
supporting the proposed regulation, the Commission dropped the
provision from its 2014 agenda. This is particularly disappointing
because it is exceedingly unlikely Aetna is the only company secretly
trying to sway Americans’ votes; it’s just one of the few that have
been caught.
The SEC has taken a pass, the IRS has been absent, and
Congress is hopelessly gridlocked. As a result, the courts may be
the last bulwark against corporations using treasury funds to secretly
influence electoral outcomes.
When it comes to its political spending, Aetna really doesn’t
want you to know. But you should.
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The Unitarians contend the company’s policies do
not specify what criteria it uses to determine
spending decisions, and put it at risk because it has
contributed significant sums to politically active
organizations that it does not control. Specifically,
they say,
Strong board oversight is particularly important at
Aetna, which disclosed that it gave $4,000,000 to the
US Chamber of Commerce for unspecified “voter
education initiatives” and $3,000,000 to the American
Action Network, a social welfare organization that
sponsors ads regarding political candidates, in 2011.
The “voter education” initiatives described on the
Chamber’s website consisted of attack ads aimed at
specific candidates who lost. It is not clear how such
efforts, which attracted significant controversy, are in
Aetna’s best interests.

The other proposal, at AT&T, also looks at indirect
campaign spending.
It asks for the same
accounting as the CPA resolutions, but says the
requested report should cover the following:
1. Policies and procedures for expenditures made
with corporate funds to trade associations and
other tax-exempt entities that are used for political
purposes (“indirect” political contributions or
expenditures).
2. Indirect
monetary
and
non-monetary
expenditures used for political purposes, i.e., to
participate or intervene in any political campaign
on behalf of (or in opposition to) any candidate for
public office, and used in any attempt to influence
the general public, or segments thereof, with
respect to elections.
…This proposal does not encompass payments
used for lobbying.
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Additional Political Spending Proposals
Political spending ban and GMOs: A new feature of this proxy season is a clutch of proposals to food companies from

As You Sow, the Environmental Working Group (EWG), Harrington Investments, and Green Century, asking companies to
end their political spending. Clean Yield Asset Management ended its initiative from last year about stopping electoral spending,
however. The 2014 proposals are similar to those proffered last year at Chevron (from Green Century, which earned
3.4 percent) and Starbucks (from Harrington, 3.8 percent).
The proposal filed at Coca-Cola, Dow Chemical, Du Pont, General Mills, Kraft Foods Group, and PepsiCo asks,
“that the board of directors adopt a policy to refrain from using corporate funds to influence any political election.” The key focus
as expressed in the whereas clauses and supporting statement is spending by each company to defeat state ballot initiatives
about labeling genetically modified food.
The proponents chose to approach these
Other Political Activity Proposals
companies because they were among the
Meeting/
top contributors to such efforts.
Company

Proponent

Status

State ballot initiatives have become flashpoints
in
the GMO labeling debate, with about two
April
Coca-Cola
Environmental Working Group
dozen
separate efforts in 2013 alone. The most
May
Dow Chemical
As You Sow
prominent
effort to require labeling failed in
April
Du Pont
As You Sow
late 2012 in California (Proposition 37), as the
Sept.
General Mills
As You Sow
National Institute on Money in State Politics
May
Kraft Foods Group
Green Century
noted. The organization provides analysis of state
Withdrawn
PepsiCo
Environmental Working Group
political spending and found proponents’
3/19/14
Starbucks
Harrington Investments
spending of $10.5 million was dwarfed by the
May
Wellpoint
Harrington Investments
opposition’s $44.2 million—most of it from
Values Policy
a group called the Coalition Against the Costly
May
EMC
NorthStar Asset Mgt.
Food Labeling Proposition, funded by the
June
Facebook
NorthStar Asset Mgt.
Grocery Manufacturers Association and
Omitted
Johnson & Johnson
NorthStar Asset Mgt.
Monsanto, among others. More recently,
Shareholder Approval
Washington state voters rejected Initiative 522
May
Lowe’s
James W. Mackie
in November 2013, in a battle that pitted many
May
PepsiCo
James W. Mackie
of the same national actors against each other
again, prompting similarly lop-sided out-of-state
spending by both sides that topped $22 million, a state record. The vote in California was 51.4 percent against and
13 companies spent more than $1 million each to fight it; in Washington, the vote was 51.1 percent against and at least
five companies spent more than $1 million each to oppose the measure.
Ban Spending

The proponents argue that such spending alienates customers “and can damage a corporation’s reputation and profits.”
They conclude companies should not spend anything on elections, including:
independent expenditures, electioneering communications, and issue advocacy that can reasonably be interpreted as in support or
opposition of a specific candidate or ballot measure. The policy should include measures, to the greatest extent practical, to prevent trade
associations or non-profit corporations from channeling our company’s contributions or membership dues to influence the outcome of any
election or referendum.

SEC action and a withdrawal—Coca-Cola unsuccessfully challenged the stock ownership proof of the
Environmental Working Group, while Dow Chemical says it relates to ordinary business. There is some precedent for such
an omission when a resolution relates narrowly to a particular issue; the SEC has yet to issue an opinion. PepsiCo made a
similar argument but EWG withdrew before any SEC comment after the company agreed to provide the proponent or their
designee with speaking time at the annual meeting.
Other ban proposals: Harrington Investments has refiled its 2013 proposal that asks Starbucks to “amend the bylaws
to include a policy prohibiting the use of corporate funds for any political election or campaign, including direct or indirect
contributions to candidates, and corporate expenditures for electioneering communications.” The proposal earned 13.4 percent
support last year. Harrington also has submitted it to Wellpoint.
Values congruency: NorthStar Asset Management is continuing a push it started last year for companies to more explicitly
align stated company values with political spending decision-making. The resolution is pending at EMC (where it earned
5 percent in 2013) and Facebook. It asks each to
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create and implement a policy with consistent incorporation of corporate values as defined by [company policies] into Company and PAC
political and electioneering contribution decisions; and report to shareholders…any electioneering or political contribution expenditures
which raise an issue of congruency with corporate values, and stating the justification for these exceptions.

Omission—Johnson & Johnson successfully challenged the proposal on ordinary business grounds. It had not done
so in 2013 and the resolution earned 6.4 percent, but this year in response to the company, the SEC said, “the proposal and
supporting statement, when read together, focus primarily on Johnson & Johnson’s specific political contributions that relate to
the operation of Johnson & Johnson’s business and not on Johnson & Johnson’s general political activities.”
Shareholder approval: Individual investor James Mackie is returning with a request voted on once before, at Johnson
& Johnson in 2012. It asks Lowe’s and PepsiCo to establish
a policy pertaining to making political contributions (to individual candidates; organizations supporting candidates, directly or indirectly;
leadership groups; or political action committees) only if such a policy is approved by at least at least 75% of its shares outstanding.
No funds, or in kind support, shall be provided by the corporation to any of the entities listed above unless the contribution complies
with the corporate policy.

It is not clear the proposal will go to a vote. Lowe’s is arguing at the SEC that the proponent failed to show he owns the stock,
and that it is mandatory rather than precatory as required under SEC rules, too vague and moot. Pepsi, which is also challenging
a separate proposal about its public policy positions from a conservative group (see p. 68), says the proponent also failed to
provide sufficient stock ownership proof.

DIVERSITY IN THE WORKPLACE
LGBT Rights
Proponents have been extremely successful in
persuading large companies that discrimination
on the basis of sexual orientation and gender
identity cannot be tolerated, although the latter is
a second frontier. This issue consistently gets
high levels of investor support and prompts lots
of withdrawal agreements. As lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) rights have
become more accepted, the number of
shareholder resolutions has dropped (see chart,
next page). Key proponents are NYSCRF,
the New York City pension funds, and social
investment firms.

Diversity In The Workplace:
LGBT Rights Proposals
Meeting/
Status

Company

Proponent

AGL Resources#

Clean Yield Asset Mgt.

April

Alpha Natural Resources

NYSCRF

May

American Financial Group

NYSCRF

May

ConocoPhillips#

Unitarian Universalists

May

Crosstex Energy

NYC pension funds

May

ExxonMobil

NYSCRF

May

FirstEnergy

NYC pension funds

Withdrawn

Leggett & Platt

NYC pension funds

May

The Sustainable Governance section (p. 56),
May
Murphy Oil
NYSCRF
describes the two dozen proponents making the
Withdrawn
National Fuel Gas#
Trillium Asset Mgt
case for board diversity, as well. Combined, the
Withdrawn
O’Reilly Automotive
Walden Asset Mgt
board and employee diversity proposals account
Withdrawn
Ross Stores
Horizons Foundation
for 11 percent of the total number of proposals
Withdrawn
TECO Energy
NYC pension funds
filed at this point in the proxy season, roughly
Withdrawn
Universal Forest Products
NYSCRF
consistent with recent trends. At least partly in
# Gender ID only; all others ask for sexual orientation & gender ID anti-bias.
response to these campaigns, and to the public
One additional proposal for a company with a later meeting date not named.
policy positions companies take on equality
rights, resolutions from those who oppose these
rights pop up occasionally, but they get almost no investor support.

Sexual orientation and gender identity: Investors have filed 15 resolutions asking for non-discrimination policies and

nine are still pending. The main resolution asks each company to “amend its written equal employment opportunity policy to
explicitly prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity and to substantially implement the policy.”
A proposal at AGL Resources, ConocoPhillips and National Fuel Gas asks just for the addition of gender identity to
company policies since the proponents want to expand current protections to transgender people, who continue to face
considerable discrimination challenges.
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Withdrawals—Agreements about implementing the request so far include the following:
•

FirstEnergy: The company disclosed that its policy includes sexual orientation non-discrimination;

•

National Fuel Gas: An agreement came after an SEC challenge contending it was too vague;

•

O’Reilly Automotive: The company will
modify its non-discrimination policy to include
sexual orientation as a protected status, and
consider adding gender identity in the future;

Proposals Filed on Workplace Diversity

Ross Stores: The company explained its
policy covers LGBT rights;

30

•
•

•

TECO Energy: The company agreed to
implement the request after it earned 23.7
percent in 2013, 27.5 percent in 2012, 25.7
percent in 2011 and 34.4 percent in 2010;
and
Universal Forest Products: The company
will implement the proposal, which earned
49.1 percent in 2013.
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Disclosure and Appropriate Accommodation
EEO disclosure: The New York City pension funds want to see more disclosure from financial services companies about

their employee diversity and have filed proposals at American Express and Charles Schwab asking them, as well as advertiser
Interpublic Companies, “to disclose annually its EE0-1 data—a comprehensive breakdown of its workforce by race and
gender according to 10 employment categories” on their websites, starting this year. One more EEO disclosure request is
planned for the fall meeting, but it has yet to be announced.
Schwab is taking a hard line at the SEC, saying the proposal’s implementation would cause it to violate federal law, while also
saying it cannot be implemented. The firm also says that because the New York City Comptroller’s office filed the proposal, as
well as another one on political spending from a different one of the city’s five pension funds, that it can omit the EEO proposal
because proponents may submit only one proposal for inclusion in a proxy statement.

Diversity In The Workplace: EEO Proposals
Meeting/
Status

Company

Proposal

Proponent

American Express

Disclose EEO-1 data

NYC pension funds

April

Charles Schwab

Disclose EEO-1 data

NYC pension funds

May

Home Depot

Report on EEO and affirmative action

Benedictine Srs.

May

Interpublic Group

Disclose EEO-1 data

NYC pension funds

May

Walmart Stores

Adopt health status anti-bias policy

C. Murray & M. Watkines

June

One additional proposal on EEO disclosure has been filed but is not yet public.

The Benedictine Sisters have come back to Home Depot for the thirteenth year, asking the company to release information
about the composition of its workforce broken down by race and gender in the nine major job categories used by the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Previous proposals on the subject have had support that consistently hits the
20 percent mark.

Pregnancy accommodation: A new resolution from two individuals to Walmart Stores concerns the rights of pregnant

women to appropriate workplace accommodation. They say the company should change its policy and “provide that any
pregnant associate’s request for reasonable workplace accommodation should be granted if the same request by
a non-pregnant worker with a disability similar in his or her ability or inability to work would be granted.” Walmart is arguing for
the proposal’s omission because it plans to revise the policy in a way that will implement the proposal.
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FIREARMS
The recent spate of mass killings has prompted a new resolution from Investor Voice to Amazon.com, promoting a new
corporate responsibility code on gun control articulated in January 2013 by the mayor of Philadelphia, called the Sandy Hook
Principles after the Connecticut school massacre. The company says the proponent failed to meet filing requirements and that
it concerns ordinary business but the SEC has yet to issue an opinion. The resolution asks the company to report on what it
is doing with regard to the following principles:
1. Promote restrictions on firearms and ammunition sales, transfers and possession to keep firearms out of the hands of children (unless
authorized), persons with mental illness or mental health challenges (unless authorized), criminals, domestic or international terrorists
and anyone else prohibited from possessing them under federal law;
2. Support the establishment of a federal universal background check system for every sale or transfer of firearms or ammunition
conducted by the Company;
3. Reevaluate policies regarding the sale of accessories, devices or materials/information used to assist the conversion of firearms into
military style assault weapons for use by civilians;
4. Take steps to promote the conducting of background checks for every sale or transfer of firearms or ammunition by business clients,
including gun show operators or gun dealers;
5. Support a federal gun trafficking statute to ensure strict punishment for individuals engaging in the trade of selling firearms to anyone
prohibited from possessing them under federal law; and
6. Efforts to promote firearm safety education at the point of sale and in the communities in which the Company conducts business
operations.

HEALTH
Tobacco
Religious investors, who bring long experience to the investor effort to limit tobacco use, have two new proposals at three
of the major tobacco firms about risk communications. Trinity Health and the Midwest Capuchins are asking Altria, Lorillard,
and Reynolds American to “prepare appropriate materials (similar to the success that has been noted with parallel materials
for youth) informing poor and less formally educated tobacco users of the health consequences of smoking our products along
with market-appropriate cessation materials.” A challenge from Lorrillard is pending at the SEC; the company says it concerns
ordinary business and is moot.
The Sisters of St. Francis of Dubuque also is asking Wynn Resorts to “create company-wide policies for all its casinos that
they be smoke-free within three months of the annual meeting.” The company says it can be omitted because it is not precatory
and because it concerns ordinary business.

Obesity
Reprising a concern raised for several years at McDonald’s about the linkages between fast food and overweight children, the
Midwest Capuchins have filed a similar proposal at Wendy’s, asking for a report and “risk evaluation” that will assess “whether
the scope, scale and pace of the company’s nutritional initiatives are sufficient to prevent material risks to the company’s finances

Health Proposals
Proposal

Proponent

Meeting/
Status

Altria

Report on tobacco health risk communications

Trinity Health

May

Lorillard

Report on tobacco health risk communications

Trinity Health

May

Reynolds American

Report on tobacco health risk communications

Midwest Capuchins

May

Wynn Resorts

Ban smoking from company facilities

Srs. of St. Francis - Dubuque

May

Facebook

Report on advertising and childhood obesity

Srs. of the Holy Names

June

Gilead Sciences

Link executive pay to health care

AIDS Healthcare Foundation

May

Wendy’s

Report on fast food and childhood obesity

Midwest Capuchins

May

Company
Tobacco

Obesity and Access to Medicine

May
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and operations due to public concerns about childhood obesity and public and private initiatives to eliminate or restrict the
fast food environment.” A similar 2013 resolution at McDonald’s in its third year earned just over 8 percent support, not enough
for resubmission in 2014.
Taking up the theme in a different context, at Facebook, the Sisters of the Holy Names want a similar report regarding “whether
the scope, scale and pace of implementation of the company’s advertising and privacy policies are sufficient to prevent material
impacts on the company’s finances and operations due to public concerns about childhood obesity and public and private
initiatives to eliminate or restrict food marketing to youth.” The proposal focuses on concerns about food advertising to children.

Access to Medicine
The president of the AIDS Healthcare Foundation, Michael Weinstein, is asking Gilead Sciences “to adopt a policy that incentive
compensation for the Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”) should include non-financial measures based on patient access to the
Company’s medicines,” noting, “‘patient access’ refers to the extent to which patients are unable to obtain prescribed
medications manufactured by Gilead Sciences.” It goes on to say,
Shareholders recommend a reduction in incentive compensation for the CEO based on—but not limited to—the following measures:
•

The enactment of funding cuts or other restrictions to publicly financed pharmaceutical assistance programs or prescription drug
plans that prevent eligible patients from obtaining prescribed medications.

•

The inclusion of Gilead medicines by private or publicly financed prescription drug plans into formulary categories that increase the
co-payment or cost sharing requirement for patients.

Weinstein and his foundation, which provides care to those with AIDS, are critical of the company’s drug prices. Gilead has told
the SEC it should be able to exclude the resolution because it concerns a personal grievance and not a broader policy issue
(given Weinstein’s advocacy), because it concerns ordinary business and because it is false and misleading.

HUMAN RIGHTS AND DECENT WORK
The key feature of this year’s slate of 31 human rights and decent work proposals is a set of 14 resolutions that ask companies
to conduct and report on human rights risk assessments. This follows up on last year’s proposals referencing the relatively new
UN Principles on Business and Human Rights that seek to put in place more robust protections on the ground and not just on
paper. Five other proposals from religious investors ask for stronger action against human trafficking, three concern the genocide
in Sudan, and nine more ask about other issues, including new proposals about U.S. prisons, land rights in the supply chain,
and an indigenous peoples’ policy.
(Several of the sustainable governance proposals also raise concerns about company supply chains and vendor compliance
with international human rights standards, p. 56.)

Risk Assessment
Expanded campaign: Fourteen companies (three which have yet to be made public) are getting a proposal that AFSCME
first submitted last year at Caterpillar and Halliburton. It asks the companies for a report this year on the:

process for identifying and analyzing potential and actual human rights risks of the company’s products, operations and supply chain
(referred to herein as a “human rights risk assessment”) addressing the following:
•

Human rights principles used to frame the assessment

•

Frequency of assessment

•

Methodology used to track and measure performance

•

Nature and extent of consultation with relevant stakeholders in connection with the assessment

•

How the results of the assessment are incorporated into company policies and decision making.

Calvert Investments added a request at its companies that they also list “countries where the company sources a minimum of
5% of its total global volume order.”
Most of the companies receiving the proposal have not considered human rights related resolutions for the last several years.
One exception is Halliburton, where controversy has pushed up votes that reached 39.5 percent in 2013 for the current
resolution and 36.9 percent in 2010 for a request to report and 36.2 percent in 2011 for a request to adopt a more robust policy.
Kroger shareholders also have voted on proposals in the past from religious investors concerned about migrant workers in its
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THE REAL RISKS BEHIND
CHEAP CLOTHING:
INVESTORS TAKE ACTION
ON BANGLADESH
LAUREN COMPERE
Managing Director and Director of
Shareholder Engagement, Boston
Common Asset Management
The November 2012 Tazreen garment factory fire and the April
2013 Rana Plaza building collapse in Bangladesh resulted in the
deaths of over 1,500 garment workers. The pursuit of low-cost
manufacturing comes at a high social price and represents a
material supply chain risk to companies and investors alike. Since
May 2013, Boston Common Asset Management has helped to
lead an investor coalition, coordinated by the Interfaith Center on
Corporate Responsibility and representing more than 200
organizations in Europe, North America, and Australia with $3.1
trillion in assets, to encourage companies to address systemic
problems in the Bangladesh apparel supply chain.
The coalition issued an investor statement calling on
companies to act in coalition to enact system-wide reforms that
would prevent future loss of life due to unsafe working conditions.
The coalition encouraged 21 companies to join the Bangladesh
Accord on Building and Fire Safety (the Accord), which includes
worker representation and is legally binding. Over 130 companies
have joined the European-led Accord to date—including PVH
Corp., one of few U.S. companies to do so. ASOS and Disney
are amongst the companies that have decided to avoid sourcing
from Bangladesh, and Gap, JCPenney, Target, VF
Corporation (Timberland), Walmart, and others have joined
the Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety (the Alliance), backed
by North American retail associations. Li & Fung has joined the
advisory board of the Accord at the request of its customers but
has not joined the Accord directly. In October 2013, Adidas
joined the Accord after Boston Common led a dialogue with the
company on behalf of the coalition.
Despite the investor coalition’s progress to date, companies
must be more transparent about their sourcing practices.
Companies need to begin to disclose from where they are
sourcing and how they are investing in capacity building down
the supply chain to the factory floor. Investors can advocate for
companies to take concrete actions, such as supporting
common standards for factory inspections, joining the
International Labor Organization Better Work Program in
Bangladesh, which addresses broader worker human rights and
encouraging victim compensation by contributing to the recently
established international trust fund. This proxy season, whether
in constructive dialogues, investor statements, resolution filings, or
annual shareholder meeting questions, every company that is part
of the global apparel supply chain will be asked: “How are you
applying the lessons learned from the Bangladesh tragedy into
your supply chain practices?”
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food supply chain, a proposal on this issue received
14 percent support in 2013. At Pantry, the upcoming
vote on March 13 may be affected by a proxy fight
in which dissidents are running a slate of three
candidates for the board. In addition to Halliburton and
Pantry, the proposal is pending at Anadarko
Petroleum, Kroger, Superior Energy Services,
and four others yet to be made public.

SEC—The SEC agreed that the proposal at
Kohl’s is moot given the company’s current
disclosures; this suggests that other similar challenges
now pending at Dollar General and Mondelez
International may succeed.
Withdrawals—The UAW Retiree Medical
Benefits Trust withdrew the resolution at
McDonald’s, after the company explained its board
“approved a human rights risk assessment that
substantially covers the information requested in
the Trust’s 2014 shareholder resolution. The human
rights risk assessment was approved by the
Committee on January 9, 2014, and posted on the
Company’s website shortly thereafter.” McDonald’s
also had challenged the resolution, arguing it was
moot. Calvert Investments also has withdrawn the
proposal at Under Armour.
Country selection: A perennial proposal from the

Teamsters is again on the slate at Chevron. It asks for
the company’s “criteria for (i) investment in; (ii) continued
operations in; and, (iii) withdrawal from specific highrisk countries.” Until last year the proposal specifically
mentioned Burma. The resolution does note that
despite democratic reforms in Burma, U.S. Senators
have called for a continued ban on doing business with
the state-owned oil company, the Myanmar Oil and
Gas Enterprise, which National League for Democracy
leader Aung San Suu Kyi says “lacks both
transparency and accountability at present.” The
resolution also notes Chevron’s involvement in other
countries “with controversial human rights records:
Angola, Kazakhstan, and Nigeria.” The proposal
consistently earns about 22 percent, as it did last year.

Human Trafficking
The Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility
(ICCR) has been working to combat human trafficking,
or modern day slavery, and includes on its website a
set of resources as part of its campaign, setting out a
statement of principles and recommended practices,
as well as resources that companies can use to ensure
fair hiring in their supply chains. This year ICCR
members have filed resolutions at five companies,
asking either for a policy or a report.

TM

Human Rights And Decent Work Proposals
Company
Risk Assessment

Proposal

Proponent

Meeting/
Status

Anadarko Petroleum

Report on human rights risk assessment

Not disclosed

May

Chevron

Report on country selection/assessment

Teamsters

May

Dollar General

Report on human rights risk assessment

Calvert Investment Mgt.

May

Halliburton

Report on human rights risk assessment

Srs. of Charity of the BVM

Kohl’s

Report on human rights risk assessment

UAW Retiree Trust

May
Omitted

Kroger

Report on human rights risk assessment

Srs. of St. Francis of Phila.

McDonald’s

Report on human rights risk assessment

UAW Retiree Trust

Mondelez International

Report on human rights risk assessment

AFL-CIO

May

Pantry

Report on human rights risk assessment

AFL-CIO

3/13/14

Superior Energy Services

Report on human rights risk assessment

AFSCME

Under Armour

Report on human rights risk assessment

Calvert Investment Mgt.

Con-way

Report on human trafficking policies/practices

Mercy Investment Services

May

J.B. Hunt

Adopt policy on human trafficking

Mercy Investment Services

Withdrawn

Landstar System

Adopt policy on human trafficking

Mercy Investment Services

May

MGM Resorts International

Adopt policy on human trafficking

Mercy Investment Services

June

United Continental Hldgs.

Adopt policy on human trafficking

ELCA

June

Franklin Resources

End investments in genocide-connected firms

William Rosenfeld

3/12/14

JPMorgan Chase

End investments in genocide-connected firms

William Rosenfeld

May

Aqua America

Adopt policy on human right to water

NorthStar Asset Mgt.

May

Caterpillar

Adopt/expand human rights policy

Presbyterian Church (USA)

June

GEO Group

Adopt inmate telephone service policy

Alex Friedmann

May

Goldman Sachs

Report on indigenous peoples policy

Needmor Fund

Withdrawn

Hewlett-Packard

Adopt/expand human rights policy

Presbyterian Church (USA)

Mead Johnson Nutrition

Adopt policy on human right to water

NorthStar Asset Mgt.

April

Motorola Solutions

Adopt/expand human rights policy

Presbyterian Church (USA)

May

PepsiCo

Report on indigenous peoples policy

Oxfam America

May

Human Trafficking

Genocide

Other Human Rights Issues

June
Withdrawn

June
Withdrawn

Omitted

Six more proposals are not yet public.

Still pending at Landstar System, MGM Resorts International, and United Continental Holdings is a request that each
“adopt a human rights policy including prohibition of sexual exploitation of minors and to report by November 2014.” Mercy
Investments withdrew at J.B. Hunt after it agreed to alter its policy, training, education and communications about human
trafficking. No SEC challenges have surfaced to date.
A different proposal at the trucking and logistics firm Con-way, which has a human rights policy, asks it to “report on the
implementation of Con-way’s ban on human trafficking internally and in its supply chain.”

Genocide
William Rosenfeld of Investors Against Genocide wants companies to cut all ties with strife-torn Sudan and promotes divestment
from companies that retain these ties. It is continuing to ask JPMorgan Chase and Franklin Resources for action, with a
slightly different resolved clause than in 2013, which adds a disclosure component asking them to:
institute transparent procedures to avoid holding or recommending investments in companies that, in management’s judgment, substantially
contribute to genocide or crimes against humanity, the most egregious violations of human rights. Such procedures may include time-limited
engagement with problem companies if management believes that their behavior can be changed. In the rare case that the company’s
duties as an advisor require holding these investments, the procedures should provide for prominent disclosure to help shareholders avoid
unintentionally holding such investments.
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LAND GRABS BY FOOD AND
BEVERAGE COMPANIES
MICHELLE KATZ
Policy Advisor, Private Sector Department,
Oxfam America
Oxfam’s Behind the Brands, an initiative evaluating
the social and environmental policies of the ten
largest food and beverage companies, has been advocating for
companies to address land rights issues in their supply chains. Since
2000, over 930 large-scale land acquisitions covering over 35 million
hectares globally have been recorded.
Many of these large-scale land acquisitions involve evicting traditional
landholders, through coercion or fraud, commonly referred to as “land
grabbing”. Land grabbing primarily affects small-scale farming
communities in developing countries and has been linked to hunger,
violence, and loss of livelihoods. To date, the food and beverage sector
has barely recognized land grabs as a problem, let alone taken measures
to address it.
The agricultural commodities commonly linked to land grabs are
sugar, soy, and palm oil—commodities food and beverage companies
rely on as key ingredients. A recent investigation by Oxfam revealed that
companies supplying sugar to PepsiCo, Coca-Cola, and Associated
British Foods have been implicated in violent land grabs—pushing small
farmers off their land and undermining their livelihoods.
Thirty-five investors representing over $1.4 trillion in assets signed a
statement supporting the Behind the Brands campaign, and this fall,
Oxfam organized investor roundtables on the topic hosted by Morgan
Stanley and Kepler Cheuvreux. Following Oxfam’s engagement and
advocacy efforts, Coca-Cola declared “zero tolerance” for land grabs and
committed to end land conflicts in its supply chain. PepsiCo has lagged
behind, causing Oxfam in November to file a shareholder proposal
requesting that Pepsi adopt policies addressing such land rights
violations.
Oxfam is calling on companies to take the following steps:
1. “Know and show” risks of land grabs within the companies’
supply chains. Conduct and publish impact assessments related
to land with the full participation of affected communities.
Disclose countries from which the company sources these
commodities.
2. Commit to “zero tolerance” for land grabbing and include it in
supplier codes of conduct, including for franchisees. Commit to
sector specific sustainable production standards for sugar, soy,
and palm oil.
3. Advocate for governments and traders to address land grabbing
and support responsible agricultural investments.
Land controversies present significant risks to companies,
shareholders, and affected communities. There is growing concern
among consumers regarding the supply chains of the products they
purchase. Improved transparency and ethical practices that secure future
commodity supplies and reduce social and environmental risk help build
a sustainable business model for companies and their shareholders.
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The Franklin Resources proposal will go to a
vote at the company’s March 13 annual
meeting. Each proposal last year got a little
more than 9 percent support, but at JPMorgan
it missed the third-year resubmission threshold
of 10 percent and cannot be filed again for
another three years. JPMorgan is pointing this
out in its pending challenge at the SEC. Franklin
Resources mounted an unsuccessful challenge
to the proposal as well using multiple arguments
but the SEC disagreed on all counts.

Other Issues
Policies: The Presbyterian Church (USA)
filed similar proposals at Caterpillar,
Hewlett-Packard, and Motorola Solutions
that ask each to “review and amend…” policies
related to human rights that guide its
international and U.S. operations to conform
more fully with international human rights and
humanitarian standards.” At Caterpillar, it also
asked for the extension of the policies “to
include franchisees, licensees and agents that
market, distribute or sell its products.” But
Caterpillar successfully challenged the proposal
at the SEC, arguing that it was vague and
misleading and moot since the board already
plans to review and amend its human rights
policy. The SEC agreed with this contention.
Last year it had earned 26.8 percent support.
Motorola Solutions investors last voted on
human rights in 2010, giving a policy expansion
request just under 12 percent support, while
Hewlett-Packard shareholders gave a similar
proposal last year 7.3 percent support.
Hewlett-Packard’s Chinese supply chain has
featured in recent publicity about human rights
concerns and reforms and the Presbyterians
withdrew a proposal about its concerns back in
2010.

Indigenous peoples: The Needmor Fund
and Oxfam America filed new proposals at two
companies addressing the rights of indigenous
people, but just one is still pending. Needmor
withdrew at Goldman Sachs a request for a
report about implementation of its policy, given
concerns about the impacts of a coal export
terminal in Washington State that is opposed by
Northwest tribes because of its potential
negative impacts on their traditional fishing
grounds. Goldman announced early this year
that it has sold its stock in the project, known
as the Gateway Pacific Terminal.
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The proposal from Oxfam is raising concerns about land rights in PepsiCo’s global supply chains. It asks for a report that would
(i) disclose from whom and where PepsiCo sources its sugar cane, palm oil, and soy, and whether PepsiCo and its suppliers have adopted
a zero tolerance policy on land rights violations and (ii) provide an objective assessment of how PepsiCo’s supply purchases impact rural
communities’ land rights….using a phased, tiered, or other approach that PepsiCo deems reasonable and practical.

Human right to water: NorthStar Asset Management has returned to Aqua America for the third year with its request

for the company “to create a comprehensive policy articulating our company’s respect for and commitment to the human right
to water,” which earned 10.1 percent in 2013 and 9.3 percent in 2012; the proposal must earn 10 percent this year, as well, to
qualify for resubmission. NorthStar wants the company to follow the example set by several other companies, while
management contends that it already fulfills the stated purpose of the policy through publicly disclosed policy statements, an
existing mission statement, and compliance with state and federal laws. NorthStar also has filed the proposal at Mead Johnson
Nutrition for the first time.

Prisoner rights: GEO Group operates private prisons and detention facilities and religious investors last year withdrew a

third-year resolution asking for reform after a company pledge for continued dialogue; a proposal there earned 29.1 percent in
2012. This year, however, prison rights activist Alex Friedman is proposing that GEO adopt a policy about prisoner telephone
access, otherwise known as Inmate Telephone Service (ITS), as follows:
adopt and implement the following provisions related to ITS contracts at correctional and detention facilities (“Facilities”) operated by the
Company, to facilitate communication between prisoners/detainees and their families by reducing ITS costs:
1. That when the Company contracts with ITS providers, the Company shall not accept ITS Commissions at its Facilities.
2. That when the Company contracts with ITS providers, the Company shall give the greatest consideration to the overall lowest ITS phone
charges among the factors it considers when evaluating and entering into ITS contracts. When evaluating ITS phone charges, the
Company shall give the greatest consideration to the overall lowest ITS connection fees or surcharges, per-minute rates and accountrelated fees.
3. That within 90 days after the 2014 annual shareholder meeting, the Company shall evaluate its existing ITS contracts for compliance
with above provisions (1) and (2), and to the extent any such ITS contracts are not in compliance, the Company shall implement above
provisions (I) and (2) for all such contracts within 90 days after said 90-day evaluation period.
4. That beginning in 2014, within 30 days after the Company’s annual shareholder meeting, the Company shall report to shareholders
the ITS phone rates, Commission percentages and Commission payments for each of its Facilities during the preceding calendar
year.

The company has challenged the proposal at the SEC, arguing it concerns a personal grievance, since Friedman works on
prisoner rights and was a former inmate himself, concerns a matter insignificant to the company’s business, cannot be
implemented, and relates to ordinary business. Friedman successfully overcame a number of similar arguments from
Corrections Corporation of America in 2012 and earned 18.6 percent support for a proposal about sexual abuse and rape
in prisons.

MEDIA
New proposals in 2014 seek more information from companies this year about how they are protecting customer data and
responding to government requests for information, in the wake of the Edward Snowden leaks about the National Security
Agency’s surveillance programs in mid-2013 and repeated leaks of consumers’ electronic information. The group OpenMic,
which advocates on media policy, is supporting the campaign for more transparency at media firms. (Another proposal on board
oversight of these issues is at AT&T, discussed on p. 58.) Just one proposal this year concerns net neutrality.

Privacy
Government surveillance: AT&T and Verizon Communications each received two proposals about data privacy and
the government but proponents withdrew both at Verizon after the company announced in December 2013 that it will publish
semi-annual online reports about government requests for customer information. NYSCRF also withdrew after a similar deal.
Both firms had challenged at the SEC, saying the proposals were too vague, related to ordinary business, and were moot.
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A different proposal from Harrington Investments at AT&T, still pending, asks the board of directors to
review the company’s policies and procedures relating to directors’ moral, ethical and legal fiduciary duties and opportunities to ensure
that the Company protects the privacy rights of American citizens protected by the U.S. Constitution, and report to shareholders no later
than six months following the 2014 annual shareholder meeting…

NYSCRF and Arjuna Capital also want each company to “publish semi-annual reports, subject to existing laws and regulation,
providing metrics and discussion regarding requests for customer information by U.S. and foreign governments.”

Medical records: At Cerner and UnitedHealth Group, a pending proposal concerned with patients’ medical privacy asks
each to report “explaining how the Board is overseeing privacy and data security risks.” The resolution notes that security leaks
of confidential health information violates trust and can negatively affect treatment, and that privacy breaches are becoming more
frequent.

At Cerner, which develops, sells, and supports health care information systems, the proponents point out that “reports indicate
Cerner is ‘leveraging’ billions of patient records as marketable information,” which they think raises serious concerns. They assert,
“We believe Cerner’s Board has a fiduciary and social duty to protect company assets, including the personal information of
customers. Risks include privacy breaches, litigation, and a loss in brand value and revenue opportunities.” The proponents
raise similar concerns at UnitedHealth.

advocacyposition

Both companies have challenged the resolutions at the SEC, arguing they concern ordinary business and are moot; the SEC
has yet to issue an opinion.

HIGH STAKES OVER DATA PRIVACY
PATRICK DOHERTY
Director, Corporate Governance Office of the New York State Comptroller
Disclosures of data monitoring programs run by the National Security Agency highlight the increasingly
complex relationship between legitimate law enforcement and national security concerns and the need
to protect individual privacy in the digital age. As global communications platforms become increasing
ubiquitous, government agencies at all levels, are increasingly seeking confidential customer data.
Customer trust is critical for any business, but especially for internet and telecommunications companies that routinely
gather massive amounts of personal data concerning and affecting the lives of hundreds of millions of people in the U.S. and
around the world.
The Congressional newspaper The Hill commented: “The stakes are high for companies like Google and Microsoft that
depend on users trusting them with their most sensitive personal information. If users worry that the information they share
isn’t safe from snooping government agents, they are less likely to use the online services, meaning less revenue for the
companies”. This is also true for telecommunications companies like AT&T and Verizon, who can lose domestic customers,
as well as access to foreign markets.
Responding to these concerns, major U.S. internet companies like Google, Microsoft, Yahoo!, Twitter, FaceBook.
and LinkedIn—begun to issue periodic “ transparency reports” that disclose, in broad terms, what law enforcement has
requested of them. While there are statutory limits on the amount of detail the companies can reveal concerning those
requests, the companies have been actively pressing the federal government for permission to disclose more. Major telephone
companies, however, refused to disclose any information, even when there were no legal or regulatory impediments to their
doing so.
The New York State Common Retirement Fund, concerned that a failure to persuade customers of a genuine and longterm commitment to privacy rights could present companies with serious financial, legal, and reputational risks, filed a resolution
at AT&T (along with other investors) asking AT&T to follow the lead of the internet companies by publishing semi-annual
reports, providing statistics and analysis regarding requests for customer data by U.S. and global law enforcement agencies.
Trillium Asset Management filed a companion resolution at Verizon.
Both AT&T and Verizon acceded to our requests and published reports on government requests, including National
Security Letters, to the extent that they could legally do so. The companies also pledged to expand on that release as
changing government policy permits. New York State Comptroller Tom DiNapoli commented that “it is reassuring that AT&T
has responded to shareholders’ justifiable concerns over the security of customer information… The privacy debate is ongoing
(and) AT&T should show leadership on these issues by fully engaging in that debate.”
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Net neutrality: Still pending is a resolution from the Nathan Cummings Foundation at Verizon, which asks it to explain “how
Verizon is responding to regulatory, competitive, legislative and public pressure to ensure that its network management policies
and practices support network neutrality, an Open Internet and the social values described above.” The SEC turned back a
challenge, saying the proposal had not been substantially implemented despite the company’s argument to the contrary.

Media And Privacy Proposals
Meeting/
Status

Company

Proposal

Proponent

AT&T

Report on privacy protection oversight

Harrington Investments

AT&T

Report on privacy and data security (governments)

NYSCRF

Cerner

Report on privacy and data security (health data)

Arjuna Capital

May

UnitedHealth Group

Report on privacy and data security (health data)

Arjuna Capital

June

Verizon Communications

Report on privacy protection oversight

Harrington Investments

Withdrawn

Verizon Communications

Report on privacy and data security (governments)

Trillium Asset Mgt.

Withdrawn

Verizon Communications

Report on net neutrality

Nathan Cummings Fndn.

April
Withdrawn

May

Sustainable Governance
Activist investors often turn their attention to the ways in which a company makes its social and environmental policy decisions,
at the board level, as well as to how companies make themselves accountable to their investors when it comes to strategic
sustainability issues. For the latter, requests relate both to direct company operations but also—increasingly—to supply chains,
in an effort to drive more sustainable business practices further up the value chain where investors otherwise have little leverage.
This section examines these issues, taking in turn board diversity, board oversight, and sustainability reporting and other
approaches. Most of the latter concern reporting but some also ask for links between executive pay and sustainability
performance.
New in 2014 are proposals about considering sustainability in proxy voting policies and risk ratings, although neither of these
proposals will go to a vote; there are, however, more proposals to companies that operate stock exchanges, asking them to
explain how they are taking sustainability concerns into account in their listing standards.

BOARD DIVERSITY
The Thirty Percent Coalition, which includes senior
business
executives,
national
women’s
organizations, institutional investors, corporate
governance experts, and board members is
coordinating a push for many more women and
minority board members. Sixteen proposals are
now pending in 2014 (see table), making the
following request (or a substantially similar one) to
expand the pool of candidates:

Board Diversity Proposals
Meeting/
Status

Company

Proponent

Apple

The Sustainability Group

Cerner

Trillium Asset Mgt.

May

CF Industries Hldgs.

NYC pension funds

Withdrawn

Cohu

Episcopal Church

May

Electro Scientific Industries

Episcopal Church

August

1. Take every reasonable step to ensure that women
and minority candidates are in the pool from which
Board nominees are chosen;

EPL Oil & Gas

Calvert Investment Mgt.

Harsco

NorthStar Asset Mgt.

2. Publicly commit itself to a policy of board
inclusiveness to ensure that:

IPG Photonics

CalSTRS

IXYS

Episcopal Church

Jarden

Mercy Investment Services

May

Joy Global

Mercy Investment Services

Withdrawn

•

•

Women and minority candidates are routinely
sought as part of every Board search the
company undertakes;
The Board strives to obtain diverse candidates by
expanding director searches to include nominees
from both corporate positions beyond the
executive suite and non-traditional environments
such government, academia, and non-profit
organizations; and

Withdrawn

April
April
Withdrawn
April

Microchip Technology

NYC pension funds

April

Nabors Industries

Mercy Investment Services

June

Oasis Petroleum

Pax World Funds

Withdrawn

Territorial Bancorp

Pax World Funds

Withdrawn

West. Air Brake Tech.

Trillium Asset Mgt.

May

At least seven more proposals are not yet public.
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BOARD DIVERSITY AND
THE THIRTY PERCENT
COALITION

Board composition is reviewed periodically to ensure that
the Board reflects the knowledge, experience, skills, and
diversity required for the Board to fulfill its duties.

To report to shareholders, at reasonable expense and omitting
proprietary information, its efforts to encourage diversified
representation on the Board.

SUSAN BAKER
Vice President Shareholder
Advocacy and Corporate
Engagement, Trillium Asset
Management

Withdrawals: Proponents already have withdrawn

seven resolutions after reaching agreements about
implementation; more accords will occur as the proxy
season progresses. Highlights of some agreements
reached so far include the following:

Recently, board diversity has come into sharper focus for
investors and consumers as the need for diverse perspectives
in the boardroom has become a business imperative.
In 2013, women held only 16.9 percent of corporate
board seats at Fortune 500 companies, marking no significant
year over year change for the eighth consecutive year.
A 2012 report by Credit Suisse found that over a
six-year period, companies with greater gender diversity
exhibited less volatility in earnings and had better financial
performance. Further, a 2008 study by McKinsey and
Company reported that international companies with more
women on their corporate boards far outperformed the
average company on return on equity and other measures.
Since the mid-1990s Calvert Investments and members
of the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility have filed
more than 100 shareholder proposals on the issue.
In the past 18 months, an initiative led by The Thirty
Percent Coalition has organized a letter-writing campaign to
over 150 U.S. companies, marking the first time that
institutional investors formally joined with women’s groups
across the U.S. to push for increased female representation in
the boardroom. To date, 14 of those companies have
appointed a woman to their boards and many more
companies are in active dialogue with coalition members.
At the same time, Trillium has filed board diversity
shareholder proposals with eight companies that had no, or
only one, woman on their boards. We asked these
companies to publicly commit to a policy of Board
inclusiveness to ensure that women are routinely sought as
part of every board search.
Following productive dialogues, seven companies to date
have agreed to amend their governance documents to include
a clear definition of diversity, inclusive of gender and race, and
make diversity an intentional part of board nominee search
criteria. Three of the companies have appointed a woman to
their boards—with one company adding two women.
The ability to draw on a wide range of viewpoints,
backgrounds, skills, and diversity inclusive of gender and race
is critical to a company’s success. The business case is clear.
Investors in 2014 will have an opportunity to weigh in on
proposals advocating for policies that ensure that women are
in the pool from which Board nominees are chosen.

• Apple added language to its nominating committee
charter about the importance of diversity in its
candidate selection for the board, making clear it is
seeking women and minority candidates.

• Joy Global has agreed to add references to gender,
race and ethnicity as part of its diversity criteria for
board candidates. It also agreed to seek women
and minority candidates for its pool of candidates.

• IPG Photonics has changed its board nomination
procedures.

• CF Industries Holdings has agreed to take steps
to address board diversity. The proposal was a
resubmission from 2013, when it earned 50.7
percent support in the midst of a takeover battle.

BOARD OVERSIGHT
Human Rights
Bylaw amendment: Harrington Investments and
NorthStar Asset Management are proposing that four
companies amend their bylaws to establish a board
committee on human rights, “authorized to review the
implications of company policies, above and beyond
matters of legal compliance, for the human rights of
individuals in the US and worldwide.” Among its duties, it
would “solicit public input and to issue periodic reports to
shareholders and the public…including but not limited to
an annual report on the implications of company policies,
above and beyond matters of legal compliance for the
human rights of individuals in the US and worldwide.”
Apple investors considered the proposal at the company’s
February 27 meeting; they gave it 5.6 percent support in
2013. Coca-Cola successfully challenged the proposal,
however; the SEC agreed that previous similar proposals in
2009 and 2013 did not receive the necessary support for
resubmission. At Hewlett-Packard, a similar proposal
from Jing Zhao, a Chinese human rights activist, earned
3.8 percent in 2013; it was not a binding bylaw amendment
proposal, however. The remaining company is Western
Union, which previously has faced questions about the
equitable provision of financial services to immigrants.
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Garment workers: Harrington also has two proposals

for board human rights committees that are not binding
bylaw amendments. It is asking Target to set up a board
committee with “oversight of human rights issues, either by
delegating those responsibilities explicitly to the Corporate
Responsibility Committee (CRC), or establishing a separate
board committee on human rights.” The proposal expresses
concern about garment workers in Bangladesh and Jordan.
(See sidebar, p. 51, for more on these concerns.) Target told
the SEC the resolution contains unsubstantiated references
to non-public materials that have not been made available
to it, and that it is vague and misleading and moot, but the
commission has yet to issue an opinion.

GETTING THE BOARD
INVOLVED
PETER DESIMONE
Cofounder and Deputy Director,
Sustainable Investments Institute
(Si2)
The topic of board oversight of
sustainability has been showing up in
proxy statements since the 1970s. An early proposal from
Calvert Investments in 1978 asking Firestone Tire and
Rubber for an ethics committee of the board kicked things
off and won 4.2 percent support—not an especially high vote
but enough for resubmission. Since then, more than 100
proposals on board oversight of various issues, as well as
requests for board members with particular sustainability
expertise, have appeared in proxy statements in the United
States. Support levels over the decades have hovered
around 9 percent, although requests for environmental
experts on boards have achieved much higher support, with
a record showing in this topic area of 34 percent support for
a New York City pension funds proposal to FreeportMcMoRan Copper & Gold in 2009. And these results do
not count the many proposals on political spending and
lobbying requesting board oversight of these expenditures,
which traditionally receive much higher support; both types of
proposals are on ballots again this year.
Board oversight as a mechanism to check
management’s handling of particular issues is not a new
concept and has been used over the years to address myriad
financial and sustainability risks. In the wake of the many
accounting scandals of the past decade, Sarbanes-Oxley
sought to increase audit committees’ responsibilities and
authority by strengthening membership independence
standards and requiring identification of financial experts, as
did a host of new listing requirements. Sustainability
champions, too, have sought board oversight of other key
risks for companies, including ethics, human rights, product
liability and broader sustainability mandates.
The issue is the focus of a new study of the S&P 500 by
the Sustainable Investments Institute (Si2) planned for release
later this month with the support of funding from the Investor
Responsibility Research Center Institute (IRRCi). Preliminary
tallies of the data show that more than half of the S&P 500
has charged board committees with oversight of various
sustainability issues, including many of the early targets of
shareholder campaigns. The report explores the types of
committees chosen for this function and the sustainability
issues covered, the independence standards for these
committees, requirements for expertise, access of these
committees to outside experts and advisors, and general
industry trends.

Government surveillance oversight: In somewhat
similar fashion at Yahoo!, Harrington is requesting a new
“standing committee to oversee the Company’s responses
to domestic and international developments in human rights
that affect our company.”
The proposal mentions
“unprecedented surveillance frequency, capacity, and
government requests for data, as well as increasing
compliance costs for numerous and sometimes conflicting
US and foreign laws, regulations, and their interpretations,”
and says none of the company’s directors currently has
responsibility for addressing issue of privacy and freedom of
speech, making the proposed committee necessary.

Sustainability
Director duties: At McDonald’s, Harrington Investments
wants the company to “undertake a special review to publicly
articulate directors’ duties with respect to sustainability and
corporate social responsibility issues, above and beyond
matters of legal compliance, and issue a report.” McDonald’s
says it can omit the proposal because it concerns ordinary
business and is moot, but there is no SEC decision yet.

Committees: Chinese human rights activist Jing Zhao is
asking Goldman Sachs to
establish a Public Policy Committee to assist the Board of
Directors in overseeing the firm’s policies and practice that relate
to public policy and corporate citizenship including human
rights, environmental sustainability, corporate social
responsibility, vendor chain management, and charitable giving,
political activities and expenditures, government relations
activities, international relations, and other public issues of
significance to the firm that may affect the firm’s operations,
performance or reputation.

Goldman is contending at the SEC that the proposal is both
moot and false and misleading but the SEC has not issued
an opinion yet.
At PG&E, the Massachusetts Laborers’ Pension Fund has
withdrawn a somewhat parallel proposal that asked for the
setup of a board level risk committee to address long-term
sustainability risks. It cited a range of concerns, including
“cyber-attack, severe weather; the age and condition of
information technology assets; the operation and
decommissioning of the Utility’s [Pacific Gas and Electric
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Company’s] nuclear power plants, and damage to the Company’s reputation and potential penalties and liabilities related to the
San Bruno incident,” in which a company gas pipeline exploded in a residential neighborhood of Northern California and killed
eight people. The company had challenged the proposal at the SEC, saying it could not take the requested action, that it
related to ordinary business and that it was moot, but the withdrawal came before any SEC decision.

Environment
Renewable energy: Elena Baum wants Dominion Resources to “appoint a committee that includes outside renewable
energy experts and Green Power customers, to develop options for Green Power program changes that would develop local
renewable energy, provide current and complete financial and energy generation information to all customers, and/or give
customers information on other ways to support development of renewable energy.” The company is arguing the proposal
concerns ordinary business and is moot.
Experts: NYSCRF has returned to Chevron with its long-running proposal about nominating an environmental expert to the
board. The proposal has gone to a vote every year since 2010, winning between 22 percent and 27 percent support. It asks
that the company nominate at least one new director who:
•

has a high level of expertise and experience in environmental matters relevant to hydrocarbon exploration and production and is widely
recognized in the business and environmental communities as an authority in such field, as reasonably determined by the company’s
board, and

•

will qualify, subject to exceptions in extraordinary circumstances explicitly specified by the board, as an independent director.

NYSCRF says a director is not independent if he or she:
•

was, or is affiliated with a company that was an advisor or consultant to the Company;

•

was employed by or had a personal service contract(s) with the Company or its senior management;

•

was affiliated with a company or non-profit entity that received the greater of $2 million or 2% of its gross annual revenues from the
Company;

•

had a business relationship with the Company worth at least $100,000 annually;

•

has been employed by a public company at which an executive officer of the Company serves as a director;

•

had a relationship of the sorts described herein with any affiliate of the Company; and

•

was a spouse, parent, child, sibling or in-law of any person described above.

The pension fund also filed this proposal again at Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold and Transocean, which is
incorporated in Switzerland and was the owner of the Deepwater Horizon oil rig that exploded and caused the massive oil spill
in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. NYSCRF withdrew the latter but reached no accord. The Freeport proposal is a long-running
resubmission that earned 29.6 percent in 2013, 31.6 percent in 2012, 30.8 percent in 2011 and 33.9 percent in 2010.

Other Board Oversight Proposals
Company

Meeting/
Status

Proposal

Proponent

Apple

Establish board committee on human rights

NorthStar Asset Mgt.

Coca-Cola

Establish board committee on human rights

Harrington Investments

Omitted

Hewlett-Packard

Establish board committee on human rights

Harrington Investments

3/19/14

Target

Establish board committee on human rights

Harrington Investments

June

Human Rights

2/28/14

Western Union

Establish board committee on human rights

Harrington Investments

May

Yahoo!

Establish board committee on human rights

Harrington Investments

June

Goldman Sachs

Establish board committee on responsibility

Jing Zhao

McDonald’s

Adopt board commitment to sustainability

Harrington Investments

PG&E

Establish board committee on risk

MA Laborers’ Pension Fund

Chevron

Nominate environmental expert to board

NYSCRF

May

Dominion Resources

Establish board committee on renewables

Elena Baum

May

Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold

Nominate environmental expert to board

NYSCRF

July

Transocean Ltd.

Nominate environmental expert to board

NYSCRF

Withdrawn

Sustainability

Environment

May
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SUSTAINABILITY OVERSIGHT AND REPORTING
Sustainability Reporting
Proponents are continuing to file sustainability proposals in droves and are likely to withdraw many of them after agreements
with companies. So far, at least 43 have been filed or are planned, compared with 48 in all of 2013. The biggest group, as in
the past, asks that each company issue some kind of sustainability report, with many variations, as noted in the chart below.
Some of the proposals say only generic environmental, social, and governance (ESG) indicators should be reported, but the mix
of specified metrics has shifted this year from a previous emphasis primarily on environmental issues (mostly about climate
change) to a more even split with social issues that include most prominently worker safety and human rights. Fifteen specify
supply chain reporting, while 11 request third party or independent auditors to verify what is reported. The table below (p. 61)
indicates which factors are included in the resolved clauses for each of the companies; at least 10 additional companies have
received reporting resolutions but information on them is not yet public. (The requested indicators are tallied in the bar chart for
all filed proposals, including those that are not yet public. Blue bars indicate the environment, green social issues, and purple
functional categories such as supply chain or auditing.)

Initial votes: Two proposals have already gone to votes. At Emerson Electric, proponents want the company to cooperate
more fully with CDP’s annual climate change survey. The vote was 38.1 percent, up from 37.6 percent last year and 35.2
percent in 2012. Emerson maintains its existing disclosures are sufficient but it has set no emissions reduction goals that are
public and its website disclosures are several years old. The other vote of 24.1 percent was at Esco Technologies, a new target.

Issues Mentioned in 2014
Sustainability Reporting Proposals
0

GHGs
Energy Use
Water
Waste
Farming Practices
Worker Safety
Human Rights
Patient Safety
Privacy
Operations/
Design
Stakeholders
Supply Chain
Third Party
Audit

5

# of mentions
10

15

20

Resubmissions: Only seven of this year’s sustainability
reporting resolutions are resubmissions. Results last year at
companies with currently pending proposals include 67 percent
at CF Industries Holdings (the vote occurred during a proxy
fight and is the highest ever recorded for a social policy resolution
opposed by management), 32.2 percent at Chubb and
28 percent at Cincinnati Financial. Resubmitted resolutions
also include two that were omitted in 2013 because they were
filed too late, at Clarco and IBM.
Agreements: Walden Asset Management has withdrawn a

long-running proposal at Gentex, where it consistently earned
more than 32 percent every year from 2010 to 2013, after the
company agreed to publish the requested report. Simpson
Manufacturing, where a 2013 proposal earned 33.1 percent,
also agreed to issue a report and in addition is adding a nondiscrimination policy on sexual orientation and gender identity
and will consider a board diversity policy; Walden withdrew its
proposal as a result.
Additional withdrawals have occurred at six more companies, all
of which have agreed to more sustainability disclosures:
Advanced Micro Devices, Health Care REIT, IBM, Lexmark
International, Questar, and Wolverine World Wide.
At Questar, Miller-Howard noted that the company includes in its
sustainability report data on its fugitive emissions but says it is
willing to include in future reports more detailed information
regarding drilling and production improvements, including
additional information about emissions reduction efforts. The
proposal expressed particular concern about methane
emissions. Many of the currently pending proposals will not go
to votes once companies and proponents reach agreements.
Thirty-one of the 49 proposals in 2013 were withdrawn.

One challenge: Home Depot is trying to get a detailed

proposal from individual investor David Brook omitted, saying that
it is vague and misleading and concerns ordinary business.
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Brook’s proposal requests that the company produce a report by 2014 and “annually thereafter,” and says the report should:
…[establish] metrics and benchmark objective footprint information and recommendations on Home Depot’s sustainability policies
and performance.
– The report should include multiple GRI type objective statistical indicators identifying accomplishments, failures and objectives of
Home Depot, covering all operations worldwide including human rights, human health, wildlife and the environment.
– The report should provide the Company’s definition of sustainability, as well as a company-wide review of policies, practices,
and indicators related to measuring long-term social and environmental sustainability.

Publish sustainability report
AES&

LiUNA

AmSurg&

Calvert

Brookdale Senior Living&

Calvert

C.R. Bard

Walden

Capital One Financial&

Calvert

CF Industry Holdings
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Chubb

FAFN

April
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Calvert

April

Clarcor&

Needmor

Emerson Electric

Walden

Esco Technologies&

Walden

Facebook&

NYSCRF
Walden

Gentex
Health Care REIT

NYC funds

Home Depot&

David Brook

Host Hotels & Resorts&

NYSCRF

Kinder Morgan&

NYSCRF

Lincoln National&

Friends Fid.

Panera Bread&

Trillium

Quest Diagnostics&
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Questar
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Wolverine World Wide&
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– The report should be prepared by an independent third party organization with no financial or organizational ties to Home Depot that
shall be given full access to all Home Depot information and it shall also gather relevant outside data. Broad stakeholder/shareholder
involvement shall be sought and included throughout the report preparation process.

Supply chain focus: While the biggest group asks for corporate level reporting, a dozen proposals ask companies to require
their significant suppliers (which do more than $1 million of business with the parent firm) to report themselves. It says these
vendors should:
each publish an annual, independently verifiable sustainability report that the Company makes available to its shareholders. Among other
disclosures, reports should include the suppliers’ objective assessments and measurements of performance on workplace safety, human
and worker rights, and environmental compliance using internationally recognized standards, indicators and measurement protocols. In
addition, reports should include incidents of non-compliance, actions taken to remedy those incidents, and measures taken to contribute
to long-term prevention and mitigation.

Most of the supplier reporting requests are from pension funds, but two religious investors have somewhat different requests,
regarding the food supply chain. At Archer-Daniels-Midland, the Sisters of St. Dominic of Caldwell, N.J., are requesting that
the company:
adopt a comprehensive policy to require the Company’s key agricultural suppliers to report their performance relative to best management
practices for irrigation, nutrient management, labor standards, pesticide application, and greenhouse gas emissions, and include a summary
of this information as part of its annual sustainability report to shareholders…

Using a somewhat similar approach, but with more insistence, Mercy Investment Services is asking Dean Foods to:
adopt a comprehensive policy to require the Company’s key dairy farmer suppliers to report regularly on their performance and progress
on: water use (including, where relevant, in feed production); manure management; in addition to energy use and greenhouse gases—
and include a summary of this information as part of the Company’s annual sustainability report to shareholders…

Other Sustainability Proposals
Stock exchanges: Calvert Investments followed up this year using an approach started last year by NYSCRF at NYSE
Euronext about ESG disclosure and stock exchanges. The resolution this year asks CBOE Holdings, CME Group, and
Intercontinental Exchange to:
prepare a report assessing the current global expectations by investors for ESG market disclosure, and report to shareholders,
by September 30, 2014, its findings and the Board’s recommended steps (if any, or its reasons for declining to make recommendations,
if any) for encouraging ESG disclosure in the markets where [the company] does business.

The proposal argues that stock exchanges around the world are now routinely considering social and environmental risks
and opportunities and mentions the Sustainable Stock Exchanges Initiative, a collaboration between companies, regulators,
and investors co-organized by the UN Global Compact and other UN bodies that has earned praise from Forbes.
Calvert reached an agreement with NASDAQ OMX Group and withdrew; it commended the company for its “hard work and
leadership promoting sustainability in the markets where NASDAQ does business, and for your hard work and leadership
promoting sustainability globally for all exchanges.” NASDAQ had challenged the proposal at the SEC, arguing that it was false
and misleading and related to ordinary business, but withdrew the challenge after reaching the agreement. CME Group is
making similar arguments for the proposal’s omission but the SEC has yet to issue a response.

Proxy voting: A new resolution from Zevin Asset Management to Franklin Resources will not go to a vote. Zevin withdrew
but reached no accord after Franklin argued the proposal could not be implemented, concerned ordinary business, was moot,
and contained false and misleading statements. The resolution had asked the firm to:
initiate a review of Franklin Resources’ Proxy Voting policies and practices, taking into account Franklin Resources’ own corporate
responsibility and environmental positions and the fiduciary and economic case for the shareholder resolutions presented. The review
should consider updating Franklin Resources’ proxy voting policies.

ESG in risk ratings: A Calvert proposal at Moody’s about risk ratings also will not go to a vote. It asked the company to report
on its:
assessment of the feasibility and relevance of incorporating ESG risk assessments qualitatively and quantitatively into all credit rating
methodologies conducted by Moody’s Corporation in a uniform, consistent manner across all firms, sectors, and geographies so that
institutional investors can compare and contrast forward-looking credit rating analyses.
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IMPROVING ESG PRACTICES AT STOCK
EXCHANGES: AN IDEA EMBRACED BY INDUSTRY
GABRIEL THOUMI
Sr. Sustainability Analyst, Calvert Investments

EVAN HARVEY
Managing Director, Corporate Sustainability,
The NASDAQ OMX Group, Inc.
Investors around the world increasingly acknowledge the importance of environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
factors as vital sources of risk and opportunity that affect both the short-term and long-term performance of companies.
As shareholders prioritize these issues, corporate disclosure of ESG issues has shown a parallel growth: Bloomberg now
notes that company ESG disclosure is rapidly increasing, growing 600 percent since 2009—from 1,000 to at least
6,000 companies currently.
As the market evolves, exchanges need to demonstrate that they understand the sustainability-related issues facing
capital markets today and we believe that to succeed they must do more to meet that market interest. Recently, the World
Federation of Exchanges stated that during the past five years, “social and environmental risks and opportunities have emerged
... to become commonplace long-term investment themes in the world’s capital markets.” BM&F Bovespa, and the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange, and others are leading in this sector by launching ESG disclosure listing standards.
In 2009, the United Nations-supported Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI), the United Nations Environment
Programme Finance Initiative, and others launched the Sustainable Stock Exchange Initiative to support ESG-standards for
listed companies on exchanges. The idea was well received by industry and named by Forbes Magazine as one of the
“World’s Best Sustainability Ideas.”
In May 2013, under the leadership of Ceres, which included members of the Investor Network for Climate Risk (INCR)
and UNPRI signatories, the INCR Listing Standards Proposal: Sustainability Disclosure Listing Standards for Global Stock
Exchanges was released. The goal of this industry-led report is to establish a required and common listing standard for ESG
factors by listed companies across stock exchanges. Calvert has been a long-standing member of INCR’s Sustainable Stock
Exchanges Working Group and continues to support collaborative investor efforts to promote ESG listing standards through
various channels.
Together with the Unitarian Universalist Association, Calvert filed two shareholder proposals with CME Group and CBOE
Holdings regarding this issue in 2014. Similarly, Calvert Investments filed two additional proposals on the same issue with
IntercontinentalExchange and The NASDAQ OMX Group
Global exchanges are seeking to develop positive broad ESG listing practices and recommendations. This is because
exchanges see value in assessing global ESG practices. This allows for greater transparency between listed companies,
market regulators, investors, and stakeholders. Furthermore, exchanges are showing growing interest in encouraging decisionmaking by their listed companies that incorporates material ESG disclosures.
The proposal was new, illustrating the continued effort by proponents to push sustainability assessments into mainstream
financial analysis. But Moody’s argued it could be omitted because it was too long, too vague, and related to ordinary business—
since it concerned specific products and services and did not raise policy issues relevant to the company. The SEC agreed
it was too vague.

Other Sustainable Governance Proposals
Meeting/
Status

Company

Proposal

Proponent

CBOE Hldgs

Report on sustainability/stock exchanges

Calvert Investment Mgt.

CME Group

Report on sustainability/stock exchanges

Unitarian Universalists

Franklin Resources

Review and report on ESG proxy voting

Zevin Asset Mgt.

IntercontinentalExchange

Report on sustainability/stock exchanges

Calvert Investment Mgt.

May

Moody’s

Report on ESG risk ratings

Calvert Investment Mgt.

Omitted

NASDAQ OMX Group

Report on sustainability/stock exchanges

Calvert Investment Mgt.

Withdrawn
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Resolutions on executive compensation and proxy access straddle the line between traditional governance proposals
(focused on management) and social proposals. Social investors were instrumental in attaining the SEC mandated advisory
vote on executive compensation known as Say on Pay. Meanwhile the battle for proxy access—the ability to put director
nominees on the company’s proxy statement—is one of several resolutions related to shareholder rights and the promotion of
shareholder democracy.

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION OUTLOOK FOR 2014
DAVID EATON
Vice President of Proxy Research, Glass Lewis & Co.
Although the overall proportion of say-on-pay failures has remained fairly consistent over the last three
years—remaining below 3 percent each year— there are some notable, yet subtle, trends worth
highlighting. While say-on-pay has not led to lower average CEO pay (although many would argue that
was never its intention), it has produced several encouraging developments in pay structure, disclosure,
and issuer-investor engagement. Though still in its infancy stateside, say-on-pay appears to be having a positive effect on
executive pay practices.
The first noteworthy trend regards the quality of disclosure, as companies are telling their compensation story via an
improved and focused narrative that provides the rationale behind certain key compensation decisions (e.g., transition
payments, retention awards, and new long-term incentive metrics). This is a result of increased issuer responsiveness to
investor concerns. Further, more companies are using supplemental pay tables (realized or realizable pay) to help ‘tell the story.’
Structurally, there are also several subtle trends. More companies are implementing risk-reducing practices, such as
clawbacks, anti-hedging policies, and executive stock ownership guidelines. Furthermore, companies are increasingly utilizing
performance-based vehicles: 86 percent of S&P 500 companies in 2013, versus 77 percent in the prior year.
Although the percentage of failed say-on-pays has remained flat, the composition of this list has shifted. Eleven S&P 500
companies failed in 2012, but only four did in 2013. However, 12 companies with a market capitalization under $200 million
failed in 2013; in 2012, only four did. Perhaps larger companies are more highly scrutinized and more widely held, and
therefore are under greater pressure to make changes. Or, perhaps it is simply that larger companies have greater resources
dedicated to shareholder engagement. Whatever the reason, it does appear that no company, whatever its size, is getting a
free pass on executive pay.
What will 2014 hold? In short, more of the same. Investors should expect improved disclosure and communication,
sincere structural changes to improve the alignment of pay and performance, and a small overall percentage of companies
failing to receive majority support.
The number of executive compensation-related shareholder proposals will likely continue to decrease in 2014, a trend
that began with the advent of say-on-pay. Similar to 2013, we suspect that the majority of proposals in 2014 will focus on
change-in-control arrangements, equity retention, clawback policies, and the disclosure of hedging and pledging policies.
Finally, investors should note that companies that opted to provide their shareholders with a vote on their pay practices
on a three-year basis are back on the chopping block in 2014!

SHAREHOLDER REVOLT OVER ORACLE’S EXCESSIVE PAY
MICHAEL PASSOFF
CEO, Proxy Impact
Say on Pay, the Dodd-Frank mandated advisory vote on executive compensation, became law in 2011.
Most votes have received majority approval, and almost all companies with low or losing votes have
quickly made changes to appease their shareholders and regain investor support the following year.
One prominent exception is Oracle, which had some of the lowest support of any company.
In 2011, 44 percent of shares were voted against management and 59 percent were in 2012. Yet Oracle’s board has
continued to ignore shareholder concern over excessive pay, and CEO Larry Ellison’s compensation package actually
increased from $77 million in 2011 to $96 million in 2012. Ellison’s pay is three to four times higher than most of his industry
sector peers, although the company’s returns for shareholders generally have lagged behind average peer performance over
the last few years. One of the more conspicuous aspects of the pay package is that since 2005, Oracle has awarded Ellison
seven million shares of stock annually, apparently without any connection to financial results.
Continued next page
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This set off an investor revolt and was one of the more tumultuous proxy contests in 2013. Change to Win Investment
Group (CtW), which works with union-affiliated pension funds with over $250 billion in assets, launched a ‘Vote No’ campaign
against Oracle’s say-on-pay proposal. CtW also called for the appointment of independent board members on the
compensation committee, indexing stock options to an industry specific benchmark, and tying the number of options to
performance.
The campaign garnered the support of the two largest proxy advisory services—Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS)
and Glass Lewis. In 2013, Oracle again lost on say-on-pay with 57 percent of shares voted against the package. Because
company insiders own a significant number of shares, the vote represents support from about 85 percent of shares not held
by executive officers and directors.
ISS and Glass Lewis only recommend against management on about 13 percent of say-on-pay votes, generally doing
so when pay and performance are clearly disconnected (but also for other issues such as no pay claw-back provision or if
there are tax gross-ups). The recommendations against Oracle, while prompted by excessive compensation, were also
notable for identifying the board’s non-responsiveness to shareholders as a significant concern. Both proxy services further
recommended voting against several board members, including those on the compensation committee.
The situation at Oracle will likely lead investors to be more attentive to board responsiveness when electing directors. It also
bolsters the arguments of U.S. shareholders who want to follow Switzerland’s lead and make CEO say on pay votes binding.

ENHANCING SHAREHOLDER DEMOCRACY THROUGH PROXY
ACCESS
LAURA CAMPOS
Director of Shareholder Activities, Nathan Cummings Foundation
When the SEC released its final proxy access rule in November 2010, investors hailed the development
as a significant step forward for shareholder rights. Proxy statement access, which allows investors to
access a company’s proxy for the purpose of nominating director candidates, increases board
accountability and responsiveness. Among other things, this can help to increase directors’ responsiveness to pressing
social, environmental and governance concerns raised by shareholders.
Proxy access can also help to enhance shareholder value. A 2012 working paper from Harvard Business School, for
instance, found that financial markets placed a positive value on proxy access. On a more basic level, allowing investors to
more efficiently and cost-effectively nominate directors helps to enhance shareholder democracy and, where used, could
result in more meaningful director elections. This in turn can help to improve overall corporate governance at companies with
proxy access, something which unquestionably benefits shareholders.
Despite these benefits, a federal appeals court overturned the SEC’s proxy access rule in mid-2011, leaving investors to
pursue access on a company-by-company basis. For the last several years, investors have been doing just that, filing proxy
access shareholder proposals with dozens of companies.
Investors have filed several different variations of proxy access proposals, including both binding and precatory proposals.
Those mirroring the SEC’s proposed ownership requirements—3 percent for 3 years—have done particularly well, leading to
strong levels of investor support and, increasingly, implementation of proxy access.
Last year, Hewlett-Packard shareholders passed a management-sponsored proposal to implement proxy access
following negotiations prompted by Amalgamated Bank’s submission of a proxy access proposal in 2012. Shareholders at
Chesapeake Energy also overwhelming voted in favor of a management-sponsored proxy access proposal prompted by
a 2012 shareholder filing.
Precatory proposals calling for proxy access also received majority support from shareholders at three companies in
2013: Verizon Communications, CenturyLink and Darden Restaurants. Verizon’s Board approved proxy access bylaw amendments in December. In doing so, it acknowledged that implementing proxy access would strengthen Verizon’s
corporate governance framework. Darden, with a later annual meeting date, is still considering its response.
Going forward, shareholder efforts to achieve access can only be expected to grow.
Proxy access is now widely recognized as a corporate governance gold standard, so while companies with significant
problems or governance issues may be more likely to see proposals in 2014, shareholder efforts to achieve this basic right
may well extend beyond such companies.
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Economic (Financial System Equity)
The number of resolutions addressing social equity in the financial system is never large; this year is no exception. But there
are a couple of new resolutions regarding the oversight of ethical financial behavior, tax policy probity and financial misconduct,
with seven total filings to date, down from nine at this time last year. Few are likely to go to votes given company challenges at
the SEC, although the commission has issued no responses to the company challenges so far, filed by all but one of the
companies that received proposals.

Economic Equity Proposals
Meeting/
Status

Company

Proposal

Proponent

Bank of America

Report on ethics and oversight

Missionary Oblates

Bank of America

Review home mortgage policies

NEDAP

May

Google

Adopt tax policy principles

Domini Social Investments

June

JPMorgan Chase

Report on ethics and oversight

Harrington Investments

May

Wells Fargo

End financial misconduct and related corruption

Patrick Missud

Wells Fargo

Report on ethics and oversight

Srs. of St. Francis of Phila.

Withdrawn

Wells Fargo

Report on payday lending

Christian Brothers Inv. Svcs.

Withdrawn

May

April

Ethics and oversight: Two different proposals ask for greater board oversight of the financial dealings of companies, from

an ethical perspective. The Missionary Oblates and the Sisters of St. Francis of Philadelphia filed at Bank of America and Wells
Fargo, requesting a report by the fall,

describing the steps the bank has taken to address or remedy the following and including the timeline for changes and description of the
banks review process that are in place to assess the effectiveness of such reforms. The report may omit proprietary information and be
prepared at reasonable cost.
1. A list of each major legal issue under investigation or settled;
2. The Bank’s reputational credibility problem;
3. Rebuilding commitment to ethics by staff;
4. New checks and balances mandated by the Board and management addressing risk;
5. New structures of Board accountability and oversight;
6. A summary of steps taken to insure no recurrence of misconduct;
7. The compensation package of top executives and responsible staff involved in or accountable for oversight of these scandals, including
the process for clawbacks and positive incentives reinforcing responsible behavior going forward.

The Sisters withdrew at Wells Fargo, which told the SEC the resolution concerned ordinary business and could be omitted;
Bank of America has mounted a similar challenge and it is not clear the proposal will go to a vote.
Harrington Investments has a different take at JPMorgan Chase, which also has filed a challenge at the SEC saying
the resolution is false and misleading and concerns ordinary business. The resolution asks for a review of the company’s policy
and a report,
evaluating opportunities for clarifying and enhancing implementation of Board members’ and officers’ fiduciary, moral and legal obligations
to shareholders and other stakeholders…
Such a report may include concrete recommendations such as amending the bylaws, articles of incorporation, or committee charters to
include specific language articulating or strengthening the company’s standards for directors’ and officers’ conduct and company oversight.

Another ethics proposal seems destined for omission. Filed at Wells Fargo by individual investor Patrick Missud, it asks,
“That Wells Fargo will stop buying $EC official$ and judge$ to conceal it$ decade-long Citizen$-United corporate predation
of real flesh-and-blood ¢itizens.” The bank says it concerns a personal grievance because the proponent is involved with
a mortgage dispute.

Tax fairness: Domini Social Investments is promoting a set of principles about taxes, contending in its proposal to Google
that the company’s aggressive strategies undermine company chairman Eric Schmidt’s commitment to always “do the right
thing.” Domini says publicity about the company’s tax practices in the United Kingdom and France have harmed its reputation,
since business is funneled through the tax haven of Bermuda, and contends that such strategies “undermine democracy and
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rule of law,” taking money away from needed government services such as “law enforcement, market regulation, judicial systems,
infrastructure maintenance, public education, poverty alleviation, environmental protection, national defense and scientific
research.” In Domini’s view, the company’s “complex tax arrangements may result in misallocations of capital and mask the
true sources of long-term value” for investors. To “address the tax challenges of the digital economy,” the proposal therefore is
promoting the following principles:
•

A commitment to pay Google’s fair share of taxes (Johnson & Johnson Credo).

•

Avoidance of transactions that would not be fully justifiable should they become public (Vodafone Tax Code of Conduct)

•

Consideration of any misalignment between tax strategies and Google’s stated objectives and policies regarding social and
environmental sustainability

•

Consideration of impact of tax strategies on reputation and brand value (Vodafone Code).

Fair lending: Most financial services proposals until now have concerned fair lending. Just two resolutions bring up these
issues in 2014, but no vote is likely. A fair lending group withdrew after Bank of America challenged its filing credentials. It
had resubmitted a proposal that in 2013 earned 25.1 percent support, asking the bank to “conduct an independent review of
the Company’s internal controls to ensure that its mortgage servicing and foreclosure practices do not violate fair housing and
fair lending laws, and report its findings and recommendations.”
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At Wells Fargo, Christian Brothers Investment Services has withdrawn a proposal about predatory lending after the company
agreed to end its direct deposit advance program. The resolution asked the bank to “(1) oversee the amendment of current
policies and the development of enforcement mechanisms to prevent employees or affiliates from engaging in predatory lending
practices; and (2) provide a report to shareholders that offers assurances about the adequacy of the policy and its enforcement,
by June 2014.”

PROGRESS ON PREDATORY LENDING
DAN NIELSEN
Director, Socially Responsible Investing, Christian Brothers Investment Services
Mention “predatory lending” to most people and they are likely to think of a loan shark or payday loan
shops. But predatory lending can take the form of mortgages, lines of credit, or cash advance loans and
be offered through large, respected financial institutions, too.
For several years, members of the Interfaith Council on Corporate Responsibility (ICCR) including
Christian Brothers Investment Services (CBIS) have engaged Wells Fargo, a $230 billion institution that serves one-third of
U.S. households, about predatory lending. This includes the company’s cash advance product, “Direct Deposit Advance,”
which targets cash-strapped customers in need of quick credit solutions and, similar to payday loans, carries hefty fees. As
advances and fees are repaid automatically, in full, when the customer’s account next receives a direct deposit, these loans
have the potential to trap borrowers in cycles of long-term debt by creating the need to take out successive loans with
additional fees.
ICCR members filed a shareholder proposal at Wells Fargo for the 2013 annual meeting asking for a report discussing
the social and financial impacts of Direct Deposit Advance. Led by Sr. Nora Nash of the Sisters of St. Francis of Philadelphia,
the proposal sought additional information from the company that would enable an assessment of how Direct Deposit Advance
customers were being helped or harmed by the product. Unfortunately, Wells Fargo successfully challenged the proposal at
the SEC, and the proposal was omitted from the 2013 proxy ballot.
In November, CBIS led a group of ICCR members to file a modified shareholder proposal at Wells Fargo asking the
company to amend policies and practices to prevent predatory lending. Shortly thereafter, the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) published final guidelines acknowledging concerns
about abusive lending practices inherent in deposit advance products and payday loans and directing banks that they
supervise to end such practices.
In January 2014, Wells Fargo announced that it was discontinuing the Direct Deposit Advance product. As a result of
this decision, CBIS withdrew the predatory lending proposal from Wells Fargo.
CBIS and other members of ICCR commend Wells Fargo and the other financial institutions that have discontinued their
deposit advance products, and we will continue to engage with Wells Fargo to provide alternative products that more fairly
meet the short-term, small-amount loan needs of its customers.
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Conservative Groups
The agenda pursued by shareholder advocates overwhelmingly approaches corporate responsibility from a decidedly liberal
perspective, but conservative groups continued to make their views known. The most organized articulation from the right
comes from the National Center for Public Policy Research (NCPPR), but a few proposals always pop up from individual
investors, as well. This year the agenda addresses the rights of companies to take part in politics, environmental deregulation
and opposition to climate change mitigation programs, introduces a new set of free market health care principles, and suggests
that PepsiCo needs to have a policy for non-discrimination against “ex-gays.”

Conservative Group Proposals
Company

Meeting/
Status

Proposal

Proponent

Apple

Report on indirect political spending

NCPPR

Coca-Cola

Adopt policy on values, political spending

NCPPR

Omitted

PepsiCo

Adopt policy on values, political spending

NCPPR

Omitted

Walmart Stores

Report on political spending and lobbying

NCPPR

June

General Electric

End GHG reduction projects

NCPPR

Withdrawn

Kohl’s

Do cost-benefit analysis of sustainability policies

NCPPR

May

Peabody Energy

Take public policy action to support coal

Edward F. Ragsdale

April

PG&E

Allow opt-out of energy efficiency programs

Peter B. Kaiser

Political Activity

Environment and Sustainability

Health Care

2/28/14

May

May
Withdrawn

CVS Caremark

Adopt free market health care principles

NCPPR

May

Johnson & Johnson

Adopt free market health care principles

NCPPR

April

Pfizer

Adopt free market health care principles

NCPPR

April

PepsiCo

Adopt ex-gays anti-bias policy

Estrella Salvatierra

Discrimination

Omitted

Political Activity
All four proposals that have surfaced about political activity are from the NCPPR. At Apple, investors voted on February 28
on a resolution that asks the company to issue a report with the following:
1. Apple’s membership in any trade association or organization that educates members about sustainability practices, assists members
in the development of sustainability practices, encourages members to engage in sustainability practices or requires members to
undertake sustainability actions.
2. Payments made by Apple to trade associations or organizations of which Apple is a member that meet any of the definitions set forth
in #1, above.
3. Registration with, membership in or subscription to any independent sustainability rating processes, registries and/or organizations to
which Apple makes payments that rate Apple products for sustainability purposes and intentionally make results of such evaluations,
in whole or in part, available to the public.
4. The amount of payments made by Apple to entities that meet any of the definitions set forth in #3, above.

The resolved clause goes on to define its terms, including that “‘sustainability’ refers to practices relating to the conservation of
energy or physical resources…‘payments’ refers to fees paid for membership, subscription or registration purposes to
sustainability ratings organizations…”
Neither of the two proposals that mirror NorthStar Asset Management’s values congruency and political spending resolution will
go to a vote. Coca-Cola knocked it out on an ownership technicality, and PepsiCo argued it duplicated another political
spending resolution received first. The resolution asked for a policy:
requiring consistent incorporation of corporate values as defined by Coca-Cola’s stated policies…into the Company and its affiliated PACs
lobbying, political and electioneering expenditures. The Board should authorize the preparation of an annual report to shareholders, at
reasonable expense and excluding confidential information, listing any lobbying, electioneering or political contribution expenditure during
the prior year, identifying any contribution that is incongruous with the Company’s corporate values and stating the justification for any such
exceptions.
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At Walmart Stores, the company says NCPPR’s proposal improperly duplicates one it received earlier from Zevin Asset
Management. The resolution asks for a report about:
1. Company policies and procedures governing political donations and lobbying, both direct and indirect;
2. Payments by Walmart used for direct or indirect lobbying—including the amount of the payment and the recipient.
3. And a list of all electioneering or political contribution expenditures.
The report should include payments made to third-party organizations such as trade associations, political action committees and groups
organized under section 527, 50 1(c)(3) and 501 (c)(4) of the federal tax code that engage in lobbying or political advocacy.
The report should be presented to all relevant oversight committees of the Board and posted on the Company’s website.

The proposal notes that Walmart belongs to the Retail Industry Leaders Association, which it says:
promotes sustainability mandates that may harm Company suppliers, customers and shareholders. This membership is controversial
since progressive and liberal environmentalists commonly support such measures, while conservatives and individuals that believe in the
free-market generally oppose such mandates….Under pressure from politicized special interests, in 2012 Walmart severed ties with the
American Legislative Exchange Council. Again, this decision was controversial since it angered free-market proponents and mollified racial
agitators.

Environment
The NCPPR and two individuals have filed proposals about environmental issues. At General Electric, the National Center
says GE should “adopt a policy that General Electric not undertake any energy savings or sustainability project for the sole goal
of seeking carbon dioxide emissions reductions due to climate change concerns, except as required by law.” The company
said it could be omitted since it was moot, but the proponent withdrew before any SEC response, saying the company’s current
policy addresses its concerns.
At Kohl’s, the request is for a report about the impact of the company’s sustainability policies. Kohl’s says it can omit the
resolution because it is moot, contains false information, and relates to ordinary business. The proposal says the report should
include:
1. The specific scientific data and studies management relied upon to determine the need for policies and expenditures with environmental
goals.
2. An estimate of the costs and benefits to Kohl’s of its sustainability policy.
The report should be presented to all relevant oversight committees of the Board and posted on the Company’s website.

An individual investor is encouraging Peabody Energy to take more action in the political arena to protect its interests, but the
company says the resolution relates to ordinary business and is moot. The proposal urges Peabody:
to be more active in the war on coal being conducted by the Obama Administration.
This greater activity is very important to Peabody Energy and the public at large. The increased activity could be in various forms:
1. Educational – Employees should know how their legislators stand on the war on coal as well as their opponents. The public should
know how Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) policies will increase their electricity bills and depress economic development.
Lobbying our legislators and government agencies to recognize the value of coal and the use of new technology such as advanced
scrubbers that are reasonable and cost effective is important.
2. Legal – the rulings of dubious legal authority by the EPA should be challenged vigorously in court. These rules would not pass in
Congress and should not be allowed to stand.
3. Collaborative – We need to join with all common interests, such as steel manufacturing, railroads, electric utilities, barge lines and other
energy companies. We need to work together to achieve victory in the war on coal and other fossil fuels.

Finally, Peter B. Kaiser wants customers to be able to avoid the use of smart electric meters installed by PG&E. The company
successfully challenged a similar version of this proposal in 2013, arguing it would be contrary to state law, and it is making the
same arguments for its exclusion in 2014. The resolution says,
to avoid unnecessary future problems with smart meters and customers, PG&E will revise its current smart meter opt out policy to allow
no initial fees for opting out and no fees for reading opt out meter with any fees already paid to be returned to the customer; will allow any
customer to read their own meter free of charge; and will reinstall an analog meter to anyone who wants one free of charge and require
any new smart meter Installations only for those who voluntarily request it in writing.
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Health Care
The NCPPR has a new proposal this year about health care reform, but all three recipients have told the SEC they can exclude
it because it relates to ordinary business, the company’s advocacy about a particular issue. This argument has been successful
in the past and is also being made with respect to the political spending moratoria proposals about GMOs, proffered by
proponents from the other end of the political spectrum. The principles NCPPR is promoting, at CVS Caremark, Johnson &
Johnson, and Pfizer, are as follows:
1. Repeal state-level laws that prevent insurance companies from competing across state lines.
2. Increase cost transparency of health care treatments so consumers can be better-informed market participants.
3. Repeal government mandates that dictate what insurance companies must cover.
4. Enact meaningful tort reform to reduce doctors’ insurance costs. These costs are often passed onto consumers,
leading to unnecessarily high prices.
5. Reform federal tax laws to allow individuals to receive a standard deduction for health insurance costs or receive tax credits.
6. Remove barriers and reform federal tax laws to allow for large health savings accounts, to give individuals greater freedom over their
health care expenditures.

Discrimination
The last proposal, which will not go to a vote, asked PepsiCo to include “ex-gays” in the company’s Supplier Diversity Program.
The SEC agreed the proponent, an individual investor, submitted the proposal too late for consideration.
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ALIGNING
INVESTMENT
AND MISSION
Foundations and educational institutions are major
investors with combined assets of about $1 trillion.
Yet these endowments invest most of their assets
without taking the non-financial aspects of their
missions into account. The four most common
strategies for leveraging assets to help align
investment and mission are proxy voting,
shareholder advocacy, screened investments and
ESG integration, and mission-/program-related
investing.

Proxy Voting
Voting on shareholder proposals to help influence
companies to be more fiscally, socially, and/or
environmentally responsible is one fundamental way
investors can both exercise fiduciary responsibility
and weigh in on social and environmental issues.
Consequently, it is a logical entry point for aligning
investment and mission. Most institutions, however,
delegate voting to their financial managers, who
generally vote with management against social and
environmental issues. Proxy votes can encourage
many progressive corporate practices, such as nondiscrimination in employment, reformulation of toxic
products, reduction of greenhouse gas emissions,
and public disclosure of corporate political spending.

Shareholder Advocacy
Shareholder advocacy uses the power of stock
ownership to promote change in corporate practices
through filing shareholder proposals and/or
conducting shareholder dialogues with senior
company officials. To file a proposal, a shareholder
must hold at least $2,000 worth of shares at a
company, prove those shares have been
continuously held for at least one year prior to the
proposal filing date, and agree to hold them through
the annual general meeting date. For four decades,
active investors have effectively used proposals and
dialogues with corporate management to influence
corporate practices. Well-established shareholder
networks exist that coordinate shareholder advocacy
efforts and introduce new advocates to the process.

PROXY VOTING IS EASIER
THAN YOU THINK
JONATHAN A. SCOTT
President and Director, Singing Field
Foundation
In 2013 I was at a gathering of foundations and
individuals involved in environmental and social
change philanthropy. Not surprisingly, the subjects of shareowner
engagement and proxy voting came up, repeatedly. Yet I was quite
surprised to learn that many folks at this meeting were not yet voting
their own proxies.
Some simply did not have that option. They were invested in
mutual funds, funds of funds or other pooled investments or
comingled funds. This made proxy voting difficult if not impossible.
Yet many others were theoretically able to engage with the companies
they own, but for one reason or another were not doing so—yet.
At that meeting, I resolved to organize a demonstration—a howto illustration of what’s involved in voting your proxies. As a modern
American, I decided to do it online and in public. I enlisted help from
colleagues at As You Sow, Proxy Impact, and Clean Yield Asset
Management, the firm responsible for our foundation’s investments.
Our hour-long webinar discussion reviewed the Who, What, Why and
How of proxy voting. I then voted proxies in one company,
ExxonMobil, live with everybody watching.
Here’s some of what I learned:
Proxy Voting really does matter. More often than not, if you’re
not voting your proxies, company management is allowed to vote on
your behalf, and invariably votes in favor of management’s position.
You don’t have to be an expert. This is not rocket science.
There’s no penalty for abstaining on a question or two. You can focus
on those questions you feel most strongly about. And there’s lots of
help available out there, from online resources to affordable proxy
voting services that will do the work for you. You don’t have to do this
on your own.
Shareholder resolutions are not about winning or losing.
Each year, resolutions on social and environmental matters,
introduced by corporate shareholders, are having a huge impact.
That’s because they are about engaging corporate managers in
critical issues. Even modest votes deliver powerful messages these
companies can’t ignore. Think about it. A vote of only 10 percent on
hydraulic fracturing, political spending or climate change could
represent millions or even billions in shareholder value. Smart
companies pay attention.
You can do this. You own shares in a company. Therefore, you
can vote your proxies. And you should.
The video “How to Vote Your Proxies” helps demystify this
process for the average shareholder. It uses the 2013 ExxonMobil
proxy as an example, but the content is relevant for 2014 and many
other companies.
Watch it. Read this issue of Proxy Preview. Get started. You can
do this.
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Screened Investments and ESG Integration
Investors can take environmental, social, and governance (ESG) issues into account by applying screens to their investment
portfolio. For example, positive screens may include companies that adopt clean technologies, offer non-toxic products, have
strong environmental practices, or explicitly protect human rights. Negative screens aim to avoid investing in companies with
products and practices the investors find harmful to individuals, communities, or the environment. Many investment firms also
have begun to incorporate some ESG considerations into their risk and opportunity analyses, in what is known as ESG
integration. Studies show that most ESG-managed funds have performed the same or better to date than others not managed
this way, with few negative financial implications.

Mission-/Program-Related Investments
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Mission-related investing (MRI) directs a portion of a foundation’s assets into projects or companies that reflect the mission of
the investing institution. Funds come from the endowment’s assets and often strive for market returns. The term MRI can be
confusing as it is often used as an umbrella term for any environmental or social investment. It is also often used interchangeably
with Program-Related Investments (PRI). PRIs are typically low-interest loans for housing, education, and business and they
are usually disbursed from a foundation’s granting funds; in these cases, financial gain may not be their primary goal.

WHY FOUNDATIONS SHOULD
DIVEST-INVEST IN ENERGY
ELLEN DORSEY
Executive Director, Wallace Global Fund

RICHARD MOTT
Environment Program Director, Wallace Global Fund
In January 2014, 17 foundations with combined assets of $2 billion dollars took the
extraordinary step to divest from fossil fuels and invest part of their assets into a clean energy economy. Under the banner
‘Divest-Invest: Philanthropy’, the foundation sector has now joined ranks with students who launched a similar drive on college
campuses less than three years ago.
What began as a student movement grew into a wider advocacy movement, engaging churches, cities, hospitals and
pension funds in challenging public and private institutions to divest from fossil fuels and invest in climate solutions. This twin
strategy recognizes that divestment alone is not enough and there is a corresponding need for a massive increase in clean
tech investments—as much as $1 trillion annually according to one recent analysis—to lead the global energy transition.
The divestment movement makes a powerful moral charge: No mission-driven or cause-based organization should hold
positions in industries that pose a direct threat to its mission or to the public good. The claim that financial management
somehow trumps impact on mission is not just wrong on the facts; it stands the notion of fiduciary duty on its head, putting
profit over values.
Shareholder actions require only modest amounts of stock, so this is not an excuse for inaction on divestment or
reinvestment. Nor does divesting from fossil fuels mean a sacrifice in market performance. The best analyses we have seen,
in backcast studies by Impax, Aperio Group, and Boston Common Asset Management, all show essentially zero risk in being
out of the top 200 fossil fuel companies. To the contrary, staying in fossil fuels may present the greater risk, given the existence
of the ‘carbon bubble’ and the valuation of fossil fuel stock based on stranded fuel reserves.
On the investment side, imagine what philanthropy could do if it deployed even 5 or 10 percent of its assets to finance
the ‘clean trillion’ in investments needed for a global energy transition. We could help establish green loan funds, and invest
in green bonds, green banks, and energy projects that transform our local economies.
Finally, the moral case for divesting from South Africa 30 years ago seems clear. Twenty years from now, how could we
defend keeping our investments in business-as-usual fossil fuels at precisely the moment when scientists are telling us there
is no time left to lose? The threat of runaway change is too imminent to delay the kind of energy transition that Divest-Invest
demands.
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APPENDIX
More on the Web
All resolutions must conform
to the Shareholder Proposal
Rule of the Securities and
Exchange Act of 1934, which
sets procedural as well as
substantive standards for
admissibility. Read more on
www.proxypreview.org.

Access research about
shareholder proposal issues,
organizations, networks,
and investor campaigns on
www.proxypreview.org.

Read more about
the contributing authors on
www.proxypreview.org.
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Conrad MacKerron – Senior Program Director, As You Sow

The Honorable Robert Menendez (D-NJ) – U.S. Senator

Richard Mott – Environment Program Director, Wallace Global Fund

Dan Nielsen – Director, Socially Responsible Investing, Christian Brothers Investment Services

Michael Passoff – CEO, Proxy Impact

Jonathan A. Scott – President and Director, Singing Field Foundation

Melanie Sloan – Executive Director, Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington

Luan Steinhilber – Director of Operations and Shareholder Advocacy, Miller/Howard

Darla Stuckey – Senior Vice President, Policy and Advocacy of the Society of Corporate Secretaries
& Governance Professionals
Gabriel Thoumi – Sr. Sustainability Analyst, Calvert Investments

Margaret Weber – Corporate Responsibility Director for the Congregation, St. Basil of Toronto

Heidi Welsh – Executive Director, Sustainable Investments Institute

Susan Williams – Analyst, Sustainable Investments Institute (Si2)

Austin Wilson – Program Associate, As You Sow

Aaron Ziulkowski – Senior ESG Analyst, Walden Asset Management
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COMPANY INDEX
The index below shows with checkmarks () how many proposals advocates have been filed at each company,
in each of the major topic categories presented in this report. More details on each of the resolutions can be found
in the tables and text of appropriate sections of the report, as follows:
Environment, p. 21

Key

Other

Company
Abbott Laboratories
Accenture
Advance Auto Parts
Advanced Micro Devices
AES
Aetna
AGL Resources
Alliant Techsystems
Allstate
Alpha Natural Resources
Altria
Amazon.com
Ameren
American Eagle Outfitters
American Electric Power
American Express
American Financial Group
Ameriprise Financial
Amgen
AmSurg
Anadarko Petroleum
Apple
Aqua America
Arch Coal
Archer Daniels Midland
AT&T
AutoNation
AutoZone
Avon Products
Bank of America
Bed Bath & Beyond
Berkshire Hathaway
BlackRock
Boeing
BorgWarner
Boston Scientific
Brookdale Senior Living
C.R. Bard
Cablevision Systems
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Cabot Oil & Gas
California Water Service Group
Cameron International
Capital One Financial
Cardinal Health
Caterpillar
CBOE Holdings
Celanese
Celgene
Cerner
CF Industries Holdings
Charles Schwab
Chevron
Chipotle Mexican Grill
Chubb
Church & Dwight
Cincinnati Financial
Cisco Systems
Citigroup
Clarcor
CME Group
CMS Energy
Coca-Cola
Cohu
Comcast
Concho Resources
ConocoPhillips
Consol Energy
Con-way
Crosstex Energy
CVS Caremark
Danaher
Darden Restaurants
Dean Foods
Denbury Resources
DENTSPLY International
Devon Energy
Diamond Offshore Drilling
Dillard’s
DISH Network
Dollar General
Dollar Tree
Dominion Resources
Dow Chemical
Dr Pepper Snapple Group
DTE Energy
Duke Energy
Dunkin’ Brands Group
E.I. Du Pont De Nemours
eBay
Electro Scientific Industries
EMC
Emerson Electric
Energen
Entergy
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EOG Resources
EPL Oil & Gas
EQT
Esco Technologies
Expedia
Express Scripts
ExxonMobil
Facebook
FedEx
Fifth Third Bancorp
First Industrial Realty Trust
FirstEnergy
Foot Locker
Franklin Resources
Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold
General Dynamics
General Electric
General Mills
Gentex
Genworth Financial
GEO Group
Gilead Sciences
Goldman Sachs
Google
H&R Block
Halliburton
Harsco
Hasbro
Health Care REIT
Hess
Hewlett-Packard
HollyFrontier
Home Depot
Honeywell International
Host Hotels & Resorts
Humana
IntercontinentalExchange
International Business Machines
Interpublic Group
IPG Photonics
IXYS
J.B. Hunt
J.M. Smucker
Jarden
JetBlue Airways
Johnson & Johnson
Joy Global
JPMorgan Chase
Kellogg
Kinder Morgan
Kohl’s
Kraft Foods Group
Kroger
Landstar System
Leggett & Platt
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Lennar
Lexmark International
Lincoln Electric Holdings
Lincoln National
Lorillard
Lowe’s
Marathon Oil
Marathon Petroleum
McDonald’s
McKesson
Mead Johnson Nutrition
Medtronic
Mettler-Toledo International
MGM Resorts International
Microchip Technology
Mondelez International
Monsanto
Monster Beverage
Moody’s
Morgan Stanley
Motorola Solutions
Murphy Oil
Nabors Industries
NASDAQ OMX Group
National Fuel Gas
Newmont Mining
NiSource
Norfolk Southern
NVR
Oasis Petroleum
Occidental Petroleum
ONEOK
O’Reilly Automotive
Owens-Illinois
PACCAR
Panera Bread
Pantry
Peabody Energy
PepsiCo
Pfizer
PG&E
Philip Morris International
Phillips 66
Pioneer Natural Resources
PNC Financial Services Group
Polaris Industries
PPL Corporation
Quest Diagnostics
Questar
Ralph Lauren
Range Resources
Rayonier
Raytheon
Regions Financial
Republic Services
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Revlon
Reynolds American
Ross Stores
RPC
Safeway
SCANA
Scholastic
Sea World Entertainment
Sigma-Aldrich
Simon Property Group
Simpson Manufacturing
SLM
SM Energy
Southern Company
Southwestern Energy
Spectra Energy
Staples
Starbucks
Steven Madden
Superior Energy Services
Targa Resources
Target
TECO Energy
Territorial Bancorp
Time Warner Cable
T-Mobile US
Transocean
Travelers
Tyson Foods
Under Armour
United Continental Holdings
United Parcel Service
United Technologies
UnitedHealth Group
Universal Forest Products
Urban Outfitters
Valero Energy
Valmont Industries
Verizon Communications
VF
Visa
Walmart Stores
Walt Disney
Waste Management
Wellpoint
Wells Fargo
Wendy’s
Western Union
Westinghouse Air Brake Technologies
Wolverine World Wide
WPX Energy
Wynn Resorts
Yahoo!
Yum Brands
Zimmer Holdings
Total
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PROXY PREVIEW 2014 IS A COLLABORATION BETWEEN
As You Sow Sow is a nonprofit organization dedicated to increasing environmental and
social corporate responsibility. Founded in 1992, As You Sow envisions a safe, just, and
sustainable world in which environmental health and human rights are central to corporate
decision making. Its Energy, Environmental Health, Waste, and Human Rights programs
create positive, industry-wide change through corporate dialogue, shareholder advocacy,
coalition building, and innovative legal strategies. www.asyousow.org
The Sustainable Investments Institute (Si2), a nonprofit research organization based in Washington, D.C.,
conducts impartial research and publishes reports on organized efforts to influence corporate behavior on
social and environmental issues. Si2 closely follows shareholder resolutions proposed by investor advocates,
but does not make voting recommendations. Instead, it provides tools and in-depth reports that enable
investors to make their own informed, independent decisions on the contentious public policy issues raised
during proxy season. Si2 also conducts research into emerging sustainability issues to better help investors
and the general public understand the implications they hold for companies and their key stakeholders.
Recent reports covered political spending, hydraulic fracturing, integrated reporting, nanotechnologies and
sustainable governance issues. Si2 is supported by leading institutional investors, including public and private
pension funds, college and university endowments, foundations and fund managers. www.siinstitute.org
Proxy Impact is a progressive proxy voting and shareholder engagement
service for foundations, NGOs, and other mission-based or socially
responsible investors. We provide affordable proxy voting that follows
environment, social, and governance (ESG) guidelines; and vote
confirmation that meets SEC and N-PX standards. Proxy Impact also offers a full range of shareholder engagement services on social
and environmental issues including filing resolutions and corporate dialogues. Our unique consulting service will identify the links and
advocacy opportunities between a client’s stockholdings and their organization’s mission, programs and/or grantees. This allows
clients to leverage their shares to support their values and core programs, and provides strategic options for how to address key issues
through their investments or grant making. www.proxyimpact.com

SPONSORS
Aperio Group LLC, based in Sausalito, California, works with clients to create custom public equity solutions
that align an investor’s mission and values with investments in a low fee, transparent, and for taxable accounts,
tax-efficient manner. Aperio Group is a pioneer in applying enhanced indexing techniques to domestic and
global socially responsive portfolios. Examples of custom solutions include: Faith-based, Carbon-Free, Animal
Friendly, Sustainable Agriculture, and Gender Lens. Proxy Voting and access to Shareholder Engagement are available. www.aperiogroup.com
Boston Common Asset Management specializes in sustainable and responsible global equity strategies.
It seeks long-term capital appreciation by investing in diversified portfolios of high quality, socially responsible
stocks. Through rigorous analysis of financial, environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors we identify
innovative, attractively valued companies for investment. On behalf of its shareholders, Boston Common
urges portfolio companies to improve transparency, accountability, and manage for the long term. The firm
manages US, International, and Global portfolios for institutions and individuals through separate accounts,
commingled and mutual funds. www.bostoncommonasset.com
Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc. (NYSE:BR) is the leading provider of investor communications and
technology-driven solutions for broker-dealers, banks, mutual funds and corporate issuers globally. The
Investor Communication Solutions group at Broadridge is the largest provider of shareowner communications
in the United States and Canada, and processes over one billion shareowner mailings annually for 13,000
publicly traded companies and 450 mutual fund families on behalf of 850+ brokerage firms and banks. With 50 years of experience, Broadridge’s
infrastructure underpins proxy voting services for over 90% of public companies and mutual funds in North America; and processes more than $4.5
trillion in fixed income and equity trades per day. Broadridge employs approximately 6,200 full-time associates in 11 countries. www.broadridge.com
Calvert Investments is the leading investment management company using sustainability as a platform to
create value for investors. We offer array of equity, bond and asset allocation strategies available through
mutual funds, variable insurance products, and separate account management. Our strategies feature an
integrated environmental, social, and corporate governance (ESG) research and corporate engagement
framework backed by one of the largest proprietary sustainability research teams in the United States.
www.calvert.com
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ClearBridge Investments is a well-established global investment manager with approximately $90 billion
in assets under management. With a legacy dating back over 45 years and more than 25 years of managing
ESG investment portfolios, our long-tenured portfolio managers and fundamental research team focus on
building equity portfolios for clients who seek income solutions, high active share or low volatility. Our
proprietary ESG evaluation process is embedded in the stock selection approach. Rather than simply
screening out companies, ClearBridge seeks out “best-in-class” businesses across industries, using active proxy voting and corporate engagement as
key components in our ESG process. Owned by Legg Mason, ClearBridge operates with investment independence from headquarters in New York and
offices in San Francisco and Wilmington. www.clearbridge.com

The Educational Foundation of America (EFA) uses its
investments to seek improvements in corporate practices by utilizing
its standing as a shareholder in various corporations to push for
environmental and social change. EFA believes that while it can
choose to screen some of its portfolio to better meet its mission, it can also make a significant impact by becoming an active shareholder. EFA votes its
shareholder proxies to support its program goals. The Foundation has had significant success in leveraging its standing as a shareholder to push for
groundbreaking environmental practices at several corporations. Over the long term, EFA believes that socially responsible investing will generate returns
at least as high as conventional portfolios. www.efaw.org

First Affirmative is an independent Registered Investment Advisor serving individual and institutional investors
nationwide. We manage investment portfolios that align personal values or institutional mission with
investment strategies tailored to the needs and goals of each client. For over two decades, we have helped
investors make money and make a difference by combining innovative financial management with investment
strategies that consider the environmental, social, and governance aspects of investments. We vote client
proxies in accordance with detailed voting guidelines that serve the goal of creating a truly sustainable future.
First Affirmative produces The SRI Conference– on Sustainable, Responsible, Impact Investing. This industryleading event is a gathering place for investors, investment professionals, research, and nonprofit organizations
working together to direct the flow of investment capital in transformative ways. www.firstaffirmative.com

Congratulations Proxy Preview!
At Boston Common Asset Management, we analyze opportunities
from a broader perspective, incorporating environmental, social,
and governance drivers alongside traditional assessments.
Some call this responsible investing.
We call it smarter investing.

UNCOMMON ADVANTAGETM
BostonCommonAsset.com
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Global Proxy Watch (GPW) (GPW) is the premier source of inside information about key
governance developments worldwide. It’s an indispensable resource for leading
shareowner activists and experts in more than a dozen countries. Now in its 18th year,
GPW keeps subscribers abreast of shareowner activism across borders, the powerful
industry of governance advisors, and initiatives by companies, governments, and stock
exchanges to reform, turbo-charge, or block corporate governance. GPW is the place the market turns to for information on who is moving to new posts
and for job openings in the governance field. Subscribers include leading pension funds and other activist institutional investors, custodian banks, stock
exchanges, corporations, professional trade bodies, management consulting companies, trade unions, investor relations firms, accounting firms, academic
institutions, law firms, and international governmental organizations. www.proxywatch.com

Green America’s mission is to harness economic power—the strength of consumers, investors, businesses,
and the marketplace—to create a socially just and environmentally sustainable society. We work for a world
where all people have enough, where all communities are healthy and safe, and where the bounty of the
Earth is preserved for all the generations to come. We work on issues of social justice and environmental
responsibility. We see these issues as completely linked in the quest for a sustainable world. It’s what we
mean when we say “green.” www.greenamerica.org

Harrington Investments, Inc. is a leader in Socially Responsible Investing and Shareholder
Advocacy. We are dedicated to managing portfolios for individuals, foundations, non-profits, and
family trusts to maximize financial, social, and environmental performance. We actively engage in
shareholder campaigns and other stakeholder strategies to promote greater corporate
responsibility and social justice. Our advocacy program involves filing shareholder resolutions on
topics including corporate governance, sustainability practices, and human and labor rights. In
2014, in response to the recent economic crisis emerging from egregious corporate behavior, we are aggressively calling on corporate directors to adopt
and implement their moral, ethical and fiduciary obligations. We believe the process of shareholder advocacy positively influences corporate behavior and
educates the public about the practices of publicly traded corporations. www.harringtoninvestments.com

Congratulations
Proxy Preview
on celebrating
ten years of
achievements
and ten more
years of impact.

Congratulates
on 10 years as the leading
free resource on social and
environmental shareholder
resolutions

From the team at

Broadridge

www.broadridge.com

Calvert Investment Management, Inc.
4550 Montgomery Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814
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The Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation was established in 1947 by Charles F. Noyes as a memorial to his
wife. We support grassroots organizations and movements in the United States working to change
environmental, social, economic and political conditions to bring about a more just, equitable and sustainable
world. We seek to build the power of people—those most impacted and those who have been
marginalized—to be actively involved in advancing solutions to the problems they face. We believe
foundations should harmonize philanthropic mission and endowment management. We avoid investing in
companies whose environmental or social impact contribute to the problems the Foundation’s grantmaking
seeks to address. We also look for investment opportunities that further the Foundation’s mission and make
a positive impact. www.noyes.org
Miller/Howard Investments, Inc. is an independent, SEC-registered investment boutique
managing equity portfolios for institutions and individuals in dividend-focused strategies. We are
passionate investors in companies with solid financials, and a proven history of dividends and
dividend growth, and we seek companies with a strong commitment to high operational standards,
the environment, social responsibility, and good governance. Our firm, with approximately $7 billion
in institutional and individual assets, believes that this integrated approach provides a framework for
achieving long-term investment returns while building sustainable global economies and markets. We actively engage corporations on ESG issues,
including but not limited to hydraulic fracturing and sustainability reporting. We are signatory to the UN Principles for Responsible Investment, members
of Ceres, and the Investor Environmental Health Network, among other organizations. www.mhinvest.com
The Motley Fool, Our products and services—whether free or fee-based, online
or offline—are designed to help people take control of their financial lives. Every one of
The Fool’s products is focused on delivering market-beating stock and fund
recommendations—and building a transparent track record to prove it. Our purpose is:
To Help The World Invest. Better. Learn more at www.fool.com
The Murninghan Post is an eclectic gathering place for sharing information, ideas,
deliberation, and strategic action for reforming our corporate structures and capital markets.
The aim is bold but clear: to provide you with tools and knowledge that will assist in the
transition to a prosperous, sustainable, and just world, in keeping with human and
ecological well-being. By joining us, you’ll be smarter and more effective as a changeagent. More importantly, you’ll help us be smarter and effective as change-agents, too.
MurnPost features posts from a variety of informed perspectives that distill, analyze, and aggregate the most salient developments on corporate and
investor accountability issues, within the overlapping environmental, social, and governance (ESG) domains. Stay tuned for new developments, discoveries,
and delights! www.murninghanpost.com
Parnassus Investments is an independent and employee-owned investment management
company based in San Francisco, California. We seek to invest in good businesses that have
increasingly relevant products or services, sustainable competitive advantages, quality management
teams and ethical business practices. We believe the most attractive opportunities for investments
arise when companies with good business fundamentals become temporarily undervalued. Our
goal is to provide value to our shareholders by generating attractive risk-adjusted returns over the
long-term. Our firm was founded in 1984, and currently manages five fundamental, U.S., core equity strategies across multiple market capitalizations,
one Asia Pacific equity strategy and one U.S., fixed-income strategy. The strategies are available as no-load mutual funds and separate accounts. Assets
under management total $10.3 billion (as of December 31, 2013). www.parnassus.com
Progressive Asset Management: As our 25th year in business comes to a close it’s time to take a
moment to look back—and ahead. The founding precepts of Progressive Asset Management (PAM)
were to: provide portfolio screening based on clients’ social concerns; leverage the power of share
ownership to influence corporate policies; move capital in positive directions; provide high quality service
and financial returns to clients. The reach of PAM has grown substantially over the years. Today PAM
consists of nearly 50 Advisors servicing over 7,000 clients nationwide. We’ve offered and will always
offer a place where people of conscience feel welcomed and among kindred spirits as they use their
money as another way to promote world change. The future has never been brighter for SRI. www.progressiveassetmanagement.com
RBC SRI Wealth Management Group: Since 1983, we have offered
comprehensive investment strategies for sophisticated investors committed to
social change. Today, our team of eight investment professionals consults on
over $1 billion in assets and is one of the leading investment consulting groups
in the country exclusively focused on social and environmental investing. Our
diverse backgrounds in finance, philanthropy, and advocacy help us provide a
unique investment experience. We provide a team approach to each client that ensures our ability to provide personalized, customized advice throughout
the investment experience. The team leader, Thomas Van Dyck, is also the founder of As You Sow. www.rbcwealthmanagement.com
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A HEALTHY PLANET.
A WORLD WITHOUT INJUSTICE.
A FUTURE FILLED WITH POSSIBILITY.

We want it all.
The weekly newsletter
of international
corporate governance.

A world where
everyone has
what they need

Read by experts
in 16 countries.

Social and
economic
justice
Corporate
responsibility

Thriving local
communities

WHAT WE MEAN
WHEN WE SAY

GREEN

Green economy
and green jobs

Environmental
health for people
and the planet

Join Green America and get it all.

To sign up for a subscription, visit:

For just $20, your membership gets you all the
resources you need to make the world better.

www.globalproxywatch.com

To become a member, call (800) 584-7336
or go to GreenAmerica.org/go/join

Motley Fool Stock Advisor

Demystify | Discover | Deliberate | Act

helps any level of investor
beat the market,
no matter
how much
time or money
they have.

Giving you the inside track and tools for
reforming capital markets and corporate
accountability.
Stay tuned for new features and surprises!

Money | Morality | Civic Stewardship

Order today
and get Stocks 2014,

MurninghamPost.com

FREE!
Learn more at www.stockadvisor.com
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Responsible Investor (RI), launched June 2007, is the only dedicated news service reporting on responsible
investment, ESG (environmental, social and governance) and sustainable finance issues for institutional investors
globally, read by: pension funds, public and government funds, central banks, endowments, foundations, faith
groups, family offices, corporations, investment consultants, asset managers, research and data providers,
insurance companies, banks, associations, governments, regulators, NGOs, and other industry practitioners.
RI also produces the industry-leading regional conferences: ESG Asia, ESG Europe and ESG USA.
www.responsible-investor.com

The Rose Foundation for Communities and the Environment is a grantmaking public charity dedicated to
the concept that environmental stewardship, community regeneration, consumer protection, robust civic
participation, and a healthy economy are all inextricably linked. The Foundation supports grassroots initiatives
to build the power of informed community involvement and to inspire community action to protect the
environment, consumers, and public health. www.rosefdn.org

The Singing Field Foundation is a small family foundation, which began active grantmaking in 2004. The
foundation’s current grants budget is around $200,000. Grants are initiated by the foundation’s directors and
typically provide general support for environmental, animal welfare, health-related organizations, and other
charities of interest to family members. The foundation’s interest in mission-related investing and “active
ownership” of the companies in which the foundation is invested reflects our desire to maximize our impact as
a small foundation, by deploying “the other 95 percent” of our assets, and our personal values, which dictate
that the foundation’s investments should be aligned with the foundation’s mission. The Singing Field Foundation’s
support for As You Sow flows directly from this interest and complements the foundation’s other grantmaking.

Congratulations on your 10th year,
Proxy Preview!

Join Us As a Funding Partner
to Create Social Change
If you have a Donor Advised Fund or foundation
give me a call about being funding partners.

Vic De Luca, President
Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation
212-684-6577 x17

30 years of Responsible Investing
n

No-Load Mutual Funds

n

Separate Accounts

n

Independent Research

n

Responsible Investing

n

Established in 1984

www.noyes.org
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SocialFunds.com has been a leading source of news and information for sustainable investors and
advocates for sustainability and corporate social responsibility since 2000. Its daily news stories provide
political and regulatory context for investors who want their portfolios to reflect the sustainability imperatives
of a global economy facing a convergence of multiple crises. Its website provides a mutual fund finder for
investors wishing to learn more about sustainable funds, and an events calendar keeps its readers up to
date on conferences focusing on sustainability issues. www.socialfunds.com

Trillium Asset Management, LLC is the oldest investment advisor exclusively focused on
sustainable and responsible investing (SRI). We believe examining environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) factors as an integrated part of the investment process can lower portfolio risk
and help identify the best managed companies. With over $1.4 billion in assets under
management, we have been managing equity and fixed income investments for high net worth
individuals, foundations, endowments, religious institutions, and other non-profits since 1982.
A leader in shareholder advocacy and public policy work, our goal is to deliver both impact and performance to our investors. www.trilliuminvest.com

Veris Wealth Partners is dedicated to providing high net worth families, their foundations, and
endowments sustainable investment and wealth management solutions. We focus on Socially
Responsible & Sustainable Investing (SRI) approaches and values-based philanthropic
consultation. We believe that “Sustainability Matters” and those companies and families
implementing green and responsible practices will be leaders of the future. www.veriswp.com

Focusing exclusively on sustainable
and responsible investing
We are the oldest investment advisor exclusively
focused on sustainable and responsible investing
(SRI), managing equity and fixed income portfolios
for high net worth individuals, foundations,
endowments, and religious institutions since
1982. A leader in shareholder advocacy and
public policy work, our goal is to deliver both
impact and performance to our investors.

800-548-5684
www.trilliuminvest.com
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742

shareholder proposals
challenging

178

institutional investors
divesting

250

U.S. companies
leaving

International sanctions were
a key factor in the eventual
victory of the African National
Congress over South Africa’s
white minority regime.
-Nelson Mandela

See how shareholder activism continues to shape the world today:
www.asyousow.org/vote-your-proxy
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Unparalleled, Impartial Proxy Research

Brieﬁng Papers—Preparing for proxy season can be daunting. Si2 helps by producing
in-depth comprehensive backgrounders, so that you can come up to speed on longstanding as well as emerging topics, understand the key implications and risks for
investors, and adopt and update voting guidelines. In the oﬀ season, they also oﬀer
excellent guidance for engagement eﬀorts.

Engagement Monitor—During season, you’ll have access to the most detailed and

complete searchable online tool providing timely updates on shareholder proposals
ﬁled at U.S. companies. Si2 is the only proxy research provider who surveys known
proponents to give you advanced notice of ﬁlings of social and environmental policy
resolutions throughout the year.

Action Reports—When sustainability-related resolutions come to votes, you’ll

√

have key company- and resolution-speciﬁc research at your ﬁngertips to help your
organization make decisions, especially in complicated case-by-case matters.

Expert Advice—With an average of more than 15 years of experience in the ﬁeld

of investor responsibility and proxy research, our analysts are among the best in the
industry, and you have direct access to them throughout the year.

Join leading institutions, including the nation’s largest pension funds, endowed colleges and universities and fund
managers in signing up for Si2’s proxy research services. For a free trial and additional information, contact
Peter DeSimone, peter@siinstitute.org, 1+202-249-9923. Visit www.siinstitute.org. Follow @Si2News on Twitter.

Your proxy votes should reflect your values.
Proxy Impact provides environmental, social and sustainable
governance (ESG) guidelines, electronic voting, and

The power to change business as usual
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